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Abstract

Auctions are widely employed to allocate scarce resources among strategic users.

Truthfulness is a desired property of auctions, for eliminating falsified bids. The cel-

ebrated VCG auction is truthful, yet it becomes computationally infeasible when the

underlying winner determination problem is NP-hard. Simply substituting the opti-

mal solutions with approximate solutions makes a VCG auction lose its truthfulness

property. In this thesis, we aim to address this challenge by employing a random-

ized auction framework, which translates a cooperative approximation algorithm into

a truthful auction. Four resource allocation problems are carefully studied. We

first discuss dynamic resource provisioning in clouds through the auction of virtual

machines (VMs). It generalizes the existing literature by introducing combinatorial

auctions of heterogeneous VMs, and models dynamic VM provisioning.

We then study electricity markets between power grids and microgrids, an emerg-

ing paradigm of electric power generation and supply. We address the economic

challenges arising from such grid integration, and design a power auction that explic-

itly handles the Unit Commitment Problem, a key challenge in power grids. Both

power markets with grid-to-microgrid and microgrid-to-grid energy sales are studied,

with an auction designed for each, under the same randomized auction framework.

We next study emergency demand response (EDR) in multi-tenant colocation data

centers. EDR in colocation data centers is challenging, due to lack of incentives to

reduce energy consumption by tenants who control their servers and are typically

on fixed power contracts with the colocation. We propose a new auction mechanism

using the framework to enable colocation EDR, which leverages a reverse auction to

provide monetary remuneration to tenants according to their energy reduction.

We further study the online electricity cost minimization problem at a colocation
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data center. Electricity billing faced by a data center is nowadays based on both the

total volume consumed, and the peak consumption rate. This leads to an interesting

new combinatorial optimization structure on the electricity cost optimization prob-

lem. Applying the randomized framework, we model and solve the problem through

two approaches: the pricing approach and the auction approach.
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Chapter 1

Overview

Auctions are a powerful tool for allocating scarce resources among strategic agents

(bidders), who are driven by their individual economic interests. The prices of the

resources are then determined by the realtime relation between demand and supply

in the markets. Agents’ preferences are usually private, known only to themselves.

Agents may not be willing to share such private information with the auctioneer, when

the objectives of agents are not aligned with that of the auctioneer. An agent would

report falsified private information if doing so could improve its own objective. As a

result, truthfulness is a desired property for auction design, to eliminate strategic bids

from these selfish agents, and to free the resources used for struggling with them. An

auction is truthful if bidding true resource valuation is the dominant bidding strategy

for all agents.

The celebrated Vickrey-Clarke-Groves (VCG) auction mechanism, which is de-

scribed in Chapter 3, due to Vickrey [96], Clarke [35] and Groves [51], represents

a general truthful auction framework, in which no rational buyers have motivation

to submit falsified bids. VCG auctions are proven to be the only type of auctions

that can simultaneously guarantee truthfulness and economic efficiency (social welfare

maximization). A VCG auction requires optimally solving the winner determination

problem multiple times, for calculating allocation rules as well as payments of winning

bidders.

Unfortunately, the underlying winner determination problem for resource alloca-

tion and pricing is often NP-hard [59], making the VCG auction computationally in-

feasible, especially when facing a large number of bidders. Approximation algorithms
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are known to be an efficient alternative for solving NP-hard problems, computing

sub-optimal solutions in polynomial time. However, a VCG auction loses its truth-

fulness property when one applies an approximation algorithm instead of an optimal

algorithm for winner determination [73].

The thesis focuses on the design of auctions that can guide practical resource

allocation and pricing in today’s emerging ICT platforms such as cloud computing

systems, microgrid systems and colocation data centers. We design auctions for prac-

tical resource allocation and pricing in such emerging ICT platforms using a random-

ized auction framework. The aim of the framework is to help convert a cooperative

approximation algorithm into a truthful auction. Note that the cooperative approxi-

mation algorithm assumes truthful bidding for free, and can focus on algorithmically

maximizing the social welfare by ignoring potential strategic bidding from selfish users

who may not voluntarily reveal their true evaluation of a desired bid. An effective

auction, in comparison, is bound to pay close attention at the same time to eliciting

truth-telling, a property not usually attained without a compromise in social welfare.

The randomized auction framework can achieve the same approximation ratio as the

cooperative approximation algorithm does. Meanwhile it is truthful in expectation

and individually rational.

The randomized auction works as follows. We first design an efficient approx-

imation algorithm for the winner determination problem. The optimal fractional

solutions to the linear programming relaxation (LPR) of the underlying winner de-

termination problem are then computed efficiently using a standard linear program

solution method, such as the simplex algorithm or the interior-point algorithm. We

next employ a convex decomposition technique, which using the approximation algo-

rithm as a plug-in module, to decompose the fractional solutions into a convex combi-

nation of feasible integer solutions to the underlying winner determination problem.
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The crux of the design is to utilize a pair of tailored primal and dual linear programs

for exploiting the underlying packing/covering structure of the winner determination

problem. The pair of linear programs are solved using the ellipsoid method in polyno-

mial time with the cooperative approximation algorithm acting as a separation oracle,

providing a series of weights for integer solutions. Each integral solution is then chosen

randomly with probability equal to its decomposition weight, as the allocation out-

come of the auction. The payments to the winners are carefully computed according

to the type of the underlying winner determination problem to ensure truthfulness.

For packing type problems, the payments are set according to the fractional VCG

auction on the LPR, which is polynomial-time computable, and truthful by its bid-

independent nature. The resulting randomized auction inherits its truthfulness from

the fractional VCG auction. For covering type problems, we find the randomized al-

location results satisfy a set of nice properties that enable us to exploit another route

of truthful payment computation, i.e., a sufficient condition of a truthful auction,

which will be discussed in Chapter 3. As long as payments satisfy such a condition,

the resulting auction is truthful.

Such a framework works with packing and covering problems, which include a

variety of resource allocation and pricing problems in current ICT platforms. In

this thesis, we study the following four problems: i) auction design for dynamic

resource provisioning in clouds; ii) auction design for the markets between grids and

microgrids; iii) auction design for emergency demand response in colocation data

centers; iv) auction design for electricity cost saving in colocation data centers. We

next present a brief overview of each problem and details of our contributions as

follows.
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1.1 Dynamic Resource Provisioning in Clouds

According to a recent study, the fast growing market volume of cloud computing is

reaching $204 billion in 2016 [46]. The sheer volume of transactions in the cloud

market implies that any small fraction of improvement in system efficiency would

lead to considerable cost savings and revenue improvement.

The cloud computing paradigm is marked by its on-demand access to computing

resources such as CPU, RAM and storage, and its minimal management overhead.

While fixed flat pricing is common for resource allocation in today’s cloud computing

market, it fails to capture the underlying relation between demand and supply, and

does not flexibly respond to fluctuations in such a relation, hence leading to economic

inefficiency. An auction-based approach enables agility and efficiency in the cloud

market by transferring the pricing functionality to the invisible hand of the market,

having resources sold to where they are most valued, at prices sustainable in the

market. Compared with static resource provisioning, dynamic resource provisioning

can pack the cloud resources into different types of virtual machines (VMs) on the

fly, for allocation to cloud users, catering for their dynamic fluctuating heterogeneous

demands.

We show that the social welfare maximization problem under dynamic resource

provisioning is NP-hard due to its combinatorial optimization nature. A direct appli-

cation of the VCG auction is hence computationally prohibitive. Nonetheless, such

maximization can be cast into a linear integer program, based on which we design

an efficient cooperative primal-dual approximation algorithm that achieves a small

approximation factor ρ ≈ 2.7. We then employ this algorithm as a building block for

designing a combinatorial auction for dynamic resource provisioning, which is compu-

tationally efficient, truthful in expectation, and surprisingly, simultaneously achieves

the same social welfare approximation factor of ρ as does the cooperative approxima-
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tion algorithm. Extensive simulations driven by traces from Google Cluster Data are

conducted to verify the efficacy of the randomized auction.

1.2 Electricity Markets between Power Grids and Microgrids

A microgrid is a distributed electric power system, operating autonomously to orga-

nize local generations to meet the demand dynamically. Compared with traditional

centralized power grids, microgrids provide cheaper, more reliable and more environ-

ment friendly alternatives to electric provisioning by integrating renewable energy

into the system, representing an emerging paradigm of electric power generation and

supply. Microgrids have recently witnessed an impressive rate of growth. Global in-

stalled capacity is projected to reach 15GW by 2022, which is roughly equal to the

total installed capacity in Portugal in 2008. Microgrids can not only purchase energy

from the grid, but also sell its surplus energy back to the grid. Usually the selling

price is determined by contract pricing, which is a result of negotiation between the

generator owner and the grid, as exemplified by the FIT program [5] in Ontario,

Canada. However, contract pricing fails to quickly respond to fluctuations in demand

and supply in the electricity market. An auction-based approach, in contrast, en-

ables agility and efficiency in the power market by enabling the invisible hand in the

market.

We design auctions for both the microgrid-to-grid market and the grid-to-microgrid

market. In the first market, the scheduling of generators in the microgrids that de-

termines on/off statuses and power output levels for each generator is subject to

operational constraints, e.g., ramping up/down speed, maximum/minimum output

limits, due to technical limitations of generators. This is similar to the Unit Commit-

ment problem (UCP), one of the two core problems in a power grid (along with the

power flow optimization problem). Solving UCP is challenging because it has been
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proven NP-complete in general. We first design an approximation algorithm for the

first market in consideration of UCP, then further utilize the framework to convert

the approximation algorithm into an auction. In the grid-to-microgrid market, we

first design an efficient approximation algorithm for the social welfare maximization

problem, then apply the framework to convert the approximation algorithm for social

welfare maximization into a truthful auction with the same approximation factor.

Trace driven simulations are conducted to verify the efficacy of the two proposed

inter-grid power auctions.

1.3 Colocation Data Centers

Colocation data centers (or colocations) rent physical space and infrastructure sup-

port, e.g., reliable power supply and cooling service, to multiple tenants for hosting

their servers at a common site. They are rather different from private data centers in

which operators have full control of computing resources and site facilities. Coloca-

tions offer a flexible data center solution to small/medium users who wish to run their

own ‘cloud’ but are deterred by the daunting cost of constructing and maintaining

their own data centers. Even large users like Google and Akamai rely on colocations

as a cost-effective complement to their own data centers for achieving a global pres-

ence, particularly in regions of relatively low demand that do not justify a dedicated

data center. The surging market of colocations is expected to reach $43 billion by

2018, with a compound annual growth rate of 11% [85].

Large-scale data centers, given their large yet flexible power demands, have a great

potential in emergency demand response (EDR), which coordinates large electricity

consumers for demand reduction in emergency situations, serves as the last line of

defense for power grids before cascading blackouts take place, and prevents billions of

dollars in economic losses. While existing literature concentrates on owner-operated
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data centers, this thesis in Chapter 7 studies EDR in multi-tenant colocation data

centers where servers are owned and managed by individual tenants. Unlike in owner-

operated data centers, colocation power management is uncoordinated: the colocation

operator purchases electricity from the power grid and manages the facility; individual

tenants manage their own servers and power consumption. The colocation operator

desires cutting electricity consumption for financial compensation from the power grid

in case of EDR, but tenants have little incentive for reducing their power consumption,

since they are typically billed by the colocation based on their subscribed/reserved

power at fixed rates regardless of energy consumption. Therefore, enabling colocation

EDR is challenging.

Traditionally, the colocation has to rely on the highly expensive and/or environmentally-

unfriendly on-site energy backup/generation to achieve compulsory energy reduction

goals set by the EDR program. To reduce cost and environmental impact, an effi-

cient incentive mechanism is therefore in need, motivating tenants’ voluntary energy

reduction in case of EDR.

We propose a new truthful auction, Truth-DR, which enables EDR in colocations

by financially rewarding tenants to reduce energy consumption for EDR. Truth-DR is

essentially a reverse auction, and is based on an extended randomized auction frame-

work, which can be applied to covering type integer programs. Truth-DR employs a

primal-dual 2-approximation algorithm as a plug-in module, and then converts it into

a randomized auction using the decomposition technique. Truth-DR is computation-

ally efficient, individually rational, and guarantees the same colocation-wide social

cost approximation factor as the plug-in approximation algorithm does. We conduct

trace-based simulations to validate Truth-DR, demonstrating the desired efficiency in

(social) cost reduction.

We further consider the electricity cost minimization problem in colocations. The
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electricity billing faced by a colocation is nowadays based on both the total volume

consumed and the peak consumption rate in the billing cycle. The maximum power

demand is dependent on the power consumption in all time intervals during a billing

cycle. Decisions in different time slots are therefore coupled, leading to an inherent

online nature of the problem of demand shaping. Again, an efficient mechanism is

desired for eliciting desirable consumption patterns from the colocation tenants to

achieve such cost minimization since a colocation has no direct control over power

consumption of its tenants.

Two approaches, the pricing approach and the auction approach, are proposed to

model and solve the electricity cost saving problem in colocations. In each approach,

we design efficient online algorithms with small competitive ratios. For the pricing ap-

proach, we design an offline 2-approximation algorithm as well as an online algorithm

with a small competitive ratio in most practical settings. For the auction approach,

we design an efficient online algorithm, and then convert it into an efficient mech-

anism that executes in an online fashion, runs in polynomial time, and guarantees

truthful bidding by applying the randomized auction framework. Trace-driven sim-

ulation studies further verify the efficacy of the proposed algorithms, demonstrating

their close-to-optimum performance, which is better than the theoretical worst-case

bounds.

1.4 Thesis Organization

The rest of the thesis are organized as follows.

We present the related work and the preliminaries in Chapter 2 and Chapter 3,

respectively. We then introduce the randomized auction framework for both packing

and covering problems in Chapter 4.

Chapter 5 then presents the randomized auction for dynamic resources provision-
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ing and pricing in cloud computing. This is joint work with Zongpeng Li and Chuan

Wu, and appears in the proceedings of IEEE International Conference on Computer

Communications (INFOCOM) 2014 [107].

Chapter 6 is completed in collaboration with Zongpeng Li and Chuan Wu. Two

auctions are proposed and studied for the markets between microgrids and grids. The

results are published in the proceedings of ACM SIGMETRICS 2014 [108].

Chapter 7 presents the results on auction design for emergency demand response

in colocation data centers, which were done in collaboration with Shaolei Ren, Chuan

Wu and Zongpeng Li. A preliminary version is first published in IEEE INFOCOM

2015 [111], and a journal version with complete theoretical analysis and extensive sim-

ulation studies is published in the ACM Transactions on Modeling and Performance

Evaluation of Computing Systems (ToMPECS) [112].

In Chapter 8, we study the electricity cost saving algorithms for colocation data

centers. The results are from the joint work with Zongpeng Li, Chuan Wu and Shaolei

Ren. The preliminary version is published in ACM SIGMETRICS 2015 [109], and a

complete version is published in IEEE Journal on Selected Areas in Communications

(JSAC) [110].

Chapter 9 concludes the thesis.
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Chapter 2

Related Work

2.1 Auction Design and The Randomized Auction Framework

For non-VCG style of auction design, customized techniques specific to the problem at

hand are required for guaranteeing truthfulness of the resulting auction mechanism.

In a sequence of recent work that originated from theoretical computer science [31,

58, 63, 116], a decomposition technique is designed for translating fractional solutions

to integer solutions, for packing type integer programs. The key is a pair of tailored

primal and dual LPs that exploit such packing property, which can be solved with an

efficient approximation algorithm that also verifies an integrality gap between the IP

and its LPR.

A decomposition-based randomized auction is extended for the uncapacitated fa-

cility location problem [71]. However, it requires a Lagrangian multiplier preserving

approximation algorithm for the underlying problem, which is a rather restrictive

requirement, not easily found in many practical problems in the ICT field. Minooei

et al. [70] design a decomposition technique for covering type integer programs, ex-

ploiting the covering property to successfully decompose the fractional solutions into

a series of weighted feasible integer solutions.

Dughmi and Roughgarden [39] recently proposed a different technique that trans-

fers an approximation algorithm into a truthful auction mechanism, retaining the

same social welfare approximation ratio. This approach requires that the social wel-

fare maximization problem admits a Full Polynomial-Time Approximation Scheme

(FPTAS), which is a much stronger requirement than having a polynomial-time

constant-ratio approximation algorithm. Many NP-hard optimization problems (in-
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cluding all that are proven APX-hard) do not have FPTAS, which limits the appli-

cation of this technique.

Auctions are extensively employed in ICT fields, such as cloud computing, smart

grids and data centers. We next briefly review the recent applications of auctions in

these fields.

2.2 Auction Design in Clouds

The design of VM auctions has been studied in a series of work in recent cloud com-

puting literature. Wang et al. [99] design a O(
√
k)-approximation cloud auction using

critical value payments, where k is the number of all VM instances. Such an approxi-

mation ratio can be rather large, when a large number of VM instances are provisioned

in real-world cloud computing. Zaman et al. [105] propose an auction-based VM allo-

cation mechanism, CA-GREEDY, for the case of static resource provisioning, where

the cloud provider has a pre-determined number of VMs for sale in each VM type.

A similar issue on the approximation ratio exists when the cloud has a large number

of VM instances. The authors also consider the dynamic provisioning case [104], and

present a truthful mechanism. Their dynamic provisioning mechanisms provide no

guarantee on the social welfare approximation ratio, though. Nejad et al. [75] propose

truthful greedy mechanisms for dynamic VM provisioning. Their scheme suffers from

a similar problem on the approximation ratio when the system has a large number of

users. In contrast, the VM auction we design in Chapter 5 is not only truthful, but

also achieves close-to-optimal social welfare.

Fu et al. [45] study the dynamic VM allocation problem, and propose a new

type of core-selecting VM auctions that can improve the cloud provider’s revenue.

Such core-selecting mechanisms pursue seller revenue maximization at the cost of

truthfulness, and do not target social welfare maximization. The auction for cloud
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resource provisioning in Chapter 5 focuses on both social welfare maximization and

truthfulness.

Recently Zhang et al. [114] design a (1− ε)-optimal randomized auction for cloud

resource provisioning based on smoothed analysis techniques. The time complexity

of their mechanism is rather high. Their randomized allocation runs in O
(
tL9(1/ε)2

)
time, where t is number of resource types and L is the number of total bids. As a

result, it may not be suitable for large-scale cloud providers in practice. Mashayekhy

et al. [68] design a PTAS mechanism, which achieves a (1 − ε)-approximation ratio

as well, for heterogeneous resource provisioning in cloud computing. However, the

complexity is also rather high.

In a recent line of work on online auction design for the cloud market, Zhang

et al. [106] study online cloud resource allocation where demands arrive on the fly.

Their model fails to consider heterogeneous types of VMs. Shi et al. [87, 88, 89]

study online dynamic cloud resource provisioning for dynamical demand arrivals,

and propose truthful online auction-based allocation policies using primal-dual based

techniques. Zhang et al. [113] further study a similar problem using Fenchel duality

for handling cloud users’ occupation durations and the operational costs of servers.

The above two studies represent further developments based on Chapter 5, which

focuses on the already challenging auction mechanism design in a one-off setting.

2.3 Auctions in Power Grids

Auctions are widely employed in traditional power grids, e.g., Nicolaisen et al. [76]

propose a computational wholesale electricity market operating in a clearing house

double-auction manner. Similarly, Tesfatsion [91] proposes centrally administered

wholesale electricity markets with congestion management using an auction approach.

Neither of them takes UCP constraints into consideration. McGuire [69] propose an
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auction for heuristically minimizing operational cost with substantially simplified unit

commitment constraints, by collecting cost bids from each generating unit. No proven

guarantee on the performance or computational complexity analysis is provided.

Microgrids, as an emerging paradigm of power generation and supply, have been

studied in a series of recent work. Lasseter et al. [57] was among the first to propose

the concept of microgrids. Barnes et al. [25] summarize dozens of existing and un-

dergoing demonstration projects of microgrids across America, Asia and Europe. Lu

et al. [67] investigate microgrids, considering renewable energy (wind, solar) and co-

generation, and propose an online algorithm CHASE with a small competitive ratio in

operation cost. With limited prediction into the future, CHASE can be extended to

behave more intelligently. A few studies recently appeared in the literature of auction

design for microgrids. For example, Dimeas et al. [38] present a distributed control

approach for microgrids, using an auction algorithm for the solution of the symmet-

ric assignment problem. Yet they fail to consider the key unit commitment problem

in the proposed solution. Tsikalakis et al. [92] consider demand side bidding where

consumers of the microgrids submit bids to purchase energy from microgrids. Based

on such bids, the microgrid central controller chooses either to minimize operational

cost or to maximize profit. Their auction is not proven to be truthful.

2.4 Data Center Demand Response

The critical role of data centers is attracting increasing attention in the field of demand

response. Wang et al. [98] advocate that data center demand response can be an

effective approach to improve power grid stability, to reduce the energy consumption

as well as to increase the revenue of data centers. Ghatikar et al. [48] conduct field

tests to verify the feasibility of data center demand response. Ghamkhari et al. [47]

and Aikema et al. [17] optimize data center computing resources to provide ancillary
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services provided by utility. Chen et al. [33] leverage server power capping methods

to control data center power consumption in response to regulation signals provided

by grid operators in real time. Li et al. [62] investigate the interactions between

data centers and utilities, as well as pricing strategies of utilities. Liu et al. [65]

propose predication-based pricing for demand response in data centers, where the

data center operator has full control over all its servers. The above studies focus on

owner-operated data centers where operators have full control over the servers, and

are not applicable to colocations.

A recent study [84] proposes a simple mechanism, iCODE, for colocation demand

response, which however cannot be applied to enable emergency demand response in

colocation data centers, because: (1) iCODE is purely based on tenants’ best-effort

reduction that may not meet energy reduction target for EDR; and (2) iCODE is not

truthful, and strategic tenants can report falsified costs to gain extra benefits. Some

auction designs [23] apply supply function bidding to the electricity market, which

however suffers from the market power issue by large players in the market [65].

Recently Zhou et al. [115] study demand response in geo-distributed clouds, and

propose an efficient auction that is truthful with a high probability. Yet their mech-

anism may be inappropriate for our problem, the EDR in colocations, where 1) such

EDR is mandatory with a given energy reduction target; 2) both tenants and colo-

cation’s own diesel generators can contribute to such EDR. Sun et al. [90] design an

online auction for incentivizing and coordinating tenants’ energy reduction in EDR

when given tenants’ overall energy reduction capacities over time. Nevertheless, ap-

plying their approach to our problem leads to a rather high approximation ratio when

total energy reduction is large. Different from their auction, our solution achieves a

constant ratio of 2.
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2.5 Energy Consumption in Data Centers

Energy efficiency in data centers attracted high attention from both academia and

industry in recent years, since a small fraction of improvement in energy efficiency

may transfer into millions of dollars of cost savings. Several algorithms [53, 64] are

proposed to ensure that power consumption is proportional to total workload, by

dynamically turning on/off servers in data centers (dynamic capacity provisioning)

or adjusting their speed (CPU speed scaling). Different from traditional data centers,

colocation data centers are not able to directly control the servers’ on/off status or

speed.

The peak-based electricity charge model is applied in the real-world for large busi-

ness users, as exemplified by data centers. Wang et al. [97] propose offline and online

algorithms to minimize the electricity cost by delaying or dropping workloads. They

prove a theoretical bound for the dropping-only case. However, they assume that the

dropping cost is proportional to the size of the workload, which ignores the fact that

different jobs of the same size may be of different importance. Xu et al. [103] study

the electricity cost minimization problem in a data center through partial execution

while trying to satisfy the Service Level Agreement (SLA). Different from their work,

we in Chapter 8 tackle the problem by eliciting voluntary energy reduction from the

colocation tenants in an otherwise uncoordinated power consumption environment

within a colocation data center. Bar-Noy et al. [24] advocate shaving the peak de-

mand by using stored energy. Their solution focuses on optimizing the peak charge

only without considering the volume charge and energy storage cost, while our work,

Chapter 8, concentrates on the overall cost including the peak charge, volume charge

as well as tenant costs.

The primal-dual approach [29] is a general tool for designing competitive online

algorithms. A well designed primal-dual online algorithm sometimes achieves a small
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competitive ratio against the offline optimum. However, the method requires that the

underlying problem is of a packing type or a covering type. The peak power demand

charge model essentially makes our problem a mixed packing and covering problem.

Directly applying the primal-dual approach is hence infeasible. Azar et al. [22] re-

cently propose a technique to tackle mixed packing and covering problems. Yet it

assumes that the packing constraints are given at the beginning while the covering

constraints are revealed on the fly, and the problem only focuses on minimizing the

maximum amount by which a packing constraint is violated. So their technique still

has restrictions and is not directly applicable to our problem.
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Chapter 3

Preliminaries

Before starting the discussion on the randomized auction framework and its appli-

cations, we first introduce important concepts and definitions in auction design and

algorithm design.

Definition 1. An auction is a process that bidders (buyers) compete to obtain goods

or resources from an auctioneer (seller) by offering prices.

3.1 Properties of An Auction

In auction design, for a given allocation outcome x, a bidder i’s utility, which is used

to measure its happiness, is usually defined as

ui = vi(x)− Πi (3.1)

where vi(.) denotes the true valuation (private information, only known to i itself)

and Πi is the payment.

Truthfulness (also known as incentive compatibility, strategyproofness) is a funda-

mental property desired in auction design, for simplifying bidder and seller strategies,

improving the predictability of the auction outcome, and facilitating the analysis of

the auction.

Definition 2. A (randomized) auction is truthful (in expectation) if for any bidder

i, reporting its true valuation in the bid maximizes its (expected) utility, regardless

of the bids submitted by other bidders.

Individual rationality is another desired property in auction design.
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Definition 3. An auction is individually rational if for any bidder i, its utility is

non-negative when it tells its true valuation regardless of the bids submitted by other

bidders.

The social welfare is defined as the total utility of the system including all bidders

and the auctioneer. The auctioneer’s utility is the sum of the payments received, i.e.,∑
i∈B Πi, where B is the set of all bidders. With payments cancelling themselves, the

social welfare is simply: ∑
i∈B

vi(x) (3.2)

Definition 4. Given the bidders’ bids as inputs, the Winner Determination Problem

(WDP) is to find an allocation of resources to bidders by optimizing a given objective.

Usually the objective of a WDP could be social welfare maximization or social

cost minimization.

3.2 The VCG Auction

The celebrated Vickrey-Clarke-Groves (VCG) auction [35, 51, 96] aims at maximizing

the social welfare of the system and achieves both truthfulness and absolute economic

efficiency, representing a general truthful auction framework. We next introduce the

VCG auction as follows.

Definition 5. VCG auction calculates an allocation x∗ and payments Π as follows:

x∗ = arg max
x∈X

∑
i∈B

vi(x) (3.3)

Πi = Vi −
∑

j∈B\{i}

vj(x
∗) (3.4)

where X is the set of all possible allocations. Vi is the optimal social welfare when

bidder i bids nothing, i.e., Vi =
∑

j∈B\{i} vj(x
′), x′ = arg maxx

∑
j∈B\{i} vj(x)
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The allocation that the VCG auction chooses is the optimal solution to the social

welfare maximization problem.

Theorem 1. [21] The VCG auction in Definition 5 is truthful and individually ra-

tional.

Proof: (Truthfulness) For a fixed bidder i, let its true valuation and reported

valuation be vi and v′i, respectively. Fix all other bidders’ reported valuation as well.

Let x̃ = arg maxx

(∑
j∈B\{i} vj(x) + v′i(x)

)
.

The utility of bidder i when it bids true valuation is:

ui = vi(x
∗)− Πi = vi(x

∗)− Vi +
∑

j∈B\{i}

vj(x
∗) (3.5)

The utility of bidder i when it bids v′i instead of the true valuation is:

u′i = vi(x̃)− Vi +
∑

j∈B\{i}

vj(x̃) (3.6)

Vi remains the same in (3.5) and (3.6) as it is independent of bidder i. According to

the definition of x∗, we further have:

vi(x
∗) +

∑
j∈B\{i}

vj(x
∗) ≥ vi(x̃) +

∑
j∈B\{i}

vj(x̃)

which is equivalent to ui ≥ u′i. Therefore, bidder i chooses truthful bidding, which is

the best strategy to maximize its utility.

(Individual Rationality) Clearly ui = vi(x
∗)− Vi +

∑
j∈B\{i} vj(x

∗) ≥ 0 according

to the definition of Vi. So the VCG auction is individually rational. ut

As observed in the above proof, a VCG auction requires solving the social wel-

fare maximization problem to optimum, for calculating payments of winning buyers.

Consequently, it becomes computationally infeasible when exact social welfare max-

imization is NP-hard. A VCG auction loses its truthful property if approximation

algorithms are applied for social welfare maximization [60, 77].
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3.3 Characterizing Truthfulness for Reverse Auctions

Definition 6. An auction is a reverse (a.k.a. supply) auction if bidders (sellers)

compete to sell goods or resources to an auctioneer (buyer).

The following theorem describes a sufficient condition for ensuring truthfulness of

a reverse auction mechanism. Let b−i be the bids from all other bidders except i.

Pi(b, b−i) is the winning probability for bidder i when it bids b and others bid b−i.

Let Pi(b) be Pi(b, b−i) in the following discussion as other bids b−i are fixed.

Theorem 2. [20][74] A randomized reverse auction with bids b and payments Π is

truthful in expectation if

•
∫∞

0
Pi(x)dx <∞,∀i ∈ N ;

• Pi(bi) is monotonically non-increasing in bi, ∀i ∈ N ;

• The expected payment is E[Πi] = biPi(bi) +
∫∞
bi
Pi(b)db, ∀i ∈ N .

Proof: We show that if an auction satisfies the above three conditions, then it is

truthful in expectation. Let vi be bidder i’s true valuation, and bi be the reported

bid instead of the true valuation. If bi 6= vi, then the expected utility of bidder i is:

ui(bi) = biPi(bi) +

∫ ∞
bi

Pi(b)db− viPi(bi)

= (bi − vi)Pi(bi) +

∫ ∞
bi

Pi(b)db

If bidder i submits true bid instead, then the expected utility is:

ui(vi) = viPi(bi) +

∫ ∞
vi

Pi(b)db− viPi(vi)

=

∫ ∞
vi

Pi(b)db

We notice that:
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ui(vi)− ui(bi) =

∫ ∞
vi

Pi(b)db− (bi − vi)Pi(bi)−
∫ ∞
bi

Pi(b)db

=

∫ bi

vi

Pi(b)db− (bi − vi)Pi(bi)

If bi > vi, then∫ bi

vi

Pi(b)db− (bi − vi)Pi(bi) ≥ (bi − vi)Pi(bi)− (bi − vi)Pi(bi)

= 0

where the last inequality is due to that Pi(bi) is monotonically non-increasing.

Similarly, if bi ≤ vi, then∫ bi

vi

Pi(b)db− (bi − vi)Pi(bi) ≥ −(vi − bi)Pi(bi)− (bi − vi)Pi(bi)

= 0

Therefore, truthfully bidding is the dominant strategy for a bidder to maximize

its expected utility.

ut

3.4 Other Definitions

Two types of linear programs, packing linear programs and covering linear programs,

are studied in this thesis. Their formal definitions are:

Definition 7. A linear program is a packing LP if it is of the form: Maximize bTy,

subject to: ATy ≤ c,y ≥ 0, where the matrix A and vectors b and c are non-negative.

Definition 8. A linear program is a covering LP if it is of the form: Minimize bTy,

subject to: ATy ≥ c,y ≥ 0, where the matrix A and vectors b and c are non-negative.

As an alternative to optimally solving NP-complete problems, approximation algo-

rithms are widely adopted for finding near-optimal solutions within polynomial time.
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Approximation ratios are widely used to measure the performance of approximation

algorithms. We define approximation ratios for maximization problems as follows.

Definition 9. An algorithm A to a maximization problem is ρ−approximation if

ρA(I) ≥ OPT (I),∀I, where I is the input of the problem, A(I) is the objective value

by A and OPT (I) is the objective value by an optimal solution.

Similarly, we define approximation ratios for minimization problems as follows.

Definition 10. An algorithm A to a minimization problem is ρ−approximation if

A(I) ≤ ρOPT (I),∀I, where I is the input of the problem, A(I) is the objective value

by A and OPT (I) is the objective value by an optimal solution.

An online algorithm works with hitherto information, and cannot access infor-

mation that is available only in the future. New information comes on the fly and

decisions for each time slot have to be made immediately without delay.

Competitive analysis is widely employed to analyze the performance of an online

algorithm compared with the offline optimum, to which full future information is

available a priori. We define the competitive ratio for maximization problems as

follows.

Definition 11. An online algorithm B to a maximization problem is γ−competitive

iff γB(I) ≥ OPToffline(I), where I is a sequence of input, and B(I) is the objective

value by B while OPToffline(I) is the optimum by an optimal offline algorithm.

The competitive ratio for minimization problems is defined as follows.

Definition 12. An online algorithm B to a minimization problem is γ−competitive

iff B(I) ≤ γOPToffline(I), where I is a sequence of input, and B(I) is the objective

value by B while OPToffline(I) is the optimum by an optimal offline algorithm.
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Chapter 4

The Randomized Auction Framework

In a sequence of recent work that originated from theoretical computer science [31,

58, 63, 70, 71], a decomposition technique is designed for translating fractional so-

lutions to integer linear programs into a weighted combination of feasible integer

solutions. Such a decomposition technique enables a randomized auction framework

that automatically translates a cooperative approximation algorithm into an auc-

tion mechanism, achieving the same social welfare approximation ratio as the plug-in

approximation algorithm does, while guaranteeing truthful bidding.

The basic process of the randomized auction framework, as shown in Fig. 4.1,

is that: we first compute the optimal fractional solutions to the linear program re-

laxation of the underlying winner determination problem, and then employ a convex

decomposition technique to decompose the fractional solutions into a convex combi-

nation of feasible integer solutions to the underlying winner determination problem.

The key technique of the decomposition lies in a pair of tailored primal and dual LPs.

We then randomly pick one of the integer solutions as the outcome of the auction,

using their weights in the convex combination as probabilities. The payments to the

winners are carefully computed according to the rule in fractional VCG or Theorem

2, depending on the type of the underlying winner determination problem.

Two types of problems are studied in this thesis, packing problems and covering

problems. The decomposition process is different for these two type problems.

We next present the randomized auction framework for packing problems.
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Figure 4.1: An illustration of the randomized auction framework; the payments are
depending on the type of the underlying WDP.

4.1 Packing Type Winner Determination Problems

Assume that a packing type winner determination problem is:

maximize:
∑
i∈B

bixi (4.1)

subject to:

BTx ≤ c, (4.1a)

xi ∈ {0, 1}, ∀i ∈ B (4.1b)

Relaxing the integral constraint (4.1b) to 0 ≤ xi ≤ 1,∀i, we obtain its linear

program relaxation (LPR) as follows:

maximize:
∑
i∈B

bixi (4.2)

subject to:

BTx ≤ c, (4.2a)

0 ≤ xi ≤ 1, ∀i ∈ B (4.2b)
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Assume we have a ρ−approximation algorithm for the problem (4.1), such that it

also verifies the integrality gap between the problem and its linear program relaxation

in the sense that the integrality gap is also bounded by ρ, i.e., ρA ≥ OPT , ρA ≥

LPR, whereA is the value of the near optimal solution provided by the approximation

algorithm, OPT is the value of the optimal solution to (4.1), and LPR is the value

of the optimal solution to the LPR (4.2).

Next, Algorithm 1 outlines the key steps in the randomized auction framework

for the packing type problems.

Algorithm 1 A Randomized Auction Framework for Packing Problems

1: Simulating the fractional VCG auction.
2: — Compute the fractional VCG allocation x∗ and payment ΠF ,

through solving the LPR (4.2) of IP (4.1).
3: Decomposing fractional solution into integer solutions
4: — Decompose the scaled down fractional solution x∗/ρ to a convex

combination of integer solutions, i.e., x∗/ρ =
∑

l∈I βlx(l), through
solving a pair of primal-dual LPs in (4.4) and (4.5) using the ellip-
soid method, leveraging the ρ−approximation algorithm as a sepa-
ration oracle.

5: Randomized allocation
6: — Select each x(l) randomly with probability βl.
7: Charging scaled fractional VCG prices
8: — for each winning bidder i: charge a price Πi = ΠF

i
xi(l)
x∗i

, if vix
∗
i 6= 0;

otherwise Πi = 0.

We next discuss the four key steps as follows.

4.1.1 The Fractional VCG Auction

Integer packing problems usually reveal NP-hard nature, implying that applying the

VCG auction for truthfulness is computationally expensive. We first resort to a

fractional version of the VCG auction for achieving both computational efficiency

(polynomial time complexity) and economic efficiency (social welfare maximization),

by applying the VCG mechanism to the LPR (4.2) instead of IP (4.1).
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The optimal solution x∗ to the LPR constitutes the allocation solution in the

fractional VCG auction. The fractional VCG payment for user i equals i’s externality,

or the difference in social welfare with and without i’s bid according to the definition

of VCG auction in Definition 5:

ΠF
i = Vi −

∑
i′ 6=i

bi′x
∗
i′ (4.3)

where Vi is the optimal solution to the LPR when user i bids zero.

The allocation scheme in x∗ has fractional instead of binary values and is hence

not practically applicable. This is to be resolved using the primal-dual decomposition

technique, in Sec. 4.1.2.

4.1.2 Decomposing the Fractional Solution

We decompose x∗ into a convex combination of integer solutions, using a LP duality

based decomposition technique for packing type of optimization problems due to Carr

et al. [31] and Lavi et al. [58]. Our goal is to find βl and x(l) such that x∗/ρ =∑
l∈I βlx(l), where Z(IP ) = {x(l)}l∈I is the set of feasible integer solutions to IP

(4.1), I is the index set, and βl ≥ 0,
∑

l∈I βl = 1. Since the integrality gap is at most ρ,

there exists at least one integer solution, e.g., the optimal integer solution, dominating

the scaled down fractional solution. Consequently, scaling down the fractional solution

x∗ by ρ can guarantee the existence of such a decomposition.

The following primal and dual LPs are solved for decomposing x∗:

Primal: minimize
∑
l∈I

βl (4.4)
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subject to:

∑
l∈I

βlxi(l) = x∗i /ρ ∀i ∈ B (4.4a)∑
l∈I

βl ≥ 1 (4.4b)

βl ≥ 0 ∀l ∈ I (4.4c)

Dual: maximize
1

ρ

∑
i

x∗i νi + γ (4.5)

subject to:

∑
i∈B

xi(l)νi + γ ≤ 1 ∀l ∈ I (4.5a)

γ ≥ 0 (4.5b)

νi unconstrained ∀i ∈ B (4.5c)

The primal decomposition LP has an exponential number of variables. We resort

to the dual. Even though the dual (4.5) has an exponential number of constraints,

the ellipsoid method [27, 50] can be applied to solve it in polynomial-time, with the

ρ−approximation algorithm acting as a separation oracle for generating separating

hyperplanes for the dual. Once an optimal dual solution is obtained, using a poly-

nomial number of hyperplanes, the primal (4.4) can be converted to an optimization

problem with a polynomial number of constraints corresponding to these hyperplanes.

As a result, the convex decomposition can be solved within polynomial time.
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Specifically, in each iteration of the ellipsoid method, the cooperative approxi-

mation algorithm is called for generating a separating hyperplane for the dual (4.5).

The ellipsoid method can be done in O (n6 log(nU)) iterations [27], where n is the

number of the decision variables and U is an upper bound on the absolute values of

the entries of the constraint matrix. For the dual problem (4.5), the number of the

decision variables is n′ = |B| + 1. The entry xi(l) is lower bounded by 0 and upper

bounded by 1 as x(l) is a feasible integer solution to the WDP (4.1). So solving

the dual problem (4.5) using ellipsoid method takes O (n′6 log(n′)) iterations, where

n′ = |B|+1. After obtaining an optimal dual solution, we can convert the primal (4.4)

to a linear program with O (n′6 log(n′)) variables corresponding to these O (n′6 log(n′))

hyperplanes found during the iterations. The current best worst-case complexity al-

gorithm for solving a linear program is given via an interior-point method with a

complexity of O([m3/ lnm]λ), where m is the number of decision variables and λ is

the number of bits required to represent the linear program [18]. For solving the

primal problem (4.4), there are O (n′6 log(n′)) variables, leading to a total complexity

of O([n′′3/ lnn′′]λ), where n′′ = O (n′6 log(n′)).

During the process of the decomposition, νi may be negative, making the ap-

proximation algorithm work improperly. Instead of using νi directly, we set ν+
i =

max(νi, 0) to circumvent this issue. IP (4.1) satisfies the nice packing property, i.e., if

x ∈ Z(IP ),y ≤ x then y ∈ Z(IP ). Using the packing property, the following lemma

ensures that using ν+
i does not violate the constraints in the dual (4.5).

Lemma 1. Given an integer solution x′ ∈ Z(IP ), we can obtain x(l) ∈ Z(IP ) so

that
∑

i x
′
i(l)ν

+
i =

∑
i xi(l)νi.

Proof: Let

xi(l) =

 x′i(l) if νi > 0

0 otherwise
(4.6)
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Since ν+
i = max(νi, 0), it is clear that∑

i

x′i(l)ν
+
i =

∑
i

xi(l)νi.

It follows from x′ ≥ 0 that x(l) is no larger than x′. Finally, due to the packing

property, x(l) ∈ Z(IP ). ut

Lemma 2. If β∗ is an optimal solution to the primal (4.4), then
∑

l∈I β
∗
l = 1.

Proof: Since ν∗ = 0, γ∗ = 1 is feasible, the optimal solution to the dual (4.5) is at

least 1. Suppose ∃γ∗ ≥ 0,ν∗ such that

1

ρ

∑
i

x∗i ν
∗
i + γ∗ > 1

Since x∗i is the optimal fractional solution to the LPR, x∗i ≥ 0. We then have

1

ρ

∑
i

x∗i ν
∗+
i ≥

1

ρ

∑
i

x∗i ν
∗
i > 1− γ∗.

Since the integrality gap is at most ρ, verified by the cooperative approximation

algorithm when the objective is ν∗+, there must be l ∈ I satisfying
∑

i x
′
i(l)ν

∗+
i >

1 − γ∗. By Lemma 1, we have ∃x(l) ∈ Z(IP ), such that
∑

i xi(l)ν
∗
i > 1 − γ∗. This

implies that ν∗ and γ∗ violate constraint (4.5a). Therefore, the optimal value for the

dual (4.5) is 1, and
∑

l∈I β
∗
l = 1 due to strong LP duality. ut

4.1.3 The Randomized Auction

{βl}l∈I in the convex decomposition can be viewed as a probability distribution

over feasible integer solutions in Z(IP ). Given the convex decomposition x∗/ρ =∑
l∈I βlx(l), as shown in Algorithm 1, we select each valid integer solution x(l) ran-

domly with probability βl, and set the prices Πi:

Πi =

 ΠF
i
xi(l)
x∗i
, if x∗i 6= 0

0 otherwise
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The following theorem establishes expected truthfulness of the randomized auc-

tion.

Theorem 3. The randomized auction in Algorithm 1 is truthful in expectation, in-

dividually rational, and achieves an ρ-approximation to the optimal social welfare of

the cloud market.

Proof: Truthfulness. The expected utility of a given bidder i is:

∑
l∈I

βlvi (x(l))− E[Πi] = vi(x
∗/ρ)− ΠF

i /ρ

=
(
vi(x

∗)− ΠF
i

)
/ρ

where vi(x(l)) is the true valuation for i when the result is x(l). The second equality

is due to the linearity of vi(x). This means the expected utility is scaled down by

ρ from the utility in the fractional VCG auction. Truthfulness of the randomized

auction thus follows from that of the fractional VCG auction.

Individual Rationality. The utility of bidder i ∈ B:

• if bidder i loses, then it pays nothing. As a result, the utility is zero;

• if bidder i wins, then it pays Πi for the desired goods/services. Note

that the fractional VCG auction is individual rational, we therefore have

ΠF
i ≤ bix

∗
i , which implies that Πi ≤ bixi(l). Note that the valuation of

the goods/service that the bidder i obtains is bixi(l). The utility is:

ui = bixi(l)− Πi ≥ 0

Therefore, the utility is non-negative, i.e., the individual rationality is

ensured.
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Approximation Ratio. Finally, the expected social welfare of Algorithm 1 is:

∑
l∈I

βl

[∑
i

(bixi(l))

]

=
∑
i

(bix
∗
i ) /ρ

≥OPT/ρ

Therefore, it is ρ-approximation in social welfare. ut

We next discuss the randomized auction framework for the covering problems.

4.2 Covering Type Winner Determination Problems

In the previous discussion, the packing property is extensively utilized to show the

convex decomposition can be successfully completed. Yet covering type problems lack

such property, which makes the randomized auction framework not directly applicable

for them. However, the framework could be extended to overcome such obstacle. We

present the extended randomized auction framework for the covering type problems.

Assume that the covering type winner determination (cost minimization) problem

is:

minimize:
∑
i∈B

bixi (4.7)

subject to:

BTx ≥ c, (4.7a)

xi ∈ {0, 1}, ∀i ∈ B (4.7b)

Similarly, relaxing the constraint (4.7b) to 0 ≤ xi ≤ 1,∀i, we obtain its linear

program relaxation (LPR) as follows:

minimize:
∑
i∈B

bixi (4.8)
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Algorithm 2 A Randomized Auction Framework for Covering Problems

1: Optimal Fractional Solution
2: — Solve the LPR in (4.8), obtaining optimal fractional winner deci-

sions x∗.
3: Decomposition into Integer Solutions
4: — Decompose the fractional decisions min{ρx∗,1} to a convex com-

bination of feasible mixed integer solutions xl, l ∈ I, of (4.7) using
a convex decomposition technique, using the cooperative approxi-
mation algorithm as the separation oracle in the ellipsoid method
to solve the primal/dual decomposition LPs.

5: Winner Determination and Payment
6: — Select an integer solution xl from set I randomly, using weights of

the solutions in the decomposition as probabilities

— Calculate the payment of tenant i as

Πi =

{
0 if xi = 0,

bi +

∫∞
bi

min{ρx∗i (b,b−i),1}db
min{ρx∗i (bi,b−i),1} otherwise.

(min is component-wise minimum in all the above.)

subject to:

BTx ≥ c, (4.8a)

0 ≤ xi ≤ 1, ∀i ∈ B (4.8b)

Again, we assume there is a ρ−approximation algorithm for the problem (4.7),

such that it also verified the integrality gap between the problem and its linear prob-

lem relaxation, i.e., A ≤ ρOPT , A ≤ ρLPR, where A is the value of the near optimal

solution provided by the approximation algorithm, OPT is the value of the optimal

solution to (4.7), and LPR is the value of the optimal solution to the LPR (4.8).

The auction mechanism is given in Algorithm 2, with details below.
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4.2.1 Optimal Fractional Solution

The optimal fractional solution x∗ can be computed in polynomial time by solving

the LPR in (4.8), applying an efficient LP solution technique such as the primal-dual

interior-point method.

4.2.2 Convex Decomposition

The goal of the decomposition is to find νl ∈ [0, 1] and a set of mixed integer so-

lutions xl,∀l ∈ I, to the covering problem in (4.7), such that
∑

l∈I νlx
l = x∗, and∑

l∈I νl = 1. In this way, when the randomized auction chooses the lth integer solu-

tion with probability νl, a good approximation ratio in social cost in expectation may

be achieved, as that achieved by the optimal fractional solution. However, there in

fact does not exist a convex combination of the mixed integer solutions, that exactly

equals the fractional solution; since otherwise, the expected social cost achieved by

these integer solutions equals that achieved by the fractional solution, contradicting

the fact that the fractional solution achieves a lower social cost than any possible

integer solution. Therefore, to enable a feasible decomposition, we need to scale up

the optimal fractional solution by a certain factor. If there exists an approximation

algorithm that solves the underlying winner determination problem with an approxi-

mation ratio of ρ, then we can use ρ as the scaling factor [58]. In addition, min{ρx∗,1}

should be used to replace ρx∗, to be decomposed into a convex combination of feasible

integer solutions xl’s, in order to ensure that the decomposition is feasible. Otherwise,

if there exists an entry in vector ρx∗ larger than 1, the decomposition is infeasible:

since each entry in xl is at most 1, with a convex combination, we have that the left-

hand side of (4.9a)
∑

l∈I νlx
l ≤ 1. The linear program for this convex decomposition
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is:

maximize
∑
l∈I

νl (4.9)

subject to:

∑
l∈I

νlx
l = min{ρx∗,1}, (4.9a)∑

l∈I

νl ≤ 1, (4.9b)

νl ≥ 0,∀l ∈ I. (4.9c)

We can solve the decomposition problem (4.9) by finding all the possible integer

solutions to (4.7), and then directly solve LP (4.9) to derive the decomposition weights

νl’s. But there are exponentially many possible mixed integer solutions and hence

an exponential number of variables in this LP. We therefore resort to its dual below,

where dual variables µ, and φ are associated with primal constraints (4.9a) and (4.9b),

respectively:

minimize
∑
i∈B

min{ρx∗i , 1}µi + φ (4.10)

subject to:

∑
i∈B

xliµi + φ ≥ 1, ∀l ∈ I, (4.10a)

φ ≥ 0, µi unconstrained, ∀i ∈ B (4.10b)

Though the dual has an exponential number of constraints, the ellipsoid method can

be applied to solve it in polynomial-time [31]. The ellipsoid method can obtain an

optimal dual solution using a polynomial number of separating hyperplanes. The

cooperative approximation algorithm can help find violated dual constraints that act
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as separating hyperplanes in the ellipsoid method to cut the solution space, and a

feasible integer solution to (4.7) can be derived each time a separating hyperplane is

generated. Hence, a polynomial number of candidate solutions to (4.7) are produced

through the process of the ellipsoid method, and the primal decomposition LP (4.9)

can be reduced to a linear program with a polynomial number of variables (νl’s)

corresponding to these solutions. Then we can solve the reduced primal problem in

polynomial time. The correctness of the above decomposition method is given in the

following lemma:

Lemma 3. The decomposition method correctly obtains a polynomial number of mixed

integer solutions xl’s to the covering problem (4.7), and convex combination weights

νl’s which achieve the optimal objective value
∑

l∈I νl = 1 for (4.9), in polynomial

time.

Proof: We show
∑

l∈I νl = 1 by proving that the optimal value of (4.10) is 1. We

first observe that the optimal value of the dual is at most 1 since (µ = 0, φ = 1) is a

feasible solution to the dual. For the sake of contradiction, we suppose the optimal

that value of (4.10) is less than 1, i.e.,∑
i

min{ρx∗i , 1}µi + φ < 1.

The unconstrained variable µ, which possibly leads to negative µis, may make the

approximation algorithm work inappropriately. Let

µ+
i =

 µi if µi ≥ 0 and ρx∗i ≤ 1,

0 otherwise.

By executing the ρ-approximation algorithm using µ+ as the bidding prices, we

obtain a mixed integer solution (xπ), π ∈ I that satisfies:∑
i

µ+
i x

π
i ≤ ρ

∑
i

µ+
i x̃
∗
i

≤ ρ
∑
i

µ+
i x
∗
i ,

(4.11)
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where x̃∗ is the optimal fractional solution when µ+ are used as the bidding prices.

Due to the covering nature of the underlying problem, we can accept more winning

bids from bidder to meet the covering target c without violating the feasibility. Let

x̃πi =

 xπi if µi ≥ 0 and ρx∗i ≤ 1,

1 otherwise.

We have: ∑
i

µix̃i
π =

∑
i

µ+
i x

π
i +

∑
i : µi < 0

or ρx∗i > 1

µi

≤
∑
i

µ+
i x

π
i +

∑
i : µi < 0

or ρx∗i > 1

min{ρx∗i , 1}µi.
(4.12)

Combining Inequalities (4.11) and (4.12), we have∑
i

µix̃i
π ≤ ρ

∑
i

µ+
i x
∗
i +

∑
i : µi < 0

or ρx∗i > 1

min{ρx∗i , 1}µi

≤
∑
i

min{ρx∗i , 1}µi

≤ 1− φ.

We find a violated constraint in (4.10a) as x̃π is a feasible integer solution to (4.7). A

contradiction occurs, thus the optimal value of the dual (4.10) is 1. By strong linear

programming duality, the optimal value of the decomposition problem (4.9) is 1 as

well, i.e.,
∑

l∈I νl = 1.

The ellipsoid method [27, 50] is applied to solve the dual problem (4.10) with an

exponential number of constraints in polynomial-time. In each iteration of the ellip-

soid method, the cooperative approximation algorithm is called to act as a separation

oracle for generating a separating hyperplane for the dual (4.10). Specifically, solving

the dual problem (4.10) using ellipsoid method takes O (m′6 log(m′)) iterations, where

m′ = |B|+ 1.
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After obtaining an optimal dual solution, we can convert the primal (4.9) to a

linear program with O (m′6 log(m′)) variables corresponding to these O (m′6 log(m′))

hyperplanes. Solving the linear program via an interior-point method [18] has a

complexity of O([m′′3/ lnm′′]λ), where m′′ = O (m′6 log(m′)) and λ is the number of

bits required to represent the linear program.

As a result, the convex decomposition can be solved in polynomial time. ut

4.2.3 Winner Determination and Payment

We decide the winners by randomly selecting an integer solution xl from the set ob-

tained through the decomposition method, with the weights νl’s in the decomposition

as probabilities. We next design a payment for each winner, such that truthfulness

of the auction can be guaranteed.

We have shown that the optimal fractional solution of our covering problem cannot

be decomposed into a series of weighted integer solutions through simply scaling it up

by a factor, i.e., ρx∗; instead, we decompose min{ρx∗,1}. Our new decomposition

rules out applications of a fractional-VCG type of payment. However, we discover

that our randomized solution to (4.7) satisfies a set of nice properties that enable us

to exploit another route of truthful payment computation.

Let Pi(bi) be the probability that bidder i with bid cost bi wins in the auction,

and b−i denote all bids except bi. Our auction renders the following results on Pi(bi).

Lemma 4. Given fixed bids b−i from all other tenants, the probability that tenant

i wins, Pi(bi), is monotonically non-increasing in bi with in the randomized auction

Algorithm 2. Moreover,
∫∞

0
Pi(b)db <∞,∀i ∈ N .

Proof: Assume b′i ≤ bi. Given a fixed b−i, let x∗i and x∗∗i be the optimal fractional

solution for bidder i when its bid is bi and b′i, respectively. Note that xi ∈ {0, 1}, thus

E[xi] = Pi(bi)× 1 + (1− Pi(bi))× 0 = Pi(bi). We then further have Pi(bi) = E[xi] =
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∑
l∈I νlx

l
i = min{ρx∗i , 1}. We next prove that x∗∗i ≥ x∗i .

Let f(x, bi, b−i) be the value of the objective of the LPR with bids (bi, b−i) when

the solution is x. We have:

f(x∗, bi, b−i) ≤ f(x∗∗, bi, b−i) (4.13)

f(x∗∗, b′i, b−i) ≤ f(x∗, b′i, b−i) (4.14)

Considering the difference between f(x∗, bi, b−i) and f(x∗, b′i, b−i), we have:

f(x∗, bi, b−i)− f(x∗, b′i, b−i) = (bi − b′i)x∗i .

Similarly, f(x∗∗, bi, b−i)− f(x∗∗, b′i, b−i) = (bi− b′i)x∗∗i . For the sake of contradiction,

we suppose x∗∗i < x∗i , then

f(x∗∗, bi, b−i)− f(x∗∗, b′i, b−i) < f(x∗, bi, b−i)− f(x∗, b′i, b−i). (4.15)

Add (4.14) to the inequality above, we have:

f(x∗∗, bi, b−i) < f(x∗, bi, b−i),

which contradicts (4.13). Therefore x∗∗i ≥ x∗i and Pi(b
′
i) ≥ Pi(bi).

In LPR (4.8), we assume there are always bounded solutions, which is a practical

setting in the real world. If bi →∞ for the bidder i then x∗i = 0, because the system

can use other bidders’ bids to cover c otherwise the problem is unbounded. Therefore

Pi(bi) = min{ρx∗i , 1} = 0 in this case. We further have∫ ∞
0

Pi(b)db =

∫ ω

0

Pi(b)db ≤ αkω <∞.

ut

where ω is the threshold for bidder i, such that Pi(b) = 0, if b > ω.

We follow the sufficient conditions in Theorem 2 in Chapter 3 to design our pay-

ment scheme, to achieve truthfulness.
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We design the payments of winning tenants as

Πi = bi +

∫∞
bi

min{ρx∗i (b, b−i), 1}db
min{ρx∗i (bi, b−i), 1}

= bi +

∫∞
bi
Pi(b)db

Pi(bi)
,

where x∗i (bi, b−i) is the optimal solution of variable xi to LPR (4.8), when tenant i’s

bid cost is bi, and others are b−i.

As we can calculate Pi(bi) by solving LPR (4.8) given bi, then the payment Πi can

be calculated numerically.

Theorem 4. The auction in Algorithm 2 runs in polynomial time, is truthful in

expectation, individually rational, and achieves ρ-approximation in social cost.

Proof: Time Complexity. Based on Lemma 3, it is easy to see that each step in

Algorithm 2 involves polynomial-time computation only.

Truthfulness. According to Lemma 4, the auction in (2) satisfies the first two condi-

tions in Theorem 2. Furthermore, we have

E[Πi] = (1− Pi(bi))× 0 + Pi(bi)×

(
bi +

∫∞
bi
Pi(b)db

Pi(bi)

)

= biPi(bi) +

∫ ∞
bi

Pi(b)db.

Hence, the auction in Algorithm 2 is truthful in expectation.

Individual Rationality. The utility of tenant i is:

Case 1: tenant i loses, and its utility ui = 0;

Case 2: tenant i wins, and its utility

ui = Πi − ci = ci +

∫∞
ci
Pi(b)db

Pi(ci)
− ci

=

∫∞
ci
Pi(b)db

Pi(ci)

≥ 0.
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where ci is the true cost for bidder i. In both cases, the utility is non-negative, and

so the auction is individually rational.

Approximation Ratio. The expected social cost is E[bTx], satisfying

E[bTx] ≤ bT min{ρx∗,1}

≤ ρOPTLPR

≤ ρOPT.

Since we use the cooperative approximation algorithm to solve the covering problem

(4.7) with an approximation ratio of ρ, the auction achieves a ρ-approximation to the

optimal social cost in expectation. ut
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Chapter 5

A Randomized Auction for Dynamic Resource

Provisioning in Clouds

We next present the application of the randomized auction framework in clouds. In

this section, the auction aims to dynamically provision computing resources to users.

An approximation algorithm based on the primal-dual technique was first designed,

then plugged in into the framework, resulting in a truthful randomized auction with

the same approximation factor in terms of cloud-wide social welfare as the cooperative

approximation does.

5.1 Introduction

The cloud computing paradigm offers users rapid on-demand access to computing

resources with minimal management overhead. Recent commercial cloud platforms,

exemplified by Amazon EC2 [1], Microsoft Azure [6] and Linode [10], organize a shared

resource pool for serving their users. Virtualization technologies help cloud providers

pack their resources into different types of virtual machines (VMs), for allocation to

cloud users. For example, Tab. 5.1 illustrates a number of VMs types available at

Amazon EC2 [1].

Table 5.1: Amazon EC2 Virtual Machine Instance Types
VM type CPU Memory Storage

m1.medium 2 EC2 Compute Units 3.75 GB 410 GB

m1.xlarge 8 EC2 Compute Units 15 GB 1680 GB

c1.medium 5 EC2 Compute Units 1.7 GB 350 GB

c1.xlarge 20 EC2 Compute Units 7 GB 1680 GB

m2.xlarge 6.5 EC2 Compute Units 17.1 GB 420 GB

hi1.4xlarge 35 EC2 Compute Units 60.5 GB 2048 GB
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The underlying reason for such VM heterogeneity is that a cloud user’s job often

requires cooperation among multiple VM instances, each with its own focus and forte.

For example, social games [86] and enterprise applications [54] are often composed of

a front-end web server tier, a load balancing tier and a back-end data storage tier,

each suited for execution on a VM that is abundant in a particular type of resource:

bandwidth, CPU, or storage.

Unfortunately, existing allocation mechanisms in cloud markets either are based

on fixed pricing, which is economically inefficient, or resort to simple, static auctions

that treat VMs as type-oblivious commodities. More specifically, it is usually assumed

that either a single type of VMs exists in the cloud market, or VMs are substitutes in

that a high-end VM is equivalent to a number of low-end VMs, e.g., a Type II (2 ×

Core, 2 GB RAM, 40 GB Disk) VM equals two Type I (1 × Core, 1 GB RAM, 20 GB

Disk) VMs [104, 105]. Such type-oblivious VM auctions do not handle the existing

VM heterogeneity in today’s cloud computing platforms, and cannot be adapted in a

straightforward way to do so.

This chapter generalizes such simple auction design in the cloud market by propos-

ing combinatorial auctions that are expressive enough for cloud users to request bun-

dles of VM instances belonging to distinct types. It further departs from the existing

literature by explicitly modelling the dynamic provisioning of VM instances from

cloud resources. Under static provisioning, the cloud assembles its available resources

into different types of VMs based on simple heuristics or historical VM demand pat-

terns, before the auction starts. Under dynamic provisioning, the cloud conducts

VM assembling in an online fashion upon receiving VM bundle bids [104], targeting

maximum possible social welfare given the current bid profile.

Social welfare maximization under dynamic resource provisioning is NP-hard, as

proven in Theorem 5 later. However, such maximization can be modelled as a linear
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integer program. We then design an efficient cooperative primal-dual approximation

algorithm that achieves a small approximation factor ρ, for the social welfare maxi-

mization. The factor ρ depends on the diversity of resource demands within all bids

submitted by one user, the normalized volume of the cloud resource pool and the

number of resource types, and is shown to be close to 2.72 in most practical settings.

However, such an approximation algorithm assumes that truthful bids are given for

free, and is not applicable in a cloud market with strategic users driven by their own

economic interests, who may not voluntarily reveal their true evaluation of a desired

VM bundle. The crux of many auction design in the literature indeed lies in the care-

ful custom tuning of the auction mechanism, for eliciting truthful bids from selfish

buyers [49, 58]. A well-known VCG auction becomes computationally infeasible as

the system size grows as the social welfare optimization is NP-hard in this chapter.

We propose a randomized combinatorial auction for dynamic resource provisioning

and pricing in clouds based on the randomized auction framework. The randomized

auction, which is computationally efficient, truthful in expectation, individually ratio-

nal and surprisingly, simultaneously guarantees the same social welfare approximation

factor of ρ as does the cooperative approximation algorithm.

We have implemented the randomized auction, and evaluated it against traces

from Google Cluster Data [101] through extensive simulation studies. We found that

dynamic provisioning mostly outperforms static provisioning in terms of social wel-

fare by a ratio on the order of 50%. An exciting observation is that the primal-dual

cooperative approximation algorithm approaches optimal social welfare within a gap

of 25% in all the scenarios tested, performing much better beyond the theoretically

proven approximation factor of ρ ∼ 2.72. Consequently, the auction can provide

better guarantee in social welfare guarantee in practice. Such empirical observation

further motivates our discussions on improving the cloud’s revenue by scaling frac-
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tional VCG payments with a ratio smaller than 2.72, for striking a flexible balance

between absolute truthfulness and seller revenue.

In the rest of the chapter, we introduce the system model in Sec. 5.2. We design

a primal-dual approximation algorithm and analyze its approximation ratio in Sec.

5.3, and further utilize it in Sec. 5.4 to design the randomized VM auction. The

auction is evaluated through simulation studies in Sec. 5.5. Sec. 5.6 summarizes the

chapter.

5.2 System Model

We consider auction-based resource provisioning and VM allocation in a cloud market.

The cloud provider (auctioneer) leases resources packed in VMs to cloud users through

round-by-round auctions. The cloud provider has a pool of t types of resources. The

total amount of type k resource is ck. The cloud provider offers m types of VMs,

VM1, ..., VMm. A VMj instance consumes rkj amount of type k resource.

Let B denote the set of cloud users, acting as bidders in the auction. Each user

i ∈ B can submit as many bids as it wishes. Let Bi denote the set of bids submitted

by cloud user i, and
⋃
i∈B Bi contains all bids from all users. The maximum number

of bids submitted by a user is defined Bmax , maxi |Bi|. Each bid specifies a desired

VM bundle S = (nS1 , · · · , nSm) along with the bidding price bi(S), where nSj is the

number of VMj instances that cloud user i requests in S. We assume that a single

bid alone does not exceed the capacity constraint for any type of resource, i.e., ∀1 ≤

k ≤ t, Rk , maxi∈B,S∈Bi
∑m

j=1 n
S
j r

k
j < ck. Let xi(S) be a binary variable indicating

whether user i wins bundle S. We adopt the XOR bidding language, in which a user

can win at most one bid even if it submits multiple bids [63]. x = {xi(S)}i∈B,S∈Bi

represents an allocation outcome. Let vi(x) denote the true valuation of cloud user

i, known only to i itself. Let Πi be the price charged to a winning user i. Then the
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utility ui for user i is:

ui(Bi, B−i) =

 vi(x)− Πi if i receives a VM bundle

0 otherwise
(5.1)

where B−i = {Bj}j∈B\{i} is a set of all the bids except Bi.

The XOR bidding language leads to the first constraint for VM allocation:

∑
S∈Bi

xi(S) ≤ 1,∀i ∈ B (5.2)

The finite supply of each type of cloud resource translates into the capacity con-

straint at the cloud provider:

∑
i∈B

∑
S∈Bi

xi(S)nSj ≤ Nj,∀1 ≤ j ≤ m

m∑
j=1

Njr
k
j ≤ ck,∀1 ≤ k ≤ t

(5.3)

where Nj is the number of VMj instances provisioned. The two groups of inequalities

in (5.3) can be merged into an equivalent, more compact capacity constraint:

∑
i∈B

∑
S∈Bi

xi(S)(
m∑
j=1

nSj r
k
j ) ≤ ck,∀1 ≤ k ≤ t (5.4)

The social welfare maximization problem can now be formulated:

maximize DP (B) =
∑
i∈B

∑
S∈Bi

bi(S)xi(S) (5.5)

subject to:
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∑
S∈Bi

xi(S) ≤ 1, ∀i ∈ B (5.5a)

∑
i∈B

∑
S∈Bi

xi(S)

(
m∑
j=1

nSj r
k
j

)
≤ ck, ∀1 ≤ k ≤ t (5.5b)

xi(S) ∈ {0, 1}, ∀i ∈ B,S ∈ Bi (5.5c)

where DP (B) denotes the objective function of IP (5.5). Note that in a truthful

auction, the bid bi(S) can be assumed to be user i’s valuation of VM bundle S.

Theorem 5. The social welfare maximization problem defined in IP (5.5) is NP-hard.

Proof: We construct a polynomial-time reduction to IP (5.5) from the knapsack

problem, a classic combinatorial optimization problem that is proven NP-hard [56]:

max
x

{
n∑
i=1

vixi subject to
n∑
i=1

wixi ≤ W,xi ∈ {0, 1}

}
Given an instance A = (v1, · · · , vn, w1, · · · , wn, n,W ) of the knapsack problem, we

map it to an instance of the social welfare maximization problem A′ = (|B| = n, |Bi| =

1, bi(S) = vi, t = 1,
∑m

j=1 n
S
j r

k
j = wi, ci = W ), in which each cloud user submits a

single bid, and the resource pool contains one type of resource. Such mapping can

clearly be done in polynomial time. If there exists an algorithm solving the social

welfare maximization problem A′, then it solves the corresponding knapsack problem

A as well, and vice versa. Consequently, the knapsack problem can be viewed as a

special case of the social welfare maximization problem, which must be NP-hard as

well. ut

Theorem 5 reveals that solving IP (5.5) is NP-hard, and is computationally infea-

sible for a large input. Nonetheless, we may consider the LP relaxation of IP (5.5) by
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relaxing its last constraint (5.5c) to:

xi(S) ≥ 0,∀i ∈ B,S ∈ Bi (5.5c’)

where constraint xi(S) ≤ 1,∀i ∈ B,S ∈ Bi is redundant as it is implied by (5.5a) and

(5.5c’), therefore it is removed from the LPR.

Introducing dual variable vectors y and z to constraints (5.5a) and (5.5b) respec-

tively, we can formulate the dual of the LPR, to be used in the primal-dual algorithm

design in Sec. 5.3:

minimize
∑
i∈B

yi +
t∑

k=1

ckzk (5.6)

subject to:

yi +
t∑

k=1

m∑
j=1

nSj r
k
j zk ≥ bi(S) ∀i ∈ B,S ∈ Bi (5.6a)

yi ≥ 0, zk ≥ 0 ∀i ∈ B, 1 ≤ k ≤ t (5.6b)

For ease of reference, the primal and dual variables and their corresponding con-

straints are listed in Tab. 5.2, which will be referred to later during the primal-dual

algorithm design and analysis.

Table 5.2: Primal-Dual Variable-Constraint Correspondence

Eqn. (5.5) and (5.6) Eqn. (5.11) and (5.12)

Primal (5.5a) (5.5b) x (5.11a) (5.11b) β

Dual y z (5.6a) ν γ (5.12a)

5.3 A Primal-dual Cooperative Approximation Algorithm

We next design a polynomial-time approximation algorithm for the social welfare

maximization problem in IP (5.5), by assuming that truthful bids are already known
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and targeting a small approximation ratio in social welfare. Such a cooperative ap-

proximation algorithm serves as an important building block in the design of the

randomized VM auction in Sec. 5.4, which further elicit truthful bids from strategic

cloud users.

We design a greedy primal-dual algorithm for IP (5.5), partially inspired by the

primal-dual framework due to Briest et al. [28] and the classic dual fitting technique

in approximation algorithm design [95], as shown in Algorithm 3. Based on a certain

value per unit resource, the algorithm iteratively selects the current best bid from the

remaining users B who have not received any VM bundle yet. This bid is appended

to the solution set U , and its corresponding user is removed from the candidate set

B \ U . Meanwhile the algorithm updates the dual variables y and z, along with the

primal variable x, to reflect changes in set U .

The first part of Algorithm 3 (line 2-7) initializes the primal variable x as well

as the dual variables y and z. Specifically, it sets x to 0 (no VM is allocated at

the beginning). Values of y and z are initialized to 0 and 1/ck, respectively. While

other positive values are also possible, choosing 0 and 1/ck simplifies the algorithm

analysis, as later discussed in the algorithm analysis.

A while loop (line 10-20) iteratively refines the primal and dual variables in x,

y and z. It has two stopping conditions:
∑t

k=1 ckzk ≥ t exp(Λ − 1) and B \ U = ∅.

The first ensures the feasibility of the generated primal solution x, as discussed in the

proof of Theorem 6. The second terminates the loop and hence Algorithm 3 when

every cloud user has received a bundle of VMs. Since the size of the candidate set

B \ U decrements by one in each iteration, the while loop is executed at most |B|

times.∑t
k=1

∑m
j=1 n

S
k r

k
j zk in line 14 can be viewed as the weighted total resource re-

quested by bid S, with zk acting as a weight for the type k resource. Therefore,
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bi(S)∑t
k=1

∑m
j=1 n

S
k r
k
j zk

can be interpreted as the value for a unit-weight resource. For each

cloud user i, the for loop in lines 11-13 searches for a bid with the maximum bidding

price, from all bids that user i submits. Line 14 selects the best bid Sµ with the

maximum unit resource value from the pre-selection results in lines 11-13 across all

cloud users. Lines 15-16 update the primal and dual variables and the set U . In

particular, we update the primal value p by p = p + bµ(Sµ) and the dual variable

y using yµ = bµ(Sµ) so that
∑

µ yµ = p in all iterations. This helps ensure primal

optimality when the while loop terminates upon B \ U = ∅. Lines 17-19 update the

dual variable z to reflect changes to the available resources.

Algorithm 3 The Primal-Dual Approximation Algorithm

1: // Initialization
2: Λ = min1≤k≤t ck/Rk;
3: p = 0; // value of the primal objective
4: U = ∅; // set of winning users
5: ∀i,∀S : xi(S) = 0;
6: ∀i : yi = 0;
7: ∀k : zk = 1/ck;
8:

9: // Iterative update of primal and dual variables:
10: while

∑t
k=1 ckzk < t exp(Λ− 1) AND U 6= B do

11: for all i ∈ B \ U do
12: Si = arg maxS∈Bi{bi(S)};
13: end for
14: µ = arg maxi∈B\U

{ bi(Si)∑t
k=1

∑m
j=1 n

Si
j rkj zk

}
;

15: xµ(Sµ) = 1; yµ = bµ(Sµ);
16: p = p+ bµ(Sµ); U = U ∪ {µ};
17: for all 1 ≤ k ≤ t do

18: zk = zk · (t exp(Λ− 1))(
∑m
j=1 n

Sµ
j rkj )/(ck−Rk);

19: end for
20: end while

5.3.1 Solution Feasibility and Approximation Ratio

We first show feasibility of solutions returned by Algorithm 3. At the end of the τ -th

iteration of the while loop, let yτi , z
τ
k be the dual variables, and pτ be the primal
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objective.

Theorem 6. Algorithm 3 computes a feasible solution to IP (5.5).

Proof: Values in x are initialized to 0 (line 5) and updated to 1 only (line 15), so

the solution is always binary valued. Therefore, constraint (5.5c) will not be violated

by Algorithm 3. Constraint (5.5a) will not be violated either because once Algorithm

3 finds a VM bundle for cloud user i ∈ B, no more bundles are allocated to the user

i in the future.

Let us examine the second constraint (5.5b). Suppose that the solution is feasible

so far. Let S̃ ∈ Bĩ be the first set that breaks the feasibility when added to the

current solution, say, in iteration τ . That is, ∃1 ≤ k ≤ t, such that

∑
S′∈Γ

m∑
j=1

nS
′

j r
k
j ≤ ck

m∑
j=1

nS̃j r
k
j +

∑
S′∈Γ

m∑
j=1

nS
′

j r
k
j ≥ ck

where Γ is the family of sets added to the solution before set S̃. Since each single bid

cannot exceed the capacity constraint, i.e., ck > Rk ≥
∑m

j=1 n
S̃
j r

k
j , we have

∑
S′∈Γ

m∑
j=1

nS
′

j r
k
j ≥ ck −Rk ⇒

∑
S′∈Γ

m∑
j=1

nS
′

j r
k
j /(ck −Rk) ≥ 1

and that leads to:

ckz
τ−1
k =

(
t exp(Λ− 1)

)∑
S′∈Γ

∑m
j=1 n

S′
j rkj /(ck−Rk) ≥ t exp(Λ− 1)
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which satisfies the first stopping condition in line 15. This implies that iteration τ−1

is the last iteration, and S̃ would not be added to the solution at all. ut

Even if the primal solution is always feasible during the execution, the dual is

not necessarily so. The following lemma shows that the dual variables can be made

feasible through scaling by a carefully chosen factor. Such posterior dual scaling

is known as dual fitting in the primal-dual optimization literature, and has proven

effective in helping pursue good approximation ratios in algorithm design [95].

Lemma 5. If (yτ−1, zτ−1) is the (possibly infeasible) dual solution at the beginning of

the τ -th iteration, then
(
yτ−1, εf(zτ−1,Sτ )zτ−1

)
is a feasible solution to the dual (5.6),

where f(z,S) , bi(S)/(
∑t

k=1

∑m
j=1 n

S
j r

k
j zk) and ε , maxS1,S2∈Bi,i∈B,k∈[1,t]

∑m
j=1 n

S1
j r

k
j /∑m

j=1 n
S2
j r

k
j .

Proof: Since the set {Si}i∈B is selected by line 12, where each Si belongs to the

corresponding Bi, i.e., the corresponding cloud user, we have ∀i ∈ B,S ∈ Bi:

bi(S) ≤ bi(Si) (5.7)

Because yµ is set to bµ(Sµ) where bµ(Sµ) ≥ bµ(S), ∀µ ∈ U ,S ∈ Bµ. That is:

yµ ≥ bµ(S),∀µ ∈ U ,S ∈ Bµ

which implies that constraint (5.6a) is satisfied ∀µ ∈ U ,S ∈ Bµ.

Next we examine the user µ ∈ B \ U . Note that Sτ is decided by line 14, which is
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a maximization. Therefore,

f(zτ−1, Sτ ) =
bτ (Sτ )∑t

k=1

∑m
j=1 n

Sτ
j r

k
j z

τ−1
k

≥ bi(Si)∑t
k=1

∑m
j=1 n

Si
j r

k
j z

τ−1
k

, ∀i ∈ B \ U ⇔

f(zτ−1, Sτ )
t∑

k=1

m∑
j=1

nSik r
k
j z

τ−1
k ≥ bi(Si), ∀i ∈ B \ U

(5.8)

Since ε
∑m

j=1 n
S1
j r

k
j ≥

∑m
j=1 n

S2
j r

k
j , ∀S1,S2 ∈ Bi, i ∈ B, k ∈ [1, t], (5.8) further

implies that ∀i ∈ B \ U ,S ∈ Bi,

εf(zτ−1, Sτ )
t∑

k=1

m∑
j=1

nSk r
k
j z

τ−1
k ≥ εbi(Si) ≥ bi(S)

Thus
(
yτ−1, εf(zτ−1,Sτ )zτ−1

)
is a feasible solution to the dual (5.6). ut

Employing the dual fitting result in Lemma 5 and LP duality, we next prove

that Algorithm 3 guarantees an ρ-approximation of social welfare, where ρ = 1 +

ε Λ
Λ−1

(et1/(Λ−1) − 1). In practice, the volume of a cloud provider’s resource pool is

substantially larger than a single user demand, i.e., Λ� 1. The number of resource

types t is a small constant (3 to 5). Consequently, we can conduct the following

quantitative estimation on the approximation ratio:

lim
Λ→∞

ρ = lim
Λ→∞

(
1 + ε

Λ

Λ− 1
(et1/(Λ−1) − 1)

)
= 1 + ε(e− 1)

If we further consider the case where each user only submits one bid, then ε = 1,

and the approximation ratio ρ is close to e ≈ 2.72, as illustrated in the 3D plot of the

function ρ = 1 + ε Λ
Λ−1

(et1/(Λ−1) − 1) in Fig. 5.1.
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Figure 5.1: The approximation ratio ρ quickly decreases as Λ increases, and closely
approaches e ∼ 2.72 as long as the number of resource types t is not too large and
each user only submits one bid.

Theorem 7. Algorithm 3 computes an ρ-approximate solution to IP (5.5), where

ρ = 1 + ε Λ
Λ−1

(et1/(Λ−1) − 1).

Proof: We analyze the approximation ratio of Algorithm 3 as follows. Let d1(τ) =∑
i∈B y

τ
i , d2(τ) =

∑t
k=1 ckz

τ
k . Let d be the optimal solution to the dual (5.6). Let Sτ

denote the set selected in the τ -th iteration. ω denotes the last iteration of the loop.

Case 1: Algorithm 3 stops at ω-th iteration where U = B and
∑t

k=1 ckzk < t exp(Λ−

1). We know that each cloud user wins one bid. We here prove that the algorithm

produces an optimal solution to IP (5.5). Theorem 6 guarantees that pω is the value of

a feasible solution to IP (5.5). Meanwhile since yωµ = maxS∈Bµ{bµ(S)} ≥ bµ(S),∀µ ∈

U ,S ∈ Bµ, thus constraint (5.6a) is satisfied regardless of z,∀i ∈ B,S ∈ Bi, i.e.,

(yω, z = 0) is a feasible solution, whose value is exactly pω as well, to the dual of the

LPR. By weak duality for the LP relaxation, any feasible solution to the dual (5.6)

is an upper bound of IP (5.5). Therefore, pω is the optimal value to IP (5.5). In this

case, the approximation ratio is 1.

Case 2: Algorithm 3 stops at ω-th iteration where d2(ω) =
∑t

k=1 ckz
ω
k ≥ t exp(Λ−1).

We analyze the approximation ratio in following two sub-cases.
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Sub Case 2.1: ∃ an iteration τ ≤ ω, such that ρ ≥ d
d1(τ−1)

. That means we already

found an ρ-approximate ratio, since (a) d1(τ − 1) = pτ−1, which is the value of the

primal solution; (b) d1(τ) is a non-decreasing function of τ because it becomes larger

when the iteration continues.

Sub Case 2.2: ρ < d
d1(τ−1)

, for all iterations τ ≤ ω. For any iteration τ ≥ 1, we

have:

d2(τ) =
t∑

k=1

ckz
τ
k

=
t∑

k=1

(
ckz

τ−1
k (t exp(Λ− 1))(

∑m
j=1 n

Sτ
j rkj )/(ck−Rk)

)
=

t∑
k=1

(
ckz

τ−1
k (1 +

δ
ck
Rk
− 1

)(
∑m
j=1 n

Sτ
j rkj )/Rk

)

≤
t∑

k=1

(
ckz

τ−1
k

(
1 +

δ
ck
Rk
− 1

(
m∑
j=1

nSτj r
k
j

)
/Rk

))

=
t∑

k=1

ckz
τ−1
k +

t∑
k=1

(
δck

ck −Rk

m∑
j=1

nSτj r
k
j

)
zτ−1
k

≤ d2(τ − 1) + ∆
t∑

k=1

m∑
j=1

(
nSτj r

k
j z

τ−1
k

)

where δ = ( ck
Rk
− 1)

(
(t exp(Λ− 1))

1/(
ck
Rk
−1) − 1

)
, ∆ = max1≤k≤t

δck
ck−Rk

. The first

inequality is due to (1 + a)x ≤ 1 + ax,∀x ∈ [0, 1].

Note that δck
ck−Rk

is a non-increasing function of ck
Rk

> 1, and Λ = min1≤k≤t ck/Rk,

then δck
ck−Rk

reaches the maximum when ck
Rk

= Λ, i.e.,

∆ =
Λ

Λ− 1
(Λ− 1)

(
(t exp(Λ− 1))1/(Λ−1) − 1

)
= Λ(et1/(Λ−1) − 1)

Recall the definition of f(zτ−1,Sτ ). We have:
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t∑
k=1

m∑
j=1

(nSτj r
k
j z

τ−1
k ) = bτ (Sτ )/f(zτ−1,Sτ )

Since pτ is the value of the primal solution at the end of τ -th iteration, then

pτ − pτ−1 = bτ (Sτ ), this leads to:

d2(τ) ≤ d2(τ − 1) + ∆
pτ − pτ−1

f(zτ−1,Sτ )
(5.9)

Following Lemma 5, we covert the dual variables (yτ−1, zτ−1) at the τ -th iteration

to (yτ−1, εf(zτ−1,Sτ )zτ−1), which is a feasible solution to the dual (5.6). Therefore,

we have the following inequality to associate d with d1 and d2:

d ≤ d1(τ − 1) + εf(zτ−1,Sτ )d2(τ − 1)

⇒ f(zτ−1,Sτ ) ≥ 1
ε
d−d1(τ−1)
d2(τ−1)

Recall that for all iterations τ ≤ ω, ρ < d
d1(τ−1)

, implying:

1

f(zτ−1,Sτ )
≤ ε

d2(τ − 1)

d− d1(τ − 1)
≤ ε

ρ

ρ− 1

d2(τ − 1)

d

Substitute this bound on 1/f(zτ−1,Sτ ) in Eqn. (5.9):
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d2(ω) ≤ d2(ω − 1) + ε
ρ∆

(ρ− 1)d
(pω − pω−1)d2(ω − 1)

= d2(ω − 1)

(
1 + ε

ρ∆

(ρ− 1)d
(pω − pω−1)

)
≤ d2(ω − 1) exp

(
ε

ρ∆

(ρ− 1)d
(pω − pω−1)

)
≤ d2(0) exp

(
ε

ρ∆

(ρ− 1)d
pω

)

the second inequality is due to 1 + x ≤ ex,∀x ≥ 0.

Note that the stopping condition in this sub case is d2(ω) ≥ t exp(Λ − 1) and

d2(0) = t, as a result, we have that:

t exp(Λ− 1) ≤ t exp

(
ε

ρ∆

(ρ− 1)d
pω

)
⇔ Λ− 1 ≤ ε

ρ∆

(ρ− 1)

pω
d

⇔ d/pω ≤ ε
ρ∆

(ρ− 1)(Λ− 1)

Due to the weak duality theorem in linear programming and the relaxation of IP

(5.5), the following inequality holds:

DP (B)∗/pω ≤ d/pω

where DP (B)∗ is the value of the optimal solution to IP (5.5). This means d/pω plays

as an upper bound of the approximation ratio.

Finally, we obtain the approximation ratio:

ε
ρ∆

(ρ− 1)(Λ− 1)
= 1 + ε

Λ

Λ− 1

(
et1/(Λ−1) − 1

)
= ρ.
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ut

Following theorem further analyzes the time complexity of Algorithm 3, showing

that it runs in polynomial time.

Theorem 8. Algorithm 3 is O (|B|2 · (Bmax +mt)) in time complexity.

Proof: We examine the complexity of Algorithm 3 as follows. Because of the

stopping condition U 6= B and the fact that the candidate set B \ U decrements by

one in each iteration, the while loop will iterate at most |B| times, linear to the input

size. Within loop body, lines 11-13 can be finished within O(|B| ·Bmax) even using a

simple brute-force search. Similarly, line 14 can also be done within O(mt|B|) using

a similar brute-force search. Lines 17-19 can also be done in O(mt). Therefore, the

total time complexity of Algorithm 3 is:

O(|B|) [O(|B| ·Bmax) +O(mt|B|) +O(mt)]

=O
(
|B|2 · (Bmax +mt)

)
That is, Algorithm 3 runs in polynomial time overall. ut

5.4 A Randomized Auction Mechanism

Capitalizing on Algorithm 3 for approximate social welfare maximization under dy-

namic resource provisioning, we now design a randomized combinatorial VM auction

that achieves the same social welfare approximation ratio ρ, while simultaneously

ensuring truthful bidding from cloud users. The randomized combinatorial VM auc-

tion is illustrated in Algorithm 4, following the randomized auction framework in

Algorithm 1.

Theorem 5 reveals that solving IP (5.5) to optimal is NP-hard, ruling out directly

applying the VCG auction for truthfulness. As the framework in Chapter 4, we resort
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Algorithm 4 A Randomized Combinatorial VM Auction

1: Simulating the fractional VCG auction.
2: — Compute the fractional VCG allocation x∗ and payment ΠF ,

through solving the LPR of IP (5.5).
3: Decomposing fractional solution into integer solutions
4: — Decompose the scaled down fractional solution x∗/ρ to a convex

combination of integer solutions, i.e., x∗/ρ =
∑

l∈I βlx(l), through
solving a pair of primal-dual LPs in (5.11) and (5.12) using the
ellipsoid method, leveraging Algorithm 3 as a separation oracle.

5: Randomized VM allocation
6: — Select each x(l) randomly with probability βl.
7: Charging scaled fractional VCG prices
8: — for each winning cloud user i ∈ B: charge a price Πi =

ΠF
i

∑
S∈Bi

bi(S)xi(S,l)∑
S∈Bi

bi(S)x∗i (S)
, if
∑
S∈Bi bi(S)x∗i (S) 6= 0; otherwise Πi = 0.

to a fractional version of the VCG auction for achieving both computational efficiency

and economic efficiency, by applying the VCG mechanism to the LPR instead of IP

(5.5).

The fractional VCG payment for user i is:

ΠF
i = Vi −

∑
i′ 6=i,i′∈B

∑
S∈Bi′

bi′(S)x∗i′(S) (5.10)

where Vi is the optimal DP F (B) to the LPR when cloud user i bids zero, and x∗ is

the optimal solutionto the LPR.

The VM bundle allocation scheme in x∗ has fractional instead of binary values and

therefore is not practically applicable. This is to be resolved using the primal-dual

decomposition technique showing below.

We first prepare for the decomposition by showing that Algorithm 3 verifies the

integrality gap between IP (5.5) and the LPR in the sense that the integrality gap is

also bounded by ρ. This is true because for any bidding profile, Algorithm 3 computes

an integer solution whose social welfare is at least 1/ρ times the optimal solution to

the LPR, due to the following two facts: (i) the approximation ratio does not depend
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on the bidding prices bi(S),∀i ∈ B,S ∈ Bi; (ii) the ratio is proven through using d/pω

as an upper bound.

Integrality gap = LPR∗/pω ≤ d/pω = ρ

The inequality is due to LPR∗ ≤ d. Thus d/pω also works as an upper bound of the

integrality gap.

We next decompose x∗ into a convex combination of integer solutions, using a LP

duality based decomposition technique for packing type of optimization problems,

following the discussion in Sec. 4.1.2. Our goal is to find βl and x(l) such that

x∗/ρ =
∑

l∈I βlx(l), where Z(DP ) = {x(l)}l∈I is the set of integer solutions to IP

(5.5), I is the index set, and βl ≥ 0,
∑

l∈I βl = 1.

The following primal and dual LPs are solved for decomposing x∗:

Primal: minimize
∑
l∈I

βl (5.11)

subject to:

∑
l∈I

βlxi(S, l) = x∗i (S)/ρ ∀i ∈ B,S ∈ Bi (5.11a)∑
l∈I

βl ≥ 1 (5.11b)

βl ≥ 0 ∀l ∈ I (5.11c)

Dual: maximize
1

ρ

∑
i∈B,S∈Bi

x∗i (S)νi(S) + γ (5.12)

subject to:
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∑
i∈B,S∈Bi

xi(S, l)νi(S) + γ ≤ 1 ∀l ∈ I (5.12a)

γ ≥ 0 (5.12b)

νi(S) unconstrained ∀i ∈ B,S ∈ Bi (5.12c)

Using the packing property, Lemma 1 and Lemma 2, we can conclude that the

convex decomposition can be done successfully.

{βl}l∈I can be viewed as a probability distribution over feasible integer solutions in

Z(DP ). Given the convex decomposition x∗/ρ =
∑

l∈I βlx(l), as shown in Algorithm

4, we select each valid integer solution x(l) randomly with probability βl, and set the

prices Πi:

Πi =

 ΠF
i

∑
S∈Bi

bi(S)xi(S,l)∑
S∈Bi

bi(S)x∗i (S)
, if

∑
S∈Bi bi(S)x∗i (S) 6= 0

0 otherwise

Following Theorem 3, we conclude that the randomized auction in Algorithm 4

is truthful in expectation, individually rational, and achieves an ρ-approximation to

the optimal social welfare of the cloud market.

Discussion: The randomized auction in Sec. 5.4 fully utilizes the structure of the

underlying WDP. The randomized auction is a practice of modular design as any

approximation algorithm that verifies the integrality gap of WDP can be applied

as a plug-in module. The approximation algorithm in Sec. 3 is an example, and

can be replaced easily with other plug-in approximation algorithms. The character

leads to some interesting phenomena. Theorem 3 state that auction achieves truth-

fulness, individual rationality and the same approximation ratio as the cooperative
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approximation algorithm does. But the simulation studies in Sec. 5.5 suggest differ-

ent results in practice. The social welfare achieved by the approximation algorithm

shows close-to-optimal results, even the approximation ratio ρ ≈ 2.7 under the ex-

periment settings. While the social welfare obtained by the randomized auction is

strictly bounded by the approximation ratio ρ, even ρ is rather loose.

5.5 Performance Evaluation

We have implemented the randomized auctions for performance evaluation. The

target cloud system includes a medium-sized cloud provisioning six types of VMs,

constructed from three types of resources (CPU, RAM, and storage), following the

configurations in Tab. 5.1. Each cloud user bids for four VM bundles, which are syn-

thesized from Google Cluster Data [101], while bidding prices are generated uniformly

at random.

5.5.1 Performance of the Approximation Algorithm

We first study the performance of Algorithm 3 through varying the number of cloud

users from 100 to 900, as illustrated in Fig. 5.2. Algorithm 3 achieves a close-to-

optimal performance, much better than the theoretical approximation ratio proved

in Theorem 7. We suspect that the analysis of Algorithm 3 can be further improved,

for a tighter bound on the approximation ratio. Fig. 5.2 also shows that Algorithm

3 scales to a large number of bidding requests without sacrificing the social welfare

approximation ratio.

5.5.2 Static Provisioning vs Dynamic Provisioning

We next compare static resource provisioning with dynamic resource provisioning in

terms of economic efficiency. Two types of static provisioning are considered: Static
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Figure 5.2: A comparison between theoretical ratios and real ratios.

Provisioning I where all six types of VMs are provisioned with the same number;

Static Provisioning II where a large amount of resources have been packed into the

entry-level VM, m1.medium, meanwhile only relatively small numbers of the high-end

VMs are provisioned.

We consider the following three performance metrics: (i) social welfare, (ii) CPU

utilization, the ratio of the number of allocated CPUs to the total number of CPUs,

and (iii) user satisfaction, the ratio of the number of winning cloud users to the total

number of cloud users. We run VCG auction for all three styles of provisioning. The

results for the three metrics are illustrated in Fig. 5.3(a), Fig. 5.3(b) and Fig. 5.3(c),

respectively.

We observe that dynamic resource provisioning can achieve higher social welfare

over both static alternatives. The social welfare increases as the number of cloud users

increases. Regarding CPU utilization, dynamic resource provisioning enables almost

full allocation of CPU resources, while static resource provisioning under-utilizes CPU

resources due to its unresponsiveness to realtime user demands. With regard of user

satisfaction, the overall trend is that user satisfaction decreases as the number of

cloud users grows. For a given number of cloud users, dynamic resource provisioning

performances better than the two static resource provisioning styles.
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Figure 5.3: Comparisons of social welfare, CPU utilization and user satisfaction
among different provisioning styles.

5.5.3 The Randomized Auction

We implemented the randomized auction that composes of the ellipsoid method and

the primal-dual approximation algorithm. Given the randomized nature of the auc-

tion, we simulate each auction scenario for 50 times and compute the average social

welfare. Fig. 5.4 compares the randomized auction with the classic VCG auction

in terms of economic efficiency (social welfare). The black curve in Fig. 5.4 is the

expected social welfare calculated according to Theorem 3. The results of the ran-

domized auction fluctuate around the curve, verifying the correctness of the proposed

randomized algorithm. Fig. 5.5 illustrates the total payment of the randomized

auction, which matches 1/ρ fraction of the VCG payment.

5.5.4 An Even Better Randomized Auction?

The bound ρ proven in Theorem 7 can be loose, as suggested by simulation results

from Sec. 5.5.1. This might make the randomized auction pessimistic, over-scaling

the fractional VCG prices and compromising revenue of the cloud provider. We are

curious to know whether smaller ρ can still work with the convex decomposition (5.11).

In Fig. 5.4 and Fig. 5.5, ρ = 3.179, 3.184, 3.219, 3.334, 3.333, 3.333, 3.330, 3.333, 3.333

for these 9 points respectively. We experiment with ρ = 2 in the convex decomposition
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Figure 5.4: Social welfare of the ran-
domized auction, compared with the
VCG auction.
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Figure 5.5: Total payments of the ran-
domized auction, compared with the
VCG auction.
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Figure 5.6: Social welfare of the ran-
domized auction when scaled down by
ρ = 2, compared with the VCG auc-
tion.
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Figure 5.7: Total payments of the ran-
domized auction when scaled down by
ρ = 2, compared with the VCG auc-
tion.

(5.11), and run the ellipsoid method for the dual (5.12) again. After obtaining the

results, we check all candidate integer solutions with the constraints (5.5a) and (5.5b),

to ensure that all these solutions are feasible. The results shown in Fig. 5.6 and Fig.

5.7, are rather surprising. ρ = 2 works well with the randomized auction, producing

a much better approximation ratio for our proposed auction. However, this is not

always the case if we employ a smaller ρ such as ρ = 1.5. The approximation ratio

given by Theorem 7 guarantees the existence of such integer solution which is at least

1/ρ times of the fractional solution in the worst case.
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5.6 Summary

Focusing on dynamic resource provisioning and heterogeneous types of VMs, we first

propose a cooperative primal dual approximation algorithm with approximation ratio

close to 2.72. We employ the cooperative approximation algorithm as a building block,

and then design a novel randomized auction using a pair of tailed primal and dual LPs

to decompose an optimal fractional solution into a summation of a series of weighted

valid integer solutions. The auction is truthful, individually rational, and achieve

the same approximation ratio in social welfare as the cooperative algorithm does.

Simulation studies verify the efficacy of the proposed auction and the effectiveness of

dynamic resource provisioning over static resource provisioning.
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Chapter 6

Randomized Auctions in the Markets between

Grids and Microgrids

In the previous chapter, we discussed the auction design in cloud computing using

the randomized auction framework. We next study the auction design in the markets

between grids and microgrids using the framework, aiming to address the unique

challenges in grids and microgrids.

An electrical power grid is an interconnected network for delivering electricity

from generators/suppliers to consumers. In a classic power grid, electrical power is

produced at (often remote) generating stations, travels through long-distance high-

voltage transmission lines to demand centers, and then through distribution lines to

end customers. A microgrid, in contrast, is a distributed electric power system, op-

erating autonomously to organize local generation to meet the demand dynamically

[57], e.g., a university served by its own power generators. An important trend in

power grid evolution is characterized by the rapidly increasing percentage of power

supplied from microgrids. Such a paradigm shift has been jointly driven by a num-

ber of related factors: (a) The economies of scale associated with massive central

generation starts to fail, as generation units and plants become cheaper to build,

and transmission cost catches up with generation cost; (b) Concerns from grid cus-

tomers on externalized costs of central plant generation and lack of billing control; (c)

Environmental concerns, given that classic grids are often driven by non-renewable

resources (coal, gas, nuclear), while latest microgrids commonly resort to wind and

solar energy that are green and renewable [55]; (d) Reliability concerns, as exemplified

by the 2003 Eastern US/Canada major blackout and the largest power outage in his-
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tory (India, 2012), most power failures nowadays are traced back to the transmission

grid instead of generation units [4]; (e) Even with traditional fuel, co-generation in

residential microgrids provides both electricity and heat, bringing new opportunities

for thermodynamically efficient use of fuel [67].

As a recent example, IKEA acquired a 46 MW wind farm in Alberta, Canada in

November 2013, towards its eventual power self-sustainability based on green energy.

Prior to that, the furniture giant already owns similar wind farms and solar gener-

ation plants in Europe and Eastern Canada, respectively. Microgrids have recently

witnessed an impressive growing rate, and are estimated to further grow at a 17%

compound annual rate in terms of installed capacity [16].
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Community

Diesel 

Generator
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Wind Energy
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Buy Energy 
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to/from Grids
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Microgrid II

Microgrid III

Figure 6.1: A regional power grid and microgrids.

For reliability reasons, a microgrid is usually connected to the power grid in its

region (Fig. 6.1), where the distribution stations reside. Temporary deficits in energy

supply can be resolved by purchase from the regional grid; conversely, excess energy

generated can be contributed to the regional grid. Such integration of a large number

of microgrids to the traditional power grid represents a fundamental revolution in the

energy sector, and it is generally agreed that a number of challenges from both tech-
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nical and economic sides are to be addressed [4]. On the technical side, a plethora of

research has been devoted to the study of power quality, voltage stability, harmonics,

and grid-wide control and reliability [38, 57, 61, 92], leading to a relatively clear pic-

ture for issues and solutions regarding such grid integration. In contrast, the area of

market analysis and inter-grid energy trading mechanisms have essentially remained

blank, witnessing few if any dedicated studies, despite its practical necessity towards

smooth flowing of energy between microgrids and the power grid.

The lack of research activity is partly attributed to the hardness of the problem:

any sound economic mechanism design here must appropriately model and handle

the Unit Commitment Problem (UCP), engineering constraints of generation units

that impose strict limitations on their scheduling and operation. Most generators

today, including traditional thermal (coal, gas), nuclear, and renewable (wind, solar,

hydro, wave-power, geothermal), have generator-specific parameters that define (a)

minimum and maximum stable output levels, (b) maximum rates of ramping up or

down, and (c) minimum time a unit stays ON or OFF. Along with the optimal power

flow problem (OPF), UCP is known as one of the two key problems at the core of

power grid optimization [80]. A series of studies in the past few decades investigate the

modelling and solution of UCP, usually through a mixed linear integer programming

model and centralized approximation algorithms [80]. A market mechanism such as

an auction has to further consider economic behaviours of the two participating sides,

such as individual rationality and truthful bidding. The challenge further escalates

considering that a grid’s bid for electricity in practice is across multiple consecutive

and correlated time slots (e.g., for each of the next 24 hours) [91].

This chapter designs trading mechanisms for the grid-microgrid electricity market,

towards the goal of designing power auctions that explicitly models and handles UCP

and temporal demand correlations. Our solution combines (i) two carefully formu-
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lated mixed linear integer programming formulations of the social welfare optimization

problems in the inter-grid market; (ii) the randomized auction framework that trans-

lates centralized co-operative approximation algorithms into (approximately) truthful

and computationally efficient auction mechanisms; and (iii) custom-designed approx-

imation algorithms for social welfare optimization in the inter-grid market, which are

computationally efficient, have small approximation ratios, and work in concert with

the auction framework in (ii).

As a market mechanism, auctions enable market efficiency and agility through

resource pricing based directly on realtime supply-demand. Compared with a fixed

pricing mechanism such as pre-negotiated contracts (e.g., the FIT program in Ontario,

Canada) and flat-rate pricing [8], auctions reduce the chance of over-pricing and

under-pricing, better match resources with buyers that value them the most, and

hence increase resource utilization efficiency, system-wide social welfare, and seller

revenue. Auction based solutions have recently enjoyed success in areas including

online advertisement and cloud computing, and are indeed what have been practiced

in wholesale electricity markets for decades, although in a much washed down version

that avoids technical complexities of UCP [91].

An electricity auction outcome contains information on not only which microgrids

win and at what prices, but also a generation schedule in the case microgrids sell power

back to the grid, satisfying technical limitations of generators as specified in the UCP

constraints. Another key challenge arises from strategic bids. A VCG auction ensures

truthfulness, which eliminates such strategic bids. But directly applying the VCG

auction is computationally infeasible as the winner determination problem is proven

NP-hard in the two electricity trading problems we studied.

We first study the market where the grid purchases electricity from microgrids.

We design an iterative primal-dual algorithm for the winner determination problem
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(WDP1) by exploiting Lagrange relaxation and problem decomposition. We then

decompose the fractional solution into a series of mixed integer solutions by employing

the approximation algorithm, under UCP constraints, using the randomized auction

framework. The randomized auction guarantees the same approximation ratio ρ as

the plug-in ρ-approximation algorithm does, under truthful bidding. Truthfulness of

the randomized auction is not absolutely guaranteed, but is provided in a best-effort

fashion. We leave the design of an absolute-truthful, computationally efficient and

approximately social welfare maximizing auction for this scenario as future work.

We next study the market where microgrids purchase electricity from the grid for

their supply deficiencies. A randomized auction is proposed based on the random-

ized auction framework. A ρ′-approximation algorithm is first designed for the social

welfare maximization, WDP2, based on primal-dual algorithm design. Applying the

randomized auction framework, we then decompose the fractional solution to WDP2

into a combination of weighted integer solutions, using the ρ′-approximation algo-

rithm. Absolute truthfulness is guaranteed by that of the fractional VCG auction.

The randomized auction again guarantees the same approximation ratio ρ′ in terms

of social welfare as the cooperative ρ′-approximation algorithm does.

In the rest of the chapter, we present the system model, the randomized auction

and an example approximation algorithm in Sec. 6.1. In Sec. 6.2, we design another

variant of the randomized auction and its corresponding approximation algorithm.

Performance evaluation is presented in Sec. 6.3. Sec. 6.4 summarizes the chapter.

6.1 The Microgrid-to-Grid Electricity Market

6.1.1 Generator Constraints and Social Welfare Optimization

We consider the microgrid-to-grid market in this section, consisting of a regional

power grid and a set N (|N | = n) of microgrids. Each microgrid has its own gener-
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ator that produces electrical power. An example microgrid in operation is shown in

Fig. 6.2. Each generator incurs an operational cost in the active generation mode,

which depends on the type of generation (e.g., gas or diesel). There is further an

amortized infrastructure and maintenance cost. Both costs are private information

at the microgrid. The regional power grid (the auctioneer) solicits electricity sales

from the microgrids (the bidders) during periods of under-supply, through a (reversed)

auction. If the total amount of energy purchased from the auction falls short to bridge

the gap, the grid may further purchase electricity from generation plants based in the

near-term markets (which are usually more expensive) [76], or from electricity stor-

age [40]. We consider an operation period T from t = 1 to t = T , during which the

demand of the grid can be predicted. In practice, auctions in an electricity market

are conducted based on forecasts of power demand in an upcoming time period (e.g.,

the next 24 hours or several days [9]). Correspondingly, near-future demands are

assumed to be known in advance.

Figure 6.2: The Sendai microgrid [4], with an output capacity of 1 MW, remained in
full service during and after the March 2011 Great East Japan Earthquake, supplying
power and heat to the community around Tohoku Fukushi University.
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Let xi(t) be a binary variable indicating whether microgrid i ∈ N is ON or OFF

at t ∈ T . yi(t) indicates the power output of microgrid i ∈ N . z(t) is the total energy

supplied by plants or batteries rather than microgrids at t ∈ T . si(t) is the amortized

infrastructure/maintenance cost of microgrid i ∈ N at time t. ui(t) is a unit cost ($

per MWh) of microgrid i ∈ N at t ∈ T . p(t) is a unit cost ($ per MWh) of the energy

supplied by plants or batteries rather than microgrids at t ∈ T . D(t) is the power

demand at t ∈ T , known by the grid. δ is the maximum output level change between

two consecutive time slots. ∆+ is the maximum output level at the first time slot of

a commitment period, known as startup ramp limit. Similarly ∆− is the maximum

output level at the last time slot of a commitment period, known as shutdown ramp

limit.

The auction of electricity from the microgrids to the regional power grid is con-

ducted once, at t = 1, for the period T = [1, T ], based on predicted information for

T . The grid (auctioneer) schedules its power supply for t ∈ T . Each microgrid (bid-

der) i submits its bid containing its private costs si(t) and ui(t), and can contribute

a maximum output level of Pmax. At each time t, total supply should cover total

demand in the grid:

∑
i

yi(t) + z(t) ≥ D(t),∀t ∈ T

Then we have the UCP constraints dictating generator schedules. We assume that

all microgrids are off at t = 0, and all microgrids keep the same status as t = T after

the operation period T , i.e., xi(T ) = xi(T + 1) = xi(T + 2) = . . ., for facilitating

constraint formulation.

First, a generator, once turned ON, must remain active for at least Ton time slots.

Similarly it must stay deactive for at least Toff time slots once turned OFF:
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UCP1 :
t+Ton∑
τ=t+1

xi(τ) ≥ Ton (xi(t+ 1)− xi(t)) , ∀t ∈ T , i ∈ N

t+Toff∑
τ=t+1

(1− xi(τ)) ≥ Toff (xi(t)− xi(t+ 1)) , ∀t ∈ T , i ∈ N

The output level of a microgrid cannot exceed its capacity Pmax, and the minimal

output is Pmin if it is active:

UCP2 :Pmaxxi(t) ≥ yi(t), ∀t ∈ T , i ∈ N

yi(t) ≥ Pminxi(t),∀t ∈ T , i ∈ N

Furthermore, the output level of a generator cannot vary abruptly. The ramping

rate is upper-bounded:

UCP3 :yi(t)− yi(t− 1) ≤ δxi(t− 1)

+ ∆+(1− xi(t− 1)), ∀t ∈ T , i ∈ N

yi(t− 1)− yi(t) ≤ δxi(t) + ∆−(1− xi(t)),∀t ∈ T , i ∈ N

There are three types of costs.
∑

i,t si(t)xi(t) is the amortized hardware/maintenance

cost1;
∑

i,t ui(t)yi(t) is fuel cost;
∑

t p(t)z(t) is the total expense in power purchase

from plants/batteries, which is a cost of the regional power grid (auctioneer). A

system-wide (grid and microgrids) social welfare maximization translates into the

objective of minimizing the aggregated cost, while meeting the grid’s demand. The

winner determination problem (WDP1) with xi(t), yi(t) and z(t) as decision variables

is:

minimize
∑
i,t

si(t)xi(t) +
∑
i,t

ui(t)yi(t) +
∑
t

p(t)z(t) (6.1)

1There are two types of infrastructure/maintenance costs: amortized hardware cost and
running cost. The former is amortized over the generator’s lifetime, while the latter is
applicable only when the generator is turned on. This chapter focuses on the latter.
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subject to: ∑
i

yi(t) + z(t) ≥ D(t), ∀t (6.1a)

t+Ton∑
τ=t+1

xi(τ) ≥ Ton(xi(t+ 1)− xi(t)), ∀t, i (6.1b)

t+Toff∑
τ=t+1

(1− xi(τ)) ≥ Toff (xi(t)− xi(t+ 1)), ∀t, i (6.1c)

Pmaxxi(t) ≥ yi(t), ∀t, i (6.1d)

yi(t) ≥ Pminxi(t), ∀t, i (6.1e)

yi(t)− yi(t− 1) ≤ δxi(t− 1) + ∆+(1− xi(t− 1)), ∀t, i (6.1f)

yi(t− 1)− yi(t) ≤ δxi(t) + ∆−(1− xi(t)), ∀t, i (6.1g)

xi(t) ∈ {0, 1}, yi(t) ≥ 0, z(t) ≥ 0, ∀t, i (6.1h)

Generator scheduling under UCP is in general NP-hard [52]. This rules out a direct

application of the VCG auction mechanism for truthful auction design. We instead

exploit the underlying structure of WDP1 for designing a randomized auction that is

computationally efficient.

6.1.2 A Randomized Auction

The electricity auction we design leverages a randomized auction framework that

consists of three main steps, as illustrated in Algorithm 5, following the randomized

auction framework in Chapter 4.

Step 1. Simulating the fractional VCG auction. We first simulate the frac-

tional VCG auction with the linear programming relaxation (LPR) of WDP1 as the

aggregated cost minimization problem, which is obtained by relaxing the binary vari-

able xi(t) to 0 ≤ xi(t) ≤ 1. Such a fractional VCG auction is truthful but the solution

is fractional and therefore infeasible. Let (x∗,y∗, z∗) be the optimal fractional solu-
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Algorithm 5 A Randomized Microgrid-to-Grid Power Auction

1: Step 1. Simulating the fractional VCG auction.
2: — Compute the fractional VCG allocation x∗, and payment Πf ,

through solving the LPR of WDP1.
3: Step 2. Decomposing the optimal fractional solution
4: — Decompose the fractional solution (x∗,y∗, z∗) to a convex com-

bination of mixed integer solutions, i.e.,
∑

q∈I λ
q(xq,yq, zq) ≤

ρ(x∗,y∗, z∗), through solving a pair of primal-dual LPs in (6.4)
and (6.5) using the ellipsoid method, leveraging a ρ−approximation
algorithm verifying the integrality gap of ρ as a separation oracle.

5: Step 3. Randomized winner selection and payment
6: — Select each (xq,yq, zq) randomly with probability λq.

— for each winning microgrid i: charge a payment Πi =

Πf
i

∑
t(si(t)x

q
i (t)+ui(t)y

q
i (t))∑

t(si(t)x
∗
i (t)+ui(t)y∗i (t))

, if
∑

t(si(t)x
∗
i (t) + ui(t)y

∗
i (t)) 6= 0; Πi = 0

otherwise.

tion to the LPR of WDP1. Prices charged in the fractional VCG mechanism, Πf ,

are computed as follows:

Πf
k =

∑
i,t

(si(t)x
′
i(t) + ui(t)y

′
i(t) + p(t)z′(t))

−
∑
i 6=k,t

(si(t)x
∗
i (t) + ui(t)y

∗
i (t) + p(t)z∗(t))

(6.2)

where (x′,y′, z′) is an optimal fractional solution without buying any power from

microgrid k ∈ N .

Step 2. Decomposing the optimal fractional solution.

We decompose the optimal fractional solution into a convex combination of in-

tegral solutions each with a fractional weight that sums up to 1. This step requires

a separation oracle, an effective polynomial-time approximation algorithm to WDP1

satisfying:

∑
i,t

si(t)xi(t) +
∑
i,t

ui(t)yi(t) +
∑
t

p(t)z(t) ≤ ρOPTLPR1 (6.3)
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where OPTLPR1 is the value of the objective function for the optimal fractional solu-

tion (x∗,y∗, z∗) for WDP1.

The goal of the decomposition is to find combination weights λq ≥ 0, such that∑
q∈I λ

q = 1,
∑

q∈I λ
qxq ≤ ρx∗,

∑
q∈I λ

qyq ≤ ρy∗ and
∑

q∈I λ
qzq ≤ ρz∗, where I is

the index set for all feasible mixed integer solutions to WDP1.

We compute such a weight vector λ through solving the following pair of primal

and dual LPs:

Primal: maximize
∑
q∈I

λq (6.4)

subject to: ∑
q∈I

λq(xq,yq, zq) ≤ ρ(x∗,y∗, z∗) (6.4a)∑
q∈I

λq ≤ 1 (6.4b)

λq ≥ 0,∀q ∈ I (6.4c)

Dual: minimize ρ
(∑

i,t

αi(t)x
∗
i (t) +

∑
i,t

βi(t)y
∗
i (t)

+
∑
t

η(t)z∗(t)
)

+ γ

(6.5)

subject to:∑
i,t

αi(t)x
q
i (t) +

∑
i,t

βi(t)y
q
i (t) +

∑
t

η(t)zq(t) ≥ 1− γ, ∀q ∈ I (6.5a)

α,β,η � 0, γ ≥ 0 (6.5b)

Similar to Lemma 2 in Chapter 4, we prove this pair of LPs can be solved in

polynomial time, with optimal objective value 1.
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Theorem 9. LPs (6.4) and (6.5) can be solved in polynomial time, and the optimal

value is 1.

Proof. First (α = 0,β = 0,η = 0, γ = 1) is a feasible solution to the dual, hence the

optimal value is at most 1. By way of contradiction, we assume that

ρ
(∑

i,t

αi(t)x
∗
i (t) +

∑
i,t

βi(t)y
∗
i (t) +

∑
t

η(t)z∗(t)
)

+ γ < 1

To solve the dual, we need to apply a cooperative approximation algorithm to

WDP1:

∑
i,t

αi(t)x
q
i (t) +

∑
i,t

βi(t)y
q
i (t)

+
∑
t

η(t)z(t) ≤ ρOPTLPR1(α,β,η)

where (xq,yq, zq) and OPTLPR1(α,β,η) are a feasible mixed integer solution and

the value of the optimal fractional solution, respectively, to WDP1 with α as bidding

prices , β as fuel prices and η as the unit prices of energy purchased from plants or

batteries. Note that:

OPTLPR1(α,β,η) ≤
∑
i,t

αi(t)x
∗
i (t) +

∑
i,t

βi(t)y
∗
i (t) +

∑
t

η(t)z∗(t)

which implies

∑
i,t

αi(t)x
q
i (t) +

∑
i,t

βi(t)y
q
i (t) +

∑
t

η(t)zq(t)

≤ρ(
∑
i,t

αi(t)x
∗
i (t) +

∑
i,t

βi(t)y
∗
i (t) +

∑
t

η(t)z∗(t))

<1− γ
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The above inequality violates the dual constraints, leading to a contradiction.

Therefore, the optimal dual objective value is 1. Following strong LP duality, we

conclude that the optimal primal objective value is 1 as well. ut

Step 3. Randomized winner selection and payment. Following the decom-

position, each possible solution (xq,yq, zq) is selected randomly with a probability

equal to its corresponding weight λq computed in the decomposition in the sec-

ond step. Then microgrid i receives a payment Πi = Πf
i

∑
t(si(t)x

q
i (t)+ui(t)y

q
i (t))∑

t(si(t)x
∗
i (t)+ui(t)y∗i (t))

, if∑
t(si(t)x

∗
i (t) + ui(t)y

∗
i (t)) 6= 0; Πi = 0 otherwise.

Assume truthful bidding, and then the expected social welfare is:

∑
q

(λqsTxq + λquTyq + λqpTz)

≤ ρsTx∗ + ρuTy∗ + ρpTz∗ ≤ ρOPTWDP1

where OPTWDP1 is the optimal mixed integer solution. Above inequality implies that

the randomized auction framework achieves an approximation ratio of ρ with respect

to the aggregated cost if users bid truthfully.

Recall that the auction in Sec. 6.1 is a reverse auction. Assume truthful bidding

again, and then we have the expected utility of microgrid i ∈ N :

E[Πi]− v̄i(
∑
q

λq(xq,yq)) =

(
Πf
i −

∑
t

(si(t)x
∗
i (t) + ui(t)y

∗
i (t))

)∑
t,q λ

q(si(t)x
q
i (t) + ui(t)y

q
i (t))∑

t(si(t)x
∗
i (t) + ui(t)y∗i (t))

Therefore, the expected utility of microgrid i is larger than zero since the fractional

VCG auction is individual rational, i.e., Πf
i −

∑
t(si(t)x

∗
i (t) + ui(t)y

∗
i (t)) ≥ 0.
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6.1.3 An Approximation Algorithm for WDP1

Plug-in nature of the approximation algorithm. The randomized auction

framework in Algorithm 5 requires an efficient approximation algorithm for solving

WDP1. We emphasize that any approximation algorithm to WDP1 can be applied

as a plug-in module to the auction framework. Such a plug-in approximation algo-

rithm should be computationally efficient, and computes a feasible solution with a

cost that is as close as possible to the LPR of WDP1. Below we present an example

approximation algorithm design based on primal-dual optimization.

An example primal-dual algorithm. A key observation regarding WDP1 is that

(6.1a) is the only set of constraints that couple schedule variables from different

microgrids. Lagrangian relaxation can naturally be applied to relax this set of con-

straints, such that the relaxed optimization problem is decomposable into a series

of independent single-microgrid UCP optimization. We introduce a non-negative

Lagrangian multiplier ξt corresponding to each coupling constraint (6.1a), remove

constraint (6.1a), and add a corresponding penalty term into the objective function

of WDP1, which becomes:

∑
i,t

si(t)xi(t) +
∑
i,t

yi(t)ui(t) +
∑
t

z(t)p(t)

+
∑
t

ξt(D(t)−
∑
i

yi(t)− z(t))

=
∑
i,t

si(t)xi(t) +
∑
i,t

yi(t)(ui(t)− ξt)

+
∑
t

z(t)(p(t)− ξt) +
∑
t

ξtD(t)

Note that the objective function may be unbounded when p(t) < ξt, z(t)→ +∞.

Hence primal feasibility requires that p(t) ≥ ξt,∀t. The Lagrangian dual problem to
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WDP1 is then:

maximize L(ξ) (6.6)

subject to

ξt ≤ p(t), ∀t ∈ T (6.6a)

ξ � 0 (6.6b)

where L(ξ) = min
x,y,z∈P

(∑
i,t si(t)xi(t)+

∑
i,t yi(t)(ui(t)−ξt)+

∑
t ξtD(t)+

∑
t z(t)(p(t)−

ξt)
)

, and P is the polytope defined by constraints (6.1b)− (6.1g). Due to constraint

(6.6a), the inner optimization always chooses z(t) = 0 to minimize L(ξ), and therefore,∑
t z(t)(p(t)−ξt) = 0. We ignore z(t) and

∑
t z(t)(p(t)−ξt) in the following discussion.

Next, the Lagrangian dual problem can be separated into a series of single-

microgrid optimal schedule problems, solved for each microgrid independently. We

can write L(ξ) =
∑

i gi(ξ) +
∑

t ξtD(t), where gi(ξ),∀i ∈ N are defined as follows:

gi(ξ) = min
P

(∑
t

si(t)xi(t) +
∑
t

yi(t)(ui(t)− ξt)
)

The Lagrange dual problem can be solved by a subgradient algorithm, as shown in

Algorithm 6. In each iteration, the sub-problems for each microgrid are first solved,

then we update the dual variables by ξt = ξt + bk(D(t)−
∑

i yi(t)). Here bk is a step

size sequence that satisfies (i) limk→∞ bk = 0, and (ii)
∑∞

k=0 bk = ∞. A typical such

sequence is in the form of 3/(2k + 1).

The single-microgrid optimization is a classic UCP problem with one generator,

and can be solved by dynamic programming efficiently [44, 80].

Upon convergence of the subgradient algorithm, the relaxed primal constraint

(6.1a) on grid-wide demand-supply is not always satisfied, although it has been ob-

served that the gaps are rather small [52]. In this study, primal feasibility can be
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Algorithm 6 A subgradient algorithm for WDP1

1: Dual initialization. Set ξt = p(t),∀t ∈ T
2: repeat
3: — Primal update. For each microgrid i, given current ξ, compute

optimal schedule xi(t) and yi(t) by solving gi(ξ),∀i, through dy-
namic programming.

4: — Dual update. Given current x and y, update the dual variables
by ξt = ξt + bk(D(t)−

∑
i yi(t)).

5: until convergence

ensured by: (1) purchasing more from power reservoirs (plants or batteries), i.e., in-

creasing z(t) in WDP1 to satisfy the demand; or using existing techniques from the

literature, e.g., Frangioni et al. [44] use a heuristic strategy to adjust the commit-

ment status of generators to meet the demand; Aoki et al. [19] solve least square type

problems to find a feasible solution.

The approximation ratio ρ. The auction framework in Algorithm 5 requires the

approximation algorithm to compute an integral solution that is within an integrality

gap of ρ from the LPR. While the subgradient method can always compute optimal

solutions for the dual (and hence the primal) when the original optimization problem

is a linear program, it leads to a duality gap when the original problem is a linear

integer program. However, fortunately, a series of previous studies have verified that

such a duality gap is extremely small for UCP-type problems, often within 1-2%

[52]. The overall ratio ρ should be bounded by a constant in most cases, and can

be estimated by empirically studies. The auction framework actually allows some

flexibility in the value selection of ρ — precisely selecting the smallest upper-bound

for the integrality gap serves the best interest of approximate truthfulness and social

welfare but is hard; choosing a non-exact upper-bound works in practice with some

compromise in truthfulness and social welfare. Our auction in this section is not

an absolutely truthful auction. Nonetheless, it strikes to achieve a high level of

(approximate) truthfulness, and from the bidder’s point of view, it is unclear what
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strategy other than truthful bidding will lead to a higher utility.

6.2 The Grid-to-Microgrid Electricity Market

6.2.1 Market Constraints and Social Welfare Maximization

In this section, we consider a regional power grid (auctioneer) who sells electricity

to a number of microgrids (bidders) denoted by M. The system runs in a round-

by-round fashion from t = 1 to t = T , for which time period a microgrid i ∈ M

submits one or more bids. Bi denotes all bids submitted by microgrid i ∈ M. Each

bid j ∈ Bi of microgrid i, (bi,j,di,j), specifies a willingness to pay, bi,j, for a demand

curve di,j that contains entries di,j(t), which is the amount of electricity demand at

each time slot t. In practice, di,j is derived from a microgrid’s prediction of near

future power consumption. Similar to the microgrid-to-grid market in Sec. 6.1, the

auction of electricity from the regional power grid to the microgrids is conducted

at t = 1, when all bids are collected. Moreover, χi,j is a binary decision variable

indicating whether microgrid i wins bid j or not. Let v̄i(χ) denote the true valuation

of microgrid i, known by microgrid i only. We assume that v̄i(χ) is linear in χ.

The available capacity of the regional grid, C(t), varies over time, due to fluctuation

in both the output from wind and solar generators and background demand. For

example, Fig. 6.3 illustrates the fluctuation of hourly demand and available capacity

within Ontario, Canada [9]. We assume that at each time, a single bid cannot exceed

the total available capacity of the grid, i.e., C(t) > R(t) , maxi,j di,j(t).

We employ the XOR-bidding language [63], such that among all bids submitted

by a microgrid, at most one bid can win:

∑
j

χi,j ≤ 1,∀i ∈M
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Figure 6.3: The fluctuation of hourly electrical power demand and available capacity
from October 29 to November 04, 2013 within Ontario, Canada.

Furthermore, the total power demand of all winning bids at each time slot cannot

exceed the available capacity of the grid:

∑
i,j

di,j(t)χi,j ≤ C(t), ∀t

The winner determination problem (WDP2) then maximizes social welfare (total

utility of both the grid and the microgrids, with payments from the latter cancelling

revenue of the former), under the above two constraints:

maximize
∑
i,j

bi,jχi,j (6.7)

subject to:

∑
j

χi,j ≤ 1, ∀i ∈M (6.7a)∑
i,j

di,j(t)χi,j ≤ C(t), ∀t (6.7b)

χi,j ∈ {0, 1}, ∀i ∈M, j ∈ Bi (6.7c)

A salient feature in the grid-to-microgrid electricity market lies in the temporal
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dimension constraint that couples demand-supply across different time slots, as ev-

ident in (6.7b). As a result, WDP2 becomes NP-hard (proven below), making it

highly non-trivial to design an auction that simultaneously guarantees truthfulness

and good social welfare efficiency.

Theorem 10. WDP2 in (6.7) is NP-hard.

Proof. We present a polynomial-time reduction from the knapsack problem, a classic

NP-hard problem [56] defined as:

max
χ

{
n∑
i=1

viχi s.t.
n∑
i=1

wiχi ≤ W,χi ∈ {0, 1}

}
Let us consider a special case of the WDP2: |M| = n, each bidder submits a

single bid and only one time slot is considered. WDP2 degrades into:

max
χ

{
n∑
i

biχi s.t.
n∑
i

diχi ≤ C, χi ∈ {0, 1}, ∀i ∈M

}
which is exactly a classic knapsack problem. Apparently, the reduction can be done

within polynomial time. Therefore, WDP2 in (6.7) is NP-hard. ut

6.2.2 A Randomized Auction

Theorem 10 suggests that solving WDP2 becomes daunting as the number of mi-

crogrids grows, which rules out a direct application of the VCG auction mecha-

nism in the grid-to-microgrid market, since it requires optimally solving multiple

WDP2 instances. We resort to the LPR of WDP2 by relaxing constraint (6.7c) to

(χi,j ≤ 1,∀i ∈M, j ∈ Bi, is redundant and hence ignored):

χi,j ≥ 0,∀i ∈M, j ∈ Bi (6.7c’)

Similar to the framework discussed in Sec. 4.1 in Chapter 4, we design an elec-

tricity auction below.
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Step 1. Simulate the fractional VCG auction. Compute the optimal fractional

solution χ∗ to the LPR of WDP2. Compute fractional VCG payments: buyer k pays

Πf
k =

∑
i,j bi,jχ

′
i,j −

∑
i 6=k,j bi,jχ

∗
i,j, where χ′ is the optimal solution to WDP2’s LPR

without selling any energy to microgrid k. The fractional (infeasible) solution χ∗ is

decomposed into integral (feasible) solutions in Step 2.

Step 2. Decompose the fractional solution χ∗. We next decompose χ∗ into a

combination of a series of feasible integer solutions by finding non-negative multipliers

{νq}q∈J , such that
∑

q∈J ν
q = 1,

∑
q∈J ν

qχq = χ∗/ρ′, where J is the index set for

all feasible integer solutions to WDP2.

Following the decomposition in Sec. 4.1 in Chapter 4, the decomposition step

solves a pair of primal-dual LPs through the ellipsoid method, which requires an

approximation algorithm to WDP2 that computes an integer solution χ, satisfying:

∑
i,j

bi,jχi,j ≥ 1/ρ′
∑
i,j

bi,jχ
∗
i,j

Step 3. Randomized winner selection and payment scaling. Select χq with

probability νq, with following defined scale-down payment Πi for guaranteeing truth-

fulness and individual rationality, as analyzed below.

Πi =
{ Πf

i

∑
j bi,jχ

q
i,j∑

j bi,jχ
∗
i,j

if
∑

j bi,jχ
∗
i,j 6= 0

0 otherwise

Truthfulness. Since the auction in Sec. 6.2 is an ordinary (forward) auction, the

expected utility of microgrid i is:

v̄i(
∑
q

νqχqj(t))− E[Πi] = (v̄i(χ
∗)− Πf

i )/ρ
′.

Then truthfulness of the 3-step auction follows from the truthfulness of the fractional

VCG auction, as proven in Theorem 3 in Chapter 4.
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6.2.3 An Approximation Algorithm for WDP2

Dual of WDP2’s LPR. We now focus on designing an approximation algorithm to

WDP2 that verifies its integrality gap, as required in the ellipsoid method to solve

the dual LP in the decomposition. Introducing dual variables φ and ψ for constraints

(6.7a) and (6.7b), respectively, we obtain the dual of WDP2’s LPR:

minimize
∑
i

φi +
∑
t

C(t)ψt (6.8)

subject to:

φi +
∑
t

di,j(t)ψt ≥ bi,j, ∀i, j (6.8a)

φi, ψt ≥ 0 ∀i, t (6.8b)

Similar to Sec. 6.1, the randomized auction framework requires an approximation

algorithm for solving WDP2. Any approximation algorithm to WDP2 can be applied

as a plug-in module as long as it verifies its integrality gap. Next we present an

example approximation algorithm.

An Example Greedy Primal-Dual Algorithm. We apply the classic greedy

primal-dual framework that is proven effective for approximating NP-hard problems

with an IP formulation [28], and design Algorithm 7 for WDP2 in (6.7). Algorithm

7 is similar to Algorithm 3 in Chapter 5. Algorithm 7 first initializes the primal

and dual variables (lines 2-6). Then a while loop iteratively updates the primal and

dual variables by choosing the highest unit-weight bids from microgrids (line 10-13).

The while loop terminates when all microgrids are satisfied or the generated primal

variable χ becomes infeasible, i.e., allocated resources exceed the capacity of the

grid. In the following analysis, let φτi , ψ
τ
t be the dual variables, and pτ be the primal

objective at the end of the τ -th iteration of the while loop.
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Algorithm 7 The Greedy Primal-Dual Approximation Algorithm

1: //Initialization
2: Λ = mintC(t)/R(t);
3: p = 0; U = ∅;
4: ∀i, j : χi,j = 0;
5: ∀i : φi = 0;
6: ∀t : ψt = 1/C(t);
7:

8: // Iterative update of primal and dual variables:
9: while

∑
tC(t)ψt < T exp(Λ− 1) AND U 6=M do

10: for all i ∈M \ U do
11: ji = arg maxj{bi,j};
12: end for
13: µ = arg maxi∈M\U

{ bi,ji∑
t di,ji (t)ψt

}
;

14: χµ,jµ = 1; φµ = bµ,jµ ;
15: p = p+ bµ,jµ ; U = U ∪ {µ};
16: for all 1 ≤ t ≤ T do
17: ψt = ψt · (T exp(Λ− 1))(dµ,jµ (t))/(C(t)−R(t));
18: end for
19: end while

Due to Theorem 7 in Chapter 5, we prove that Algorithm 7 guarantees an a-

approximation of social welfare, as well as verifying an integrality gap of WDP2 of ρ′,

where ρ′ = 1+ ε Λ
Λ−1

(eT 1/(Λ−1)−1). In practice, the volume of a grid’s power capacity

is substantially larger than a single microgrid’s demand, i.e., Λ� 1. The number of

predicted time slots T is a relatively small constant. Consequently,

lim
Λ→∞

ρ′ = lim
Λ→∞

(
1 + ε

Λ

Λ− 1
(eT 1/(Λ−1) − 1)

)
= 1 + ε(e− 1)

which suggests that the approximation ratio ρ′ is close to 1 + ε(e − 1). When each

microgrid only submits one bid, i.e., ε = 1, then ρ′ ≈ 2.72. Plugging Algorithm 7

into the randomized auction framework, we obtain a truthful auction (in expectation)

with ρ′ approximation factor.
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6.3 Performance Evaluation

6.3.1 The Microgrid-to-Grid Market

We adopt the hourly demand curve of the grid in Ontario, Canada from 00:00, Jan.

3, 2013 to 23:59, Jan. 3, 2013 [9] in evaluating the microgrid-to-grid auction. The

order of magnitude has been scaled down by 100, under the rationale that microgrids

are not expected to fully support the grid, but will act as a supplement supplier.

The trend of hourly demand remains the same after such scaling. The maximum and

minimum outputs of each microgrid are Pmax = 10MW and Pmin = 0, respectively.

The ramping rate is δ = 1MW/h. Once a generator is turned ON, it must remain

active for at least Ton = Toff = 2h. All generators are OFF at the beginning of the

simulation.

Performance of the approximation algorithm. We first implement and evaluate

Algorithm 6. The results are shown in Fig. 6.4. Compared with the optimum,

the approximation algorithm achieves an impressive performance, approaching the

optimum rather closely in most cases. We observe that the cost goes down when the

number of microgrids increases. This is because a small number of microgrids means

little cheap energy to the grid. In order to satisfy the power demand, the grid has to

resort to more expensive alternatives.

We also compare the energy purchased from plants to supplement the temporary

deficits in energy, as illustrated in Fig. 6.5. We observe that the grid purchases a large

amount of energy from plants in the first few hours. This is because all generators

are OFF at the beginning. Even if they want to sell energy to the grid, they cannot

increase the energy output abruptly due to the UCP3 constraint. In this case, the

grid needs to purchase energy from plants or batteries at a relatively high cost. Later

a large number of microgrids could help decrease the cost.
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Figure 6.4: A comparison between optimum and Algorithm 6.
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6.3.2 The Grid-to-Microgrid Market

In this case, microgrids submit bids to purchase energy from the grid for satisfying

their own demands. We again use the hourly zonal demands data, shown in Fig.

6.6, from Ontario, Canada [9] to drive the simulation. These data have been scaled

down to meet the reality in practical microgrids, e.g., a community or a university.

The trend in demand fluctuation remains the same. We use these data to emulate a

number of microgrids, from 10 microgrids to 80 microgrids. The total capacity of the

grid is set according to Fig. 6.3.

Performance of the Approximation Algorithm. We first investigate the per-

formance of the proposed approximation algorithm, Algorithm 7. The number of

microgrids (bidders) varies from 10 to 80. We compare the social welfare of Algo-

rithm 7 with the optimum as well as the theoretical bounds, as illustrated in Fig.

6.7. We observe that the performance of Algorithm 7 in terms of social welfare, is

close to the optimum, and is much better than suggested by the worst-case theoretical

guarantee we have been able to prove.

We further study the performance of the proposed approximation algorithm when

demand predictions in di,j are not perfect, when microgrids underestimate their near

future demand by a percentage within 5% and 40%, as shown in Fig. 6.8. Their

bidding prices for unit cost ($ per MWh) remain the same. We observe a close to

linear relationship between the achieved social welfare and the prediction error, and

the social welfare decreases when the error grows.

The Randomized Auction. By applying the ellipsoid method and the approx-

imation algorithm, we implement the randomized auction. We obtain the average

social welfare by simulating each auction for 20 times, as shown in Fig. 6.9. The

results show that the expected social welfare fluctuates around the theoretical bound.

Fig. 6.10 shows the corresponding total payments. Note that the seemingly high
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social welfare achieved by the fractional VCG auction is actually infeasible, since the

fractional solution to WDP2 cannot be implemented in practice.
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Figure 6.9: Social welfare of the ran-
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6.4 Summary

A fundamental trend in power grid evolution is the proliferation of distributed gener-

ation through the microgrid paradigm. The integration of microgrids with traditional

power grids requires solutions to both technical and economic challenges. This chap-
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ter addresses the latter, through the design of computationally efficient electricity

auctions that target good social welfare and truthfulness. The auction designed for

the microgrid-to-grid market further represents the first electricity auction mechanism

that explicitly models the UCP constraints that are critical in power grid optimiza-

tion. The proposed auction mechanisms are not completely ready for immediate

application in practice, due to its limitations in assumptions and computational over-

head. We hope the gap will be closed by future work.
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Chapter 7

A Randomized Auction for Emergency Demand

Response in Colocation Data Centers

Besides the energy markets between grids and microgrids studied in the previous

chapter, demand response is another important problem in power grid systems. In

this chapter, we study how to enable emergency demand response (EDR) via an

auction approach using the randomized auction framework in Chapter 4 in colocation

data centers, which is different from owner-operated data centers.

Colocation is an indispensable enabler for cloud computing, serving as physical

homes for many public cloud services offered by small-/medium-scale cloud providers

(e.g., Salesforce, Box), which are not “large” enough to construct mega-scale data

centers [84]. For example, over 40 cloud providers (including VMware) house their

servers in a Las Vegas colocation operated by Switch [36]. Last but not least, coloca-

tion provides physical support for a significant portion of the Internet traffic, because

content delivery network (CDN) providers will handle 55% of Internet traffic by 2018

(up from 36% in 2013) in their servers housed in global colocations in close proximity

to user bases [34].

For improving the efficiency, reliability and sustainability of power grids, demand

response programs are adopted in many countries for exploiting flexibility of electricity

usage on the consumer side in response to supply-demand conditions (see [100] for

an overview). Large-scale data centers are identified as having a great potential in

demand response participation due to their large yet flexible power demands [42, 100].

Notably, data centers have many IT computing knobs (e.g., server speed scaling,

workload shedding/migration), as well as non-IT knobs (e.g., battery, cooling system,
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diesel generators), which are all great assets for demand response to mutually benefit

themselves and the power grid [100].

Among various benefits of data center demand response, an important, perhaps

even the most striking, benefit is the enhancement of power grid reliability through

emergency demand response (EDR). In emergency situations (e.g., extreme weather

conditions), EDR coordinates many large energy consumers (including data centers)

for power demand reduction, and serves as the last line of defense for power grids

before cascading blackouts take place, preventing economic losses in the order of bil-

lions of dollars [81, 72]. In view of the aging grid infrastructure, surging demand and

increasingly frequent extreme weather, EDR has undeniably become critically impor-

tant and seen an upward trend: in PJM, a major regional transmission organization in

the U.S., the capacity of EDR power reduction commitment increases from 1, 700MW

in 2006−2007 to 10, 800MW in 2011−2012 [81]. Due to their huge yet flexible power

demand, data centers serve as “energy buffers” and have been identified by U.S. EPA

as valuable assets for EDR [42]. As an example, on July 22, 2011, hundreds of data

centers participated in EDR and contributed by cutting their electricity consumption

before a nation-wide blackout occurred in the U.S. and Canada [72].

Existing research on data center demand response heavily focuses on owner-

operated data centers (e.g., Google) [48, 100]. In contrast, we study EDR in a critical

yet unique type of data centers, multi-tenant colocation data centers as exemplified by

Equinix and often known as “colocation” or “colo”. Unlike owner-operated data cen-

ters where operators fully manage both servers and facilities, colocation rents physical

space out to multiple tenants for housing their own servers, while the colocation op-

erator is mainly responsible for infrastructure support such as reliable power supply

and cooling service. Colocations provide an affordable data center solution to small

and medium users who want to operate their own ‘cloud’ but are otherwise deterred
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by the high constructing and maintaining cost of their own data centers. Large users

like Google and Akamai also depend on colocations for realizing a global presence in

regions of relatively low demand that do not justify a dedicated data center.

Our study on colocation EDR has a two-fold motivation. First, colocations are

widely-existing (over 1,200 in the U.S. alone [37]), and according to Google [26],

“most large data centers” are colocations. Second, many large colocations reside in

densely-populated metropolitan areas such as the Silicon Valley [37], where EDR is

particularly critical for peak demand reduction, unlike mega-scale owner-operated

data centers (e.g., Google) in rural areas with low population densities.

Enabling colocation EDR is challenging because, unlike in owner-operated data

centers, colocation power management is highly “uncoordinated”: the colocation op-

erator purchases electricity from the power grid and manages the facility, whereas

individual tenants manage their own servers and power consumption. There is a

“split incentive” hurdle: while the colocation operator desires cutting electricity us-

age for financial compensation received from the power grid in case of EDR, tenants

have little incentive for reducing their power consumption, because they are typically

billed by the colocation based on their subscribed/reserved power at fixed rates re-

gardless of energy consumption (on top of other power-irrelevant fees such as network

connectivity) [41]. Further, tenants cannot directly participate in the grid’s EDR pro-

gram by themselves, because the grid can only monitor the colocation’s total power

(including both IT power and non-IT power) but not individual tenants’ power con-

sumption. To achieve the energy reduction target during EDR, a colocation operator

has to resort to highly expensive and/or environmentally-unfriendly energy genera-

tion devices (e.g., diesel generators). To reduce the cost and environmental impact

of such back-up power generation, the tenants should be effectively incentivized to

voluntarily cut down their power consumption in case of EDR.
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This chapter proposes a novel incentive mechanism, Truth-DR, which breaks the

split-incentive hurdle by financially rewarding tenants to reduce energy consumption

for EDR. Truth-DR is based on a reverse auction: upon the notification of an EDR

event, tenants voluntarily submit bids to specify the amount of their planned energy

reduction as well as the associated costs; the colocation operator, as the auctioneer,

then decides which bids to accept and the actual monetary reward. Tenants are nat-

urally self-interested and may not truthfully reveal their costs to the colocation oper-

ator. Even if tenants are truthful, the problem of deciding the winning bids involves

mixed-integer linear programming and is NP-hard. Consequently, the VCG type

mechanism [35, 51, 96] becomes computationally infeasible and is not applicable. In-

stead, we design Truth-DR based on a randomized auction mechanism, which employs

a primal-dual approximation algorithm for winner determination, and strategically

assigns rewards to elicit truthful bids. Furthermore, Truth-DR is computationally

efficient, individually rational, and guarantees a 2-approximation in colocation-wide

social cost, compared with the optimal solution. We conduct trace-based simulations

to validate Truth-DR and corroborate our theoretical analysis, demonstrating the

desired efficiency in (social) cost reduction.

The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. The system model and the

problem formulation are described in Section 7.1. In Section 7.2, we present the

2-approximation algorithm and develop our mechanism Truth-DR. Section 7.3 pro-

vides a simulation study. Finally, concluding remarks are offered in Section 7.4.

7.1 System Model

7.1.1 Colocation Data Centers and EDR

Consider a set of geo-distributed colocation data centers, K, operated by a colocation

operator. Each colocation k ∈ K has Nk tenants. Each tenant i ∈ Nk = {1, 2, · · · , Nk}
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manages its own servers and subscribes a certain amount of power supply from the

colocation operator based on a negotiated contract, e.g., 500kW for 24 months at a

typical rate of U.S.$150/kW/month [41]. The colocation operator is responsible for

facility management such as cooling. In the event of EDR, a signal is received by

the colocation operator from the grid, specifying the amount of energy reduction, δk,

which the colocation k ∈ K needs to cut in one EDR period (e.g., one hour [82])

[81]. Such mandatory EDR with a given reduction target is becoming a mainstream

approach for EDR to prevent grid-wide blackouts in emergent situations [81].

Colocation power consumption consists of two parts: IT consumption (due to the

running servers) controlled by the tenants, and non-IT consumption manageable by

the colocation operator. The ratio of the total energy consumption to IT energy

consumption is called Power Usage Effectiveness (PUE) λ, which typically ranges

from 1.1 to 2.0. Let λk be the PUE at colocation k.

Given power-based contracts, tenants may not actively participate in EDR unless

incentivized. Even if some tenants are interested in EDR, their reduction may not

collectively reach the energy reduction target. Hence, the colocation operator often

needs to leverage its BES (backup energy storage) to fulfill the shortage of EDR target.

Common BES that can produce extra power supply include pre-charged batteries and

diesel generators, which are expensive and/or environment unfriendly [93, 17]. Let yk

be the amount of grid-power demand reduction due to the usage of BES at colocation

k, and αk be the cost of BES usage per kWh at that colocation. Such a cost comes

from various sources such as wear-and-tear, recharging energy or fuels.

7.1.2 A Reverse Auction

The proposed solution, Truth-DR, is based on a reverse auction: when EDR signal

is issued by the power grid, the colocation operator solicits demand response bids

(including the planned energy reduction and associated costs) from tenants. The
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colocation operator then selects winning bids, decides payments to the winners, and

notifies tenants of the auction outcome, as illustrated in Fig. 7.1. It is not appealing

to directly pass down the grid operator’s financial compensation from the colocation

operator to tenants, because tenants’ responses (i.e., how much energy reduction)

are unknown until the end of EDR and consequently, the colocation operator has to

primarily rely on its BES for meeting EDR requirement. Directly passing down the

compensation to tenants also fails to recognize tenants’ different performance costs

incurred by energy reduction, and therefore may discourage some tenants with high

energy reduction related performance costs to participate in EDR.

Tenant 1 Tenant 2 Tenant 3 Tenant N

...

Step1: EDR signal

Step2: Solicit bids from tenants

Step3: Submit bids

Step4: Notify tenants winning bids & payments

Colocation Operator

(Auctioneer)

Figure 7.1: An illustration of the reverse auction in Truth-DR for one colocation.

Bids. Each tenant i ∈ Nk voluntarily submits a bid to the colocation operator,

which specifies two values: (i) planned energy reduction ei; and (ii) claimed cost bi

due to such a reduction. Each tenant i ∈ Nk at colocation k has its own discretion

to determine its true cost ci (which our mechanism will guarantee to be the same

as the claimed cost). We will give examples on how each tenant decides its energy

reduction and cost in Section 7.3. We also implicitly allow (0, 0) as a bid, indicating

that a tenant is not interested and can be excluded from EDR.

Winner determination (social cost minimization). The utility of tenant i is
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defined as the payment it receives minus its true cost in this chapter.

The following properties are pursued in our auction design: i) Truthfulness; ii)

Individual rationality; iii) Computational efficiency, i.e., the auction should run in

polynomial time for winner and payment determination; iv) Social cost minimization,

i.e., we aim at enabling colocation EDR at the minimum colocation-wide (social) cost,

to transform a colocation’s formidable power demand into an asset.

Let xi be a binary variable indicating whether tenant i’s bid is successful (1) or

not (0), and Πi be the payment that the colocation operator provides to a winning

tenant i ∈ Nk at colocation k. The social cost in the colocation is the sum of tenants’

net costs, i.e., cost due to energy reduction minus award from the colocation opera-

tor,
∑

k∈K,i∈Nk bixi −
∑

k∈K,i∈Nk Πixi (assuming truthful bidding), and the colocation

operator’s cost in using BES and providing financial awards to the winning tenants,

i.e.,
∑

k∈K αkyk +
∑

k∈K,i∈Nk Πixi. With payments cancelling themselves, the social

cost is equivalent to aggregate tenant cost due to energy reduction plus the operator’s

cost for using BES, i.e.,
∑

k∈K,i∈Nk bixi +
∑

k∈K αkyk, which represents the negative

impact of energy reduction on colocation operation.

Social cost is a commonly-studied metric in mechanism design and data center

demand response [65]. Minimizing the social cost is equivalent to maximizing the

social welfare in our system, considering that the financial compensation paid by the

grid operator to the colocation operator for EDR is fixed. Such a financial compen-

sation is typically computed as the compensation rate times the amount of energy

reduction. Both the compensation rate and the energy reduction target are typically

determined using separate mechanisms [81]. For example, the compensation rate is

often determined through a separate market between the power grid and many EDR

participants (e.g., data centers), which cannot be manipulated by a single data center.

The energy reduction target is also determined well beforehand, e.g., the colocation
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may commit an energy reduction capacity for EDR three years ahead [81].

We formulate below the social cost minimization problem, referred to as MinCost,

which provides the optimal winner determination decisions and usage of BES (i.e.,

EDR strategies) for the colocation operator, to achieve the energy reduction target

δk at each colocation k ∈ K, assuming truthful bids are known.

MinCost: minimizex,y
∑
k∈K

αkyk +
∑

k∈K,i∈Nk

bixi (7.1)

subject to:

yk + λk
∑
i∈Nk

eixi ≥ δk, ∀k ∈ K, (7.1a)

xi ∈ {0, 1}, ∀k ∈ K, i ∈ Nk, (7.1b)

yk ≥ 0. ∀k ∈ K, (7.1c)

where λk ·
∑

i∈Nk eixi is the colocation-level energy reduction resulting from tenants’

server energy reduction
∑

i∈Nk eixi at colocation k.

MinCost belongs to minimum knapsack problems and is NP-hard [32]. This makes

direct application of the VCG mechanism computationally infeasible, for VCG re-

quires exactly solving the underlying winner determination problem multiple times.

We instead design a randomized auction that is truthful in expectation and also com-

putationally efficient. Before concluding this section, we note that a baseline, based

on average energy consumption of the same time during past weeks, will be used to

verify tenants’ actual energy reduction, which is typical in incentive-based approaches

and similar to how power utility verifies its customer’s energy reduction [81].

7.2 Truth-DR: Truthful Incentive Mechanism

This section develops a truthful and efficient mechanism, called Truth-DR, to in-

centivize tenants’ participation in EDR. Truth-DR works based on a randomized
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mechanism that converts a 2-approximation algorithm, which solves the social cost

minimization problem, into a truthful and computationally efficient auction. We

prove that the randomized auction also achieves a 2-approximation ratio in social

cost. In what follows, we first decompose MinCost in (7.1) into a series of sub prob-

lem MinCost-ks, and then design an efficient, 2-approximation algorithm based on a

primal-dual technique for each sub problem, and next design the randomized auction

using the algorithm as a plug-in module to achieve truthfulness.

Let MinCost-k be the sub problem defined as follows for the colocation k:

MinCost-k: minimizex,y αkyk +
∑
i∈Nk

bixi (7.2)

subject to:

yk + λk
∑
i∈Nk

eixi ≥ δk, (7.2a)

xi ∈ {0, 1}, ∀i ∈ Nk, (7.2b)

yk ≥ 0. (7.2c)

MinCost in (7.1) then can be decomposed as

MinCost =
∑
k∈K

MinCost-k (7.3)

7.2.1 A 2-Approximation Algorithm

For the discussion in this subsection, we shall omit the subscript k for the sake of

clarity when there is no confusion based on the context. To efficiently solve MinCost-

k in (7.2) for winner determination and BES usage, a natural approach is to relax

the integrality constraints (7.2b) to 0 ≤ xi ≤ 1,∀i ∈ N , to obtain a linear program

(LP), solve it using standard LP solution techniques, and then round the (possibly)

fractional solution x to integers. However, the integrality gap, i.e., the ratio between
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the optimal social cost of (7.2) to the optimal social cost of the relaxed LP, can be

unbounded. For example, consider a case where only one tenant participates in the

auction, with N = 1, b1 = 1, e1 > 1, λ = 1, δ = 1. The optimal integer solution to

(7.2) is (x1 = 1, y = 0), and the social cost is 1. The relaxed LP however would pick

a solution (x1 = 1/e1, y = 0), which results in a social cost of 1/e1. The integrality

gap is hence e1, which could be rather high when the user’s energy reduction is large.

We design an efficient primal-dual algorithm to provide a feasible solution to (7.2),

which provably achieves a 2-approximation in social cost, based on an enhanced LP

relaxation of (7.2). Following the technique of redundant LP constraints [32, 30], we

introduce valid inequalities that are satisfied by all feasible mixed integer solutions of

(7.2) into the LP relaxation.

Let S be a subset of bids in N . Define ∆(S) = δ− λ
∑

i∈S ei, denoting how much

energy reduction the colocation still needs to achieve the target δk, when all bids in

S are accepted. Let ei(S) = min{λei,∆(S)} be the contribution of an additional bid

i in making up the discrepancy. The enhanced linear program relaxation (LPR) is:

LPR-Primal: minimize αy +
∑
i∈N

bixi (7.4)

subject to:

y +
∑
i∈N\S

ei(S)xi ≥ ∆(S), ∀S ⊆ N : ∆(S) > 0, (7.4a)

y ≥ 0, xi ≥ 0, ∀i ∈ N . (7.4b)

Constraints in (7.4a) can be considered as an enumeration of all possible solutions

to achieve the energy reduction target. Each constraint in (7.4a) assumes that all

bids in subset S,∀S ⊆ N , are accepted, and limits the solution space to decisions on

other bids in N \S, to make up for the gap ∆(S) > 0 to the energy reduction target.
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Lemma 6. Any feasible solution to (7.2) is feasible to its LPR (7.4).

Proof: Let (y,x) be a feasible solution to (7.2). We define S̃ = {i|xi = 1,∀i ∈ N}.

Then we have following four cases for all constraints (7.4a).

Case 1: S ⊆ S̃. The left side of (7.4a) becomes: y +
∑

i∈(N\S)∩S̃ min{λei,∆(S)}.

If ∃i ∈ (N \ S) ∩ S̃, such that λei ≥ ∆(S), then:

y +
∑

i∈(N\S)∩S̃

min{λei,∆(S)} ≥ y + ∆(S) ≥ ∆(S),

which implies that constraint (7.4a) is not violated. If ∀i ∈ (Nk \S)∩ S̃, λei < ∆(S),

then:

y +
∑

i∈(N\S)∩S̃

min{λei,∆(S)} = y +
∑

i∈(N\S)∩S̃

λei

= y +
∑
i∈S̃

λei −
∑

i∈S̃\(N\S)

λei

≥ δ −
∑
i∈S

λei = ∆(S),

where the last inequality is due to a) (y,x) is a feasible solution to (7.2); b) S ⊆ S̃

⇒ S̃ \ (N \ S) = S. So the constraint (7.4a) is not violated either.

Case 2: S̃ ⊂ S. We have N \ S ⊂ N \ S̃, which implies that xi = 0,∀i ∈ N \ S.

The left side of (7.4a) becomes y. Note that (y,x) is a feasible solution to (7.2), we

have

y + λ
∑
i∈S̃

ei ≥ δ ⇒

y ≥ δ − λ
∑
i∈S̃

ei ≥ δ − λ
∑
i∈S

ei = ∆(S),

where the last inequality holds due to S̃ ⊂ S.

Case 3: S ∩ S̃ = ∅. The left side of (7.4a) becomes: y +
∑

i∈S̃ min{λei,∆(S)}. If

∃i ∈ S̃, such that λei ≥ ∆(S), then y +
∑

i∈S̃ min{λei,∆(S)} ≥ y + ∆(S) ≥ ∆(S).
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If ∀i ∈ S̃, λei < ∆(S), then y +
∑

i∈S̃ min{λei,∆(S)} = y +
∑

i∈S̃ λei ≥ δ ≥ ∆(S).

Thus the constraint (7.4a) is respected as well in this case.

Case 4: S ∩ S̃ 6= ∅, S * S̃ and S̃ * S. Let S1 = S ∩ S̃, S2 = S̃ \ S1. The left side

of (7.4a) becomes: y +
∑

i∈S2
min{λei,∆(S)}. Similarly, the constraint (7.4a) holds

if ∃i ∈ S2, such that λei ≥ ∆(S). If ∀i ∈ S2, λei < ∆(S), then:

y +
∑
i∈S2

min{λei,∆(S)} = y +
∑
i∈S2

λei

≥ δ −
∑
i∈S1

λei ≥ ∆(S),

where the last inequality holds due to S1 ( S. So the constraint (7.4a) holds as well

in this case. ut

We next formulate the dual of LPR (7.4) by introducing a dual variable z(S)

corresponding to each constraint in (7.4a).

LPR-Dual: maximize
∑

S⊆N :∆(S)>0

∆(S)z(S) (7.5)

subject to:

∑
S⊆N :∆(S)>0

z(S) ≤ α, (7.5a)

∑
S⊆N :i∈N\S,∆(S)>0

ei(S)z(S) ≤ bi, ∀i ∈ N , (7.5b)

z(S) ≥ 0, ∀S ⊆ N : ∆(S) > 0. (7.5c)

Algorithm 8 shows the approximation algorithm, based on the LPR (7.4) and its

dual (7.5), to derive a feasible, 2-approximate solution to MinCost-k in (7.2). The

idea is to construct a mixed integer solution to LPR (7.4) and a feasible solution to

its dual (7.5) iteratively by increasing the dual variable corresponding to the current
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Algorithm 8 A Primal-Dual 2-Approximation Algorithm for (7.2)

1: Input: (α, λ, e, b, δ)
2: Output: solution (x, y)
3: //initialization
4: (x, y) = (0, 0); z = 0; C = ∅;
5: while ∆(C) > 0 do //Update primal/dual variables iteratively
6: Increase dual variable z(C) until some dual constraint goes tight;
7: if

∑
S⊆N :∆(S)>0 z(S) = α then

8: y = ∆(C); break;
9: end if

10: if
∑

S⊆N :i∈N\S,∆(S)>0 ei(S)z(S) = bi then

11: xi = 1; C = C ∪ {i};
12: end if
13: end while

set of bids to accept, C, until the aggregate power from accepted bids in C reaches

the energy reduction target δ.

Lemma 7. Algorithm 8 computes a feasible solution to MinCost-k in (7.2) and LPR

(7.4), as well as a feasible solution to dual (7.5).

Proof: First we examine if the returned solution is feasible to (7.2). Values in x

are initialized to 0 and updated to 1 only in the iterations. Thus (7.2b) is satisfied.

Similarly, y is initialized to 0 and possibly updated to a positive value only, satisfying

guaranteeing (7.2c). For (7.2a), there are two cases.

Case 1: Algorithm 8 stops when ∆(C) ≤ 0. According to the definition of ∆(C),

we have λk
∑

i∈C ei ≥ δ, which implies that constraint (7.2a) is not violated.

Case 2: Algorithm 8 exits from line 8. Hence y+λ
∑

i∈C ei = δ. Constraint (7.2a)

is respected too.

We then verify that the feasible solution to (7.2) is feasible to its LPR (7.4)

according to Lemma 6.

We next examine the dual solution z(C). Once the algorithm adds tenant i into the

winner set C, increasing z(C) will not change the value of
∑

S⊆N :i∈N\S,∆(S)>0 ei(S)z(S),

and hence the corresponding constraint in (7.5b) is respected. Once constraint (7.5a)
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goes tight, the algorithm exists and will not increase any dual variable again. There-

fore, the dual solution is feasible to the dual (7.5) always. ut

Theorem 11. Algorithm 8 is a 2-approximation algorithm to MinCost-k in (7.2); it

achieves a social cost that is at most 2 times the optimal social cost of (7.2).

Proof: Let OPT denote the optimal social cost computed by solving (7.2) exactly,

and OPTLPR be the optimal social cost computed by its LPR (7.4). We analyze the

algorithm in the following two cases.

Case 1: the while loop stops due to ∆(C) ≤ 0. Let ζ denote the last tenant added

to the set C. z(S) = 0 if S * C \ {ζ} according to Algorithm 8. The constraint (7.5a)

never goes tight in this case, and hence yk = 0.∑
i∈N

bixi =
∑
i∈C

bi =
∑
i∈C

∑
S⊆N :i∈N\S,∆(S)>0

ei(S)z(S)

=
∑

S⊆N :∆(S)>0

∑
i∈C\S

ei(S)z(S).

We are interested in S ⊆ N whose z(S) 6= 0. So we only consider S ⊆ C \ {ζ} in

the following analysis.∑
i∈C\S

ei(S) ≤ λ
∑

i∈C\{ζ}

ei − λ
∑
i∈S

ei + eζ(S)

< δ − λ
∑
i∈S

ei + eζ(S)

= ∆(S) + eζ(S)

≤ 2∆(S),

∆(C \ {ζ}) > 0 implies that δ > λ
∑

i∈C\{ζ} ei, which leads to the second inequality.

As a result, we have

∑
i∈N

bixi ≤
∑

S⊆N :∆(S)>0

2z(S)∆(S) ≤ 2OPTLPR ≤ 2OPT.
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Case 2: the while loop stops due to the break in line 8. The objective of the LPR

then has two parts: αky and
∑

i∈N bixi.

αky = ∆(C)
∑

S⊆N :∆(S)>0

z(S).

Since S ⊆ C,∀S : ∆(S) > 0 and z(S) 6= 0, we have ∆(S) ≥ ∆(C). Therefore

αky ≤
∑

S⊆N :∆(S)>0

z(S)∆(S) ≤ OPTLPR.

Similar to the analysis in Case 1, we have:∑
i∈N

bixi =
∑

S⊆N :∆(S)>0

∑
i∈C\S

ei(S)z(S)

≤
∑

S⊆N :∆(S)>0

z(S)

(
λ
∑
i∈C

ei − λ
∑
i∈S

ei

)
.

Note that the algorithm exits with ∆(C) > 0, i.e., δ > λ
∑

i∈C ei. We have:

∑
i∈N

bixi ≤
∑

S⊆N :∆(S)>0

z(S)

(
δ − λ

∑
i∈S

ei

)

=
∑

S⊆N :∆(S)>0

z(S)∆(S) = OPTLPR.

Therefore, αky +
∑

i∈N bixi ≤ 2OPTLPR ≤ 2OPT . ut

Utilizing Algorithm 8 for each sub problem MinCost-k in (7.2) as illustrated in

Algorithm 9, we then obtain a distributed algorithm for calculating a solution to

MinCost in (7.1). The following theorem unveils that such distributed algorithm

produces a 2-approximate solution.

Theorem 12. Employing Algorithm 8 to solve each sub problem MinCost-k in (7.2),

Algorithm 9 achieves a social cost that is at most 2 times the optimal social cost of

MinCost in (7.1).
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Algorithm 9 A 2-Approximation Algorithm for (7.1)

1: Input: (α,λ, e, b, δ)
2: Output: solution (x,y)
3:

4: for all k ∈ K do
5: if colo k is asked to reduce energy in EDR then
6: Call Algorithm 8 for colo k with input (αk, λk, ek, bk, δk);
7: end if
8: end for

Proof: Let OPT be the optimal social cost computed by solving (7.1) exactly.

Since MinCost can be decomposed as a series of sub problem MinCost-ks, the sum-

mation of all LPR-Primal-ks in (7.4) can act as a linear program relaxation of MinCost

in (7.1). Due to Theorem 11, we have∑
k∈K

αkyk +
∑

k∈K,i∈Nk

bixi ≤ 2
∑
k∈K

OPTLPRk

≤ 2OPT.

ut

7.2.2 Truth-DR

Following the randomized auction framework for covering problems in Sec. 4.2 in

Chapter 4, we design Truth-DR. The idea of Truth-DR is as follows. We compute

the optimal fractional solutions to all LPR-Primal-ks in (7.4), and then employ an

LP duality based decomposition technique to decompose the fractional solutions into

a convex combination of feasible, mixed integer solutions to MinCost in (7.1). We

then randomly pick one of the mixed integer solutions as the outcome of the auction,

using their weights in the convex combination as probabilities. The payments to the

winners are computed according to the rule in Theorem 2, which satisfy the sufficient

condition for truthfulness. The auction mechanism is given in Algorithm 10, with

details below.
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Algorithm 10 Truth-DR: Truthful Randomized Auction

1: Optimal Fractional Solution

• Solve all LPR-Primal-ks in (7.4), obtaining optimal BES usage y∗

and optimal fractional winner decisions x∗.

2: Decomposition into Mixed Integer Solutions

• Decompose the fractional decisions (min{ρx∗,1}, ρy∗) to a convex
combination of feasible mixed integer solutions (xl,yl), l ∈ I, of
(7.2) using a convex decomposition technique, using Algorithm 9
as the separation oracle in the ellipsoid method to solve the pri-
mal/dual decomposition LPs.

3: Winner Determination and Payment

• Select a mixed integer solution (xl,yl) from set I randomly, using
weights of the solutions in the decomposition as probabilities

• Calculate the payment of tenant i as

Πi =

{
0 if xi = 0,

bi +
∫ αkλkei
bi

min{ρx∗i (b,b−i),1}db
min{ρx∗i (bi,b−i),1} otherwise.

(min is component-wise minimum in all the above.)

The optimal fractional solution (x∗,y∗) can be computed by solving all LPR-

Primal-ks in (7.4), by applying an efficient LP solution technique.

The purpose of the decomposition is to find νl ∈ [0, 1] and a set of mixed integer

solutions (xl,yl),∀l ∈ I, to the MinCost problem in (7.1), such that
∑

l∈I νlx
l = x∗,∑

l∈I νly
l = y∗, and

∑
l∈I νl = 1. Following the decomposition technique in Sec. 4.2

in Chapter 4, we have the linear program for this convex decomposition is:

maximize
∑
l∈I

νl (7.6)
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subject to:

∑
l∈I

νlx
l = min{ρx∗,1}, (7.6a)∑
l∈I

νly
l ≤ ρy∗, (7.6b)∑

l∈I

νl ≤ 1, (7.6c)

νl ≥ 0,∀l ∈ I. (7.6d)

The BES cost
∑

k∈K αkyk is the cost of the colocation operator (auctioneer) rather

than tenants (bidders). The exact decomposition in (7.6a) is to ensure that a tenant’s

winning probability satisfies the truthfulness condition in Theorem 2. Non-exact

decomposition of ρy∗ will not affect the truthfulness of the auction, and hence (7.6b)

is an inequality rather than an equality.

We derive its dual below, where dual variables µ, ω and φ are associated with

primal constraints (7.6a), (7.6b) and (7.6c), respectively:

minimize ρ
∑
k∈K

y∗kωk +
∑

k∈K,i∈Nk

min{ρx∗i , 1}µi + φ (7.7)

subject to:

∑
k∈K

ylkωk +
∑

k∈K,i∈Nk

xliµi + φ ≥ 1, ∀l ∈ I, (7.7a)

ωk ≥ 0, φ ≥ 0, ∀k ∈ K, (7.7b)

µi unconstrained, ∀k ∈ K, i ∈ Nk. (7.7c)

According to Lemma 3 in Chapter 4, the fractional solution can be successfully de-

composed into a series of mixed integer solutions with the help of Algorithm 8 in

polynomial time.
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We next design the payment rules. Let Pi(bi) be the probability that tenant i with

bid cost bi wins in the auction, and b−i denote all bids except (ei, bi). Our auction

renders the following results on Pi(bi).

In LPR (7.4), if bi > αkλkei for the tenant i in the colocation k then x∗i = 0,

because if the price offered by the tenant i is too high, the system will use BES

instead. Therefore Pi(bi) = min{ρx∗i , 1} = 0 in this case.

We follow the sufficient condition in Theorem 2 to design our payment scheme, to

achieve truthfulness as proven in Sec. 4.2 in Chapter 4.

The payments of winning tenants is:

Πi = bi +

∫ αkλkei
bi

min{ρx∗i (b, b−i), 1}db
min{ρx∗i (bi, b−i), 1}

= bi +

∫ αkλkei
bi

Pi(b)db

Pi(bi)
,

where x∗i (bi, b−i) is the optimal solution of variable xi to LPR (7.4), when tenant i’s

bid cost is bi, and others are b−i.

As we can calculate Pi(bi) by solving LPR (7.4) given bi, then the payment Πi can

be calculated numerically.

Since we use Algorithm 9 to solve the MinCost problem (7.1) with an approxima-

tion ratio of ρ = 2 according to Theorem 12, Truth-DR achieves a 2-approximation

to the optimal social cost in expectation according to Theorem 4 in Chapter 4.

Remarks. The social welfare achieved by the existing randomized auction framework

used in cloud computing [107, 88] is strictly bounded by the approximation ratio of

the plug-in approximation algorithm. Different from their work, the randomized

auction in Algorithm 10 could achieve much smaller social cost than the theoretical

bound suggested in Theorem 4, as observed in the simulation studies in Sec. 7.3.

It is because that the underlying structure of the WDP in our problem is covering

type while their problem is packing type. Instead of directly scaling down/up the
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fractional results in [107, 88], we introduce the term min{ρx∗,1}, which has a critical

role in successfully decomposing the fractional solution.

7.3 Performance Evaluation

7.3.1 Data Sets and Simulation Setup

We consider two colocation data centers, A and B, each of which has six participating

tenants (denoted as Tenant A#1, Tenant A#2, · · · , Tenant A#6, · · · , Tenant B#1,

· · · and Tenant B#6). One colocation A is located at Ashburn, VA, which is a major

data center market served by PJM (a major regional transmission organization in the

U.S. [82]). The other colocation B is located at New York, NY, which is served by

the New York Independent System Operator (NYISO, the operator of New York’s

electricity bulk grid [78]). Each tenant i has mi = 10, 000 homogeneous servers with

idle/static and computing powers of d0,i = 100W and dc,i = 150W each, respectively

[84]. The PUE γ of colocation is set to 1.6 (typical for colocation) for both colocations,

and the default cost of both colocations for using BES, α, is considered $150/MWh

which we will vary later depending on the BES energy source [93, 84]. The peak

power demands of the colocations are 24MW.

Energy reduction targets: For colocation A, we scale down the total energy reduc-

tion by PJM’s EDR on January 7, 2014 (when there was severe weather condition)

[82], to levels around 15% of the colocation’s maximum power, to produce the energy

reduction targets in our experiments. We choose 15% because field tests [48] show

that data centers can reduce 10-20% energy without affecting normal operation. The

total EDR energy reduction by PJM is shown in Fig. 7.2. There were 11 EDR events,

starting from 5am to 11am and 16pm to 19pm, respectively, and each event lasted

one hour. For colocation B, we use the energy reduction by NYISO’s EDR on the

same day [79] as the reduction targets, as illustrated in Fig. 7.3, which has the same
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order of magnitude as colocation A’s reduction targets.
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Figure 7.2: Total EDR energy reduc-
tion by PJM on January 7, 2014.
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Figure 7.3: Total EDR energy reduc-
tion by NYISO on January 7, 2014.

Workload: We use traces collected from [64] (“Hotmail” and “MSR”) and [94]

(“Wikipedia”), and, due to limited traces, we duplicate them with randomness of up

to 20% to generate all the tenants’ workloads. All workloads are normalized with

respect to each tenant’s maximum service capacity. Fig. 7.4 depicts the three traces.
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Figure 7.4: Normalized workloads
from Hotmail, MSR and Wikipedia.
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Figure 7.5: Comparisons of social cost
among different algorithms at coloca-
tion A.

Tenants’ Energy Reduction bids: We consider that tenants use the widely-studied

knob of “turning off unused servers” to slash energy consumption [64]. In our simu-

lations, the number of servers to turn off by tenant i, ni, is decided using a widely-
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considered average queueing delay constraint [64, 84]: Suppose the service rate of a

server owned by tenant i is µi (e.g., jobs per unit time) and the workload arrival rate

is λi; based on the queueing theory [64], the average job queueing delay is 1

µi−
λi

mi−ni

,

which is required not to exceed a threshold. We set the parameters according to

[84] (e.g., for interactive services, µ = 1, 000req/second and delay threshold is 20ms).

By turning off ni servers, total power consumption of tenant i’s servers becomes

p′i = (mi − ni) ·
[
d0,i + dc,i

λi
(mi−ni)·µi

]
, where λi

mi−ni is the average server utilization

(with workloads equally distributed to the servers) [64]. Thus, when no server is

turned off (i.e., ni = 0), the total power consumption is pi = mi ·
[
d0,i + dc,i

λi
mi·µi

]
,

and the total energy reduction by tenant i is ei = (pi − p′i) · T = ni · d0,i · T , where T

is one EDR period, which is 1 hour in our simulations.
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Figure 7.6: Comparisons of social cost
among different algorithms at coloca-
tion B.
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Figure 7.7: Comparisons of social cost
ratio among different algorithms when
the number of tenants varies from 12
to 72.

Tenants’ Costs: We consider that tenant i’s power management cost (e.g., wear-

and-tear) for the energy reduction ei increases linearly with ni, the number of servers

turned off, with a slope uniformly distributed between 1 ∼ 2 cents/server (equiva-

lently, 6.7 ∼ 13.3 cents/kWh). This can reasonably model tenants’ costs, because:

when tenants house servers in their own data centers, they save 6.7 ∼ 13.3 cents/kWh

(depending on electricity price), which is naturally enough to cover the power man-
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agement cost [64].
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Figure 7.8: Comparison of running
time among different algorithms when
the number of tenants varies.
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Figure 7.9: Comparison of energy re-
duction target and total energy reduc-
tion by Truth-DR at colocation A.

7.3.2 Evaluation Results

Close-to-Minimum Social Cost

We first compare the social costs achieved by Truth-DR, the optimal integer solution

to the MinCost problem in (7.2), as well as the optimal fractional solution to its

LPR in (7.4). Results for colocation A and B are illustrated in Fig. 7.5 and Fig. 7.6,

respectively. We obtain the average social cost of our randomized auction by execut-

ing Algorithm 10 for 10 times. We observe that Truth-DR provides almost-optimal

performance in most time slots, only a slightly higher than the optimum when t = 11

for colocation A and t = 20 for colocation B. The results show a close-to-optimum

performance in practice, much better than the theoretical performance bound proven

in Theorem 11. We also compare the social costs achieved by Truth-DR, the opti-

mal integer solution and the optimal fractional solution when the number of tenants

varies from 12 to 72, as illustrated in Figure 7.7. A close-to-optimum performance

is observed again for all cases. The worst performance, whose approximation ratio is

around 1.3, is found when there are 12 tenants. All results suggest that Truth-DR
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Figure 7.10: Comparison of energy re-
duction target and total energy reduc-
tion by Truth-DR at colocation B.
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Figure 7.11: Comparison of energy re-
duction by all tenants and BES at
colocation A.

can achieve better performance than the theoretical bound.

Running Time Comparison

We are also interested in the running time of Truth-DR. The number of tenants is

from 12 to 72. Given a number of tenants, we generate several EDR events, tenants’

workloads as well as their energy reduction bids to drive both Truth-DR and VCG.

Truth-DR and VCG auction are evaluated using these EDR events. Results are

illustrated in Figure 7.8. It suggests that the average running time of Truth-DR is

better than the VCG average in most cases. The running time of both is increasing as

the number of tenants increases. We also compare the worst running time by Truth-

DR and VCG, and find that the VCG auction, which requires optimally solving the

underlying mixed integer program, could perform poorly in some cases, e.g., the

running time reaches 19s when N = 72 while Truth-DR’s worst running time is

still around 3s. This result indicates that the NP-complete nature of the underlying

problem could make it time consuming to obtain the optimal solution for some cases

when the number of tenants is large.
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Figure 7.12: Comparison of energy re-
duction by all tenants and BES at
colocation B.
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Figure 7.13: Comparison of payments
received by tenants at colocation A.

Satisfying Energy Reduction Target

Fig. 7.9 and Fig. 7.10 plot the energy reduction achieved by Truth-DR at each time

period for two colocations, respectively. They show that Truth-DR for EDR reaches

all energy reduction targets exactly in most time slots except t = 11 for colocation

A and t = 20 as well as t = 21 for colocation B, where Truth-DR produces even

more reduction than requested. We further detail the energy reduction provided

by each tenant and BES in Fig. 7.11 and Fig. 7.12. We also show the payments

and utilities received by different tenants in EDR. Fig. 7.13 and Fig. 7.14 illustrate

the payments paid by the colocation operator to all tenants in both colocations.

We observe that tenant i receives no payment when it does not reduce its energy

consumption. Results suggest that more energy reduction implies more payment

received by tenants. The relation between energy reduction and payment is not

simply linear, but more complicated, reflecting the market supply and demand over

time. For instance, the amount of energy reduction by tenant 3 at T = 17h and

T = 18 at colocation B are almost the same, but the payments are significantly

different.
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Figure 7.14: Comparison of payments
received by tenants at colocation B.
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Figure 7.15: Social cost saving at dif-
ferent values of BES cost α at coloca-
tion A.

Social Cost Reduction Compared to “BES Only”

We show that Truth-DR reduces the colocation-wide social cost compared to using

only BES without incentivizing tenants, under different BES costs α from 150$/MWh

to 350$/MWh, where 350$/MWh is the cost for using diesel generators based on

typical diesel efficiency. Fig. 7.15 shows that there is a trend that the social cost

saving is more significant as the BES usage gets costlier. In particular, the cost

saving percentage reaches 80% when T = 16 and α = 350$/MWh. There is still

a significant saving, around 20% to 60% compared with “BES Only”, even when

α = 150$/MWh. This result indicates that Truth-DR enables colocation EDR at a

low colocation-wide cost by incentivizing tenants’ participation.

7.4 Summary

This chapter studied how to enable colocation EDR at the minimum colocation-wide

cost. To address the challenges of uncoordinated power management and tenants’ lack

of incentives for EDR, we propose a first-of-its-kind auction-based incentive mecha-

nism, called Truth-DR, which is computationally efficient, truthful in expectation

and guarantees a 2-approximation in colocation-wide social cost. We also perform a
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trace-driven simulation study to complement the analysis and show that Truth-DR

can achieve the energy reduction target for EDR at a low colocation-wide cost, while

ensuring that truthfulness and individual rationality are preserved for tenants during

the auction process.
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Chapter 8

Online Electricity Cost Saving Algorithms for

Colocation Data Centers

We studied the truthful auction, Truth-DR, for emergency demand response in coloca-

tions in the previous chapter. We next study another interesting problem, electricity

cost saving in colocations.

Electricity charges paid by a colocation is computed by an interesting formula that

includes two components: i) the peak charge, determined by the peak demand within

a billing cycle, e.g., the maximum average power consumption measured over each

15-minute interval; ii) the volume charge, based on total energy consumption in the

billing cycle [3, 7, 66]. Tab. 8.1 summarizes several electricity rate plans available in

North America. The volume charge is relatively intuitive. The rationale behind the

peak charge is that peak consumption shedding is critical to a power grid; even a small

reduction in peak demand can provide significant cost savings and reduce greenhouse

gas emission since a smaller number of peaking power plants, which usually burn

natural gas or diesel oil and run only in peak hours with higher cost, are needed.

Table 8.1: Summer Electricity Rates in North America
Utility Provider Contract Type Peak Charge Volume Charge

($/kW) (¢/kWh)

PG&E [15] E20 Primary Firm 17.54 15.093
Duke Energy [11] LGS-TOU-28 16.99 4.724

BC Hydro [7] LGS 9.95 4.86
Georgia Power [13] Power&Light PLH-8 16.90 0.5679

Mid American Energy [14] Rate GD, Iowa 7.07 5.433

In practice, the peak charge component is seen to account for over 30% of the

total electricity bill [3, 66]. For example, consider a colocation data center located in
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British Columbia, Canada, powered by BC Hydro with 24 MW peak demand and 15

MW average demand. The monthly peak charge is $238,800, while the volume charge

is $524,880. In this case, the peak charge is 31% of the total monthly payment. The

peak charge represents even higher portions of the bill in Georgia, where the monthly

peak charge would be $405,600 while the volume charge is $61,333.2, under the same

consumption pattern as in the British Columbia case. This suggests that a well

designed algorithm for shaping the power consumption profile and controlling the peak

demand has a great potential in helping cut electricity cost at a colocation.

However, different from the case of private data centers, the colocation operator

has no direct control on which machines are on/off, since its role is to offer basic ser-

vices such as stable power supply and cooling. The individual tenants at a colocation

manage their own servers and control the corresponding power consumption. While

the colocation has a strong incentive to cut peak consumption and therefore save

cost, its tenants may or may not share that same interest, depending on the contract

between the two sides.

Typical electricity pricing today between a colocation and its tenants is flat-rate

based, and does not depend on the real consumption volume or pattern [41, 83]. The

tenants have little incentive to reduce their electricity usage by shutting down under-

utilized servers, or by modulating their consumption pattern via shifting computing

jobs in the temporal domain to reduce peak consumption rate. Such actions de-

sired by the colocation will not automatically happen without appropriate incentives.

Colocations are sometimes so desperate to cut peak consumption that they start their

stand-by generators to cover part of its tenants’ demand [66]. Such quick-start gen-

eration (e.g., using diesel generators) is often not economical, nor is it environment

friendly. A simple solution is to bill each tenant based on its peak charge and volume

charge. Unfortunately, such an approach may not help reduce the peak energy cost
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since many of the peaks do not coincide with the overall peak of the entire colocation.

On the contrary, auction-based demand response mechanisms have the potential of

efficiently providing incentive for tenants to cooperate, eliciting desired electricity

consumption patterns with remuneration paid in return. A well designed auction

may represent a win-win solution for both the colocation operator and its tenants.

The maximum power demand is dependent on the power consumption in all time

intervals during a billing cycle. Decisions in different time slots are therefore coupled,

leading to an inherent online nature of the problem of demand shaping. Appropriate

control of the peak demand helps reduce electricity cost while inappropriate control

might incur a high cost. For a quick illustration, assume the energy demand pattern

for four consecutive time slots is (D,D/2, D/2, D/2), while possible energy savings

by tenants’ workload consolidation for corresponding time slots are (D/2, 0, 0, 0), the

price for energy reduction is f/2, peak and volume charges are f and f/4, respec-

tively. The optimal algorithm reduces the peak demand to D/2 at the beginning by

using energy reduction from tenants, so that the total cost is 5Df/4; while an online

algorithm without future information might anticipate high demand in the future and

refuse to pay for energy reduction from tenants, which makes the total cost 13Df/8,

30% higher than the optimum. Even for the offline version of the problem (future

prices and demands are perfectly known), computing the optimal solution efficiently

is still highly non-trivial, since its underlying optimization problem is an integer pro-

gram, which is NP-hard in general. The challenge escalates when one seeks to design

an online solution for practical application, as knowledge on the demands, unit power

prices as well as tenants’ bids in the future are completely unknown.

Tenants could reduce energy consumption in various manners, e.g. shutting down

under-utilized servers and shifting delay insensitive workloads in the temporal domain.

The specific choice of a tenant’s energy reduction is not our focus. We focus on
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designing mechanisms for eliciting desirable consumption patterns from the tenants.

We model and solve the electricity cost saving problem in a colocation data center

through two approaches: the pricing approach and the auction approach.

In the pricing approach, the colocation data center offers a price it is will-

ing to pay for unit energy reduction by tenants, and the tenants decide and submit

how much energy they are willing to save at that price. Finally, the colocation data

center determines which tenants’ energy reductions are accepted. In the auction

approach, the colocation data center invites the tenants to submit energy reduction

bids including the amount of energy consumption to shed and the amount of remu-

neration asked. The colocation then conducts a reverse auction to determine winning

bids along with their corresponding payments. The pricing approach is relatively

simple and has been applied in real world demand response solutions, implemented

in electric appliances on the market. It is simple but requires the colocation to first

come up with a good estimate on a unit reduction offer. The auction approach elimi-

nates the need of such ad hoc guesses and resorts to the power of the market instead

for automatic fair price revelation based on demand and supply. Yet, the auction

design is more complex than the algorithm design in the pricing approach, and our

solution to the former borrows techniques from the latter.

In each approach, we design efficient online algorithms with small competitive

ratios. For the auction approach, we further apply a randomized auction framework,

which decomposes a fractional optimal solution to the second sub-problem into a

convex combination of feasible integer solutions, to ensure truthfulness. Trace-driven

simulation studies further verify the efficacy of the proposed algorithms, showing their

close-to-optimum performance that is better than the worst-case bounds.

The rest of the chapter is organized as follows. The system model and the problem

formulation are presented in Sec. 8.1. We then study the pricing version and the
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auction version of the cost minimization problem in Sec. 8.2 and Sec. 8.3, respectively.

Trace-driven simulation studies are presented in Sec. 8.4. Sec. 8.5 summarizes the

chapter.

8.1 The Colocation Datacenter Model

We consider a colocation data center hosting a large number (thousands) of servers

for its tenants. The colocation pays the utility company both a peak charge and a

volume charge for electricity consumed by the data center. The system runs in a

time-slotted fashion. The length of each time slot is τ , e.g., 15 minutes [3]. The price

of a unit amount of electricity fluctuates over time. Let ft be the price at t. After a

billing cycle, the peak demand among all time slots is identified, and used to compute

the peak charge. Let fpeak be the peak demand price, known by the colocation at the

beginning of the billing cycle. The colocation can save energy used towards server

cooling when its tenants save energy by shutting down their servers. Let λ be the

partial Power Usage Effectiveness (pPUE), which is the ratio between (a) the total

energy consumption for IT and cooling and (b) the IT energy consumption. The

pPUE varies as the ambient temperature varies, and a typical value ranges from 1.1

to 2.0, as shown in Tab. 8.2.

Table 8.2: pPUE v.s. Ambient Temperature [12]
Outdoor Ambient (°F) Return Air DB (°F) Cooling Mode pPUE

90 85 Compressor 1.31
70 85 Compressor 1.21
60 85 Mixed 1.17
50 85 Pump 1.10
25 85 Pump 1.05

Following empirical models from recent measurement studies [12, 102], we compute
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the pPUE using quadratic curve fitting based on data in Tab. 8.2.

λ = 3.0825× 10−5θ2 + 5.7154× 10−4θ + 1.0127 (8.1)

where the formula is valid on the interval θ ∈ [25, 90], and θ is the ambient tempera-

ture. Since θ fluctuates over time, so does the pPUE. We use λt to denote the pPUE

at time t.

Let Dt be the power demand at time t without energy reduction by tenants. At

the end of slot t − 1, Dt can be accurately predicted, and ft is known. We assume

that maxτ Dτ/Dt ≤ ξ, ∀t. Typically ξ ranges from 1.2 ∼ 2 since idle machines still

consume around 50% of energy [43].

Diesel generators can also help shed the colocation’s peak consumption from the

power grid, yet they represent a less preferred option due to environment concerns

[66] and are not considered in this chapter. As shown in Fig. 8.1, the system has

two alternative ways to call for energy reduction from tenants for the next time slot,

i) offering a pt, determined by the colocation, as the unit price for energy reduction

from tenants; ii) conducting a reverse auction by soliciting energy reduction bids from

tenants. We assume that pt/λt ≤ κft, i.e., the colocation will not offer too high prices

for the energy reduction. Let Mt be the set of tenants willing to join the process

in i) at t. Each tenant i ∈ Mt submits ri,t to the colocation, indicating how many

kilowatts it is willing to save at t. Let Nt be the set of tenants willing to participate

in the power reduction reverse auction in ii) at t. Each tenant j ∈ Nt submits

(rj,t, bj,t) to the colocation, where rj,t is its possible energy reduction at t, and bj,t is

the remuneration asked for. We assume that bj,t/(λtrj,t) ≥ ft, pt/λt ≥ ft, i.e., the

unit price for the energy reduction from tenants is higher than price of energy from

the grid. The total energy reduction contributed by colocation tenants is a fraction

of Dt and cannot exceed Dt, i.e., λt
∑

i ri,t ≤
1
%
Dt,∀t. A typical % ranges from 2 to
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5.

Co-location Data Center

Step1: 

PA: Offer a price pt ;

AA: Solicit bids from tenants.

Step2: 

PA: tenant i submits ri,t ;

AA: tenant j submits (rj,t ,bj,t ) 

Step3: 

PA: decide accepted ri,t  ;

AA: decide winning bids 

and payments

Co-location Operator

Tenant 3

Tenant 1 Tenant 2

Tenant N

Figure 8.1: An illustration of the two approaches for reducing energy consumption in
a colocation data center. PA = the Pricing Approach, AA = the Auction Approach.

Let Ht be a continuous variable indicating the amount of energy purchased from

the grid at time t. For each ri,t given by the tenant i ∈ Mt, a binary variable xi,t

indicates whether the colocation accepts ri,t. For each bid (rj,t, bj,t) submitted by

tenant j ∈ Nt, we have a binary variable xj,t indicating whether this bid wins.

8.1.1 The Pricing Approach Model

In the pricing approach, we have the following constraint for meeting the power

demand after considering energy reduction by tenants: Ht ≥ Dt − λt(
∑

i ri,txi,t),∀t.

We focus on the total cost of the colocation:
∑

t ftHt + fpeak maxtHt +
∑

t,i ptri,txi,t,

where
∑

t ftHt is the volume charge, fpeak maxtHt is the peak charge, and
∑

t,i ptri,txi,t

is the cost of paying energy reduction from the tenants. The cost minimization

problem is then formulated as follows:

minimize
∑
t

ftHt + fpeak max
t
Ht +

∑
t,i

ptri,txi,t (8.2)
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subject to: Ht + λt
∑
i∈Mt

ri,txi,t ≥ Dt ∀t (8.2a)

xi,t ∈ {0, 1}, Ht ≥ 0 ∀i ∈Mt, t (8.2b)

8.1.2 The Auction Approach Model

In the auction approach, the following constraint ensures that the power demand is

met after considering the energy reduction by tenants: Ht ≥ Dt−λt(
∑

j∈Nt rj,txj,t), ∀t.

We focus on the overall social cost of the colocation and its tenants:
∑

t ftHt +

fpeak maxtHt +
∑

t,j bj,txj,t. Here
∑

t ftHt is the volume charge, fpeak maxtHt is

the peak charge and
∑

t,i bi,txi,t is the cost of the tenants. Payments between the

colocation and its tenants cancel themselves and are not reflected in the social cost.

The social cost minimization problem can then be formulated as follows:

minimize
∑
t

ftHt + fpeak max
t
Ht +

∑
t,j

bj,txj,t (8.3)

subject to: Ht + λt
∑
j∈Nt

rj,txj,t ≥ Dt ∀t (8.3a)

xj,t ∈ {0, 1}, Ht ≥ 0 ∀j ∈ N , t (8.3b)
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8.2 The Pricing Approach

Let Hmax be the maximum of Ht over time, i.e., Ht ≤ Hmax, ∀t. The optimization

problem (8.2) then becomes an integer program (IP):

minimize
∑
t

ftHt + fpeakHmax +
∑
t,i

ptri,txi,t (8.4)

subject to: Ht + λt
∑
i∈Mt

ri,txi,t ≥ Dt ∀t (8.4a)

Ht ≤ Hmax, ∀t (8.4b)

xi,t ∈ {0, 1}, Ht ≥ 0 ∀i ∈Mt, t (8.4c)

IPs are NP-hard in general. Even if complete future information onD,f ,p, λ and

r are perfectly known, solving (8.4) optimally is still computationally challenging.

8.2.1 An Offline Approximation Algorithm

We first design an offline approximation algorithm, assuming all future information

are known. The offline algorithm helps us understand the structure of the underlying

problem, inspiring the online algorithm design later. We introduce a linear program-

ming (LP) relaxation by relaxing the integer constraint xi,t ∈ {0, 1} to xi,t ≥ 0. The

main challenge in such offline algorithm design is to effectively modulate the power

consumption over time, for controlling the peak charge during the billing cycle. We

start analyzing such peak charge as follows:

min
x,Hmax,H

{∑
t

ftHt + fpeakHmax +
∑
t,i

ptri,txi,t

}
= min

Hmax,H

{∑
t

(
ftHt + pt(Dt −Ht)/λt

)
+ fpeakHmax

}
=
∑
t

ptDt/λt + min
Hmax,H

{∑
t

(
ft − pt/λt

)
Ht + fpeakHmax

}
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Note that Hmax is defined as the maximum Ht,∀t. If Dt ≥ Hmax, then Ht = Hmax.

If Dt < Hmax, then Ht = Dt.

min
Hmax,H

{∑
t

(
ft − pt/λt

)
Ht + fpeakHmax

}
= min

Hmax

{∑
t

(
ft − pt/λt

)
(Dt − (Dt −Hmax)1Dt≥Hmax) + fpeakHmax

}
=
∑
t

(ft − pt/λt
)
Dt + min

Hmax

{
fpeakHmax +

∑
t

(
pt/λt − ft

)
(Dt −Hmax)1Dt>Hmax)

}
=
∑
t

(ft − pt/λt
)
Dt + Φ

where Φ , minHmax

{
fpeakHmax +

∑
t

(
pt/λt − ft

)
(Dt − Hmax)1Dt>Hmax)

}
, and

1Dt>Hmax = 1 if Dt ≥ Hmax, and 0 otherwise. In order to minimize the total cost,

we sort all Dts in descending order. Let Dt1 ≥ Dt2 · · · ≥ DtT . We analyze the total

cost based on different Hmax as follows.

If Hmax = Dt1 , then Φ = fpeakDt1 .

If Dt1 > Hmax ≥ Dt2 , then Φ = fpeakHmax +
∑1

k=1(ptk/λtk − ftk
)
(Dtk −Hmax) =∑1

k=1(ptk/λtk − ftk)Dtk + (fpeak −
∑1

k=1(ptk/λtk − ftk))Hmax.

If Dtτ > Hmax ≥ Dtτ+1 , then Φ = fpeakHmax+
∑τ

k=1(ptk/λtk−ftk
)
(Dtk−Hmax) =∑τ

k=1(ptk/λtk − ftk)Dtk + (fpeak −
∑τ

k=1(ptk/λtk − ftk))Hmax.

We illustrate the relation between Hmax and Φ in Fig. 8.2, and observe that Φ

reaches its minimum when ∃τ̃ , s.t. fpeak =
∑τ̃

k=1(ptk/λtk − ftk), which implies that

Hmax ∈ (Dτ̃ , Dτ̃+1].

Energy reduction offered by colocation tenants may be limited, the optimal H∗max

is

H∗max =

 Dτ̃ , if Dτ̃ > H̃

H̃, otherwise
(8.5)

where H̃ = maxt{Dt − λt
∑

i ri,t}.
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Figure 8.2: The relation between Hmax and Φ.

Based on the analysis above, we design an approximation algorithm for IP (8.4).

At each t, the total amount of energy reduction by the tenants is determined once

H∗max is decided. Let Ht be the energy purchased from the grid at time t. We have a

sub-problem for each time slot t:

minimize pt
∑
i

ri,txi,t (8.6)

subject to: λt
∑
i∈Mt

ri,txi,t ≥ Dt −Ht (8.6a)

xi,t ∈ {0, 1}, ∀i ∈Mt (8.6b)

Problem (8.6) is a simplified version of (8.10), which we will discuss in Sec. 8.3

later. Algorithm 15, to be presented later in Sec. 8.3, is a polynomial approximation

algorithm to the problem (8.6), verifying an integrality gap of 2, as proven in Theorem

17 later. By employing Algorithm 15, we present our offline approximation algorithm

as shown in Algorithm 11.

Theorem 13. Algorithm 11 is a polynomial-time 2-approximation algorithm to (8.4).
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Proof: since the approximation algorithm uses the same H∗max and Ht as the offline

optimal solution does, we have

∑
t

ftHt + fpeakHmax +
∑
i,t

ptri,txi,t ≤
∑
t

ftH
∗
t + fpeakH

∗
max + 2

∑
i,t

ptri,tx
∗
i,t

= 2OPTLPR

≤ 2OPTIP

ut

Algorithm 11 An Offline Approximation Algorithm for the Pricing Approach

1: xi,t = 0,∀i, t; Ht = 0,∀t;
2:

3: Sort all Dts in descending order;
4: Find the optimal H∗max according to (8.5)
5: for all t ∈ [1, T ] do
6: Determine Ht,

Ht =

{
Dt, if H∗max > Dt

H∗max, otherwise

7: Solving the sub-problem (8.6) using Algorithm 15 when energy reduction
target is Dt −Ht;

8: end for

8.2.2 An Online Algorithm

Drawing experiences from the offline case, we design an online algorithm in Algorithm

12. The idea of Algorithm 12 is that upon receiving a new request, it calculates and

updates the optimal H ′max based on all information received so far. Then the amount

of energy that the colocation data center needs to draw from the grid is determined

as well.

Theorem 14. Algorithm 12 is (1 + 2(κ+ 1)/%+ 2)-competitive.

Proof: We analyze the competitive ratio by comparing Algorithm 12 with the offline

optimal algorithm for the relaxed problem. For any time slot t, let Ht and xi,t be the
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Algorithm 12 An Online Algorithm for the Pricing Approach

1: xi,t = 0,∀i, t; Ht = 0,∀t; Hmax = 0;
2:

3: for all t ∈ [1, T ] do
4: Sort all Dts received so far in descending order;
5: Find τ̃ , s.t. fpeak =

∑τ̃
k=1(ptk/λtk − ftk)

6: if such τ̃ does not exist then
7: Ht = max{min{Hmax, Dt}, Dt − λt

∑
i ri,t};

8: else
9: Ht = max{min{Dt,max{Hmax, Dτ̃}}, Dt − λt

∑
i ri,t};

10: end if
11: Solving the sub-problem (8.6) using Algorithm 15 when energy reduction

target is Dt −Ht;
12: Update Hmax;
13: end for

decisions made by the offline optimal algorithm, while H ′t and x′i,t are those made by

Algorithm 12. As the requests are revealed one after another, the maximum amount

of energy drawn from the grid that is allowed by Algorithm 12 increases gradually,

and finally approaches H∗max defined in (8.5). Therefore, H ′t ≤ Ht, ∀t. Let Coff and

Con be the total cost incurred by the offline optimal algorithm and by Algorithm 12,

respectively.

Coff = fpeakH
∗
max +

∑
t

ftHt +
∑
i,t

ptri,txi,t

= fpeakH
∗
max +

∑
t

ftHt +
∑
t

(pt/λt)(Dt −Ht)

Con = fpeakH
∗
max +

∑
t

ftH
′
t +
∑
i,t

ptri,tx
′
i,t

≤ fpeakH
∗
max +

∑
t

ftH
′
t + 2

∑
t

(pt/λt)(Dt −H ′t)

where the last inequality holds because Algorithm 12 uses a 2-approximation algo-
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rithm to (8.6).

Con
Coff

≤ fpeakH
∗
max +

∑
t ftH

′
t + 2

∑
t pt/λt(Dt −H ′t)

fpeakH∗max +
∑

t ftHt +
∑

t pt/λt(Dt −Ht)

≤ 1 +

∑
t pt/λt(Dt +Ht − 2H ′t)

fpeakH∗max +
∑

t ftHt +
∑

t pt/λt(Dt −Ht)

Note that H∗max = Dtτ̃ , where fpeak =
∑τ̃

k=1(ptk/λtk − ftk).

fpeakH
∗
max +

∑
t

ftHt +
∑
t

pt/λt(Dt −Ht)

=fpeakH
∗
max +

T∑
k=τ̃+1

ftkHtk +
τ̃∑
k=1

ftkHtk +
τ̃∑
k=1

ptk/λtk(Dtk −Htk)

=fpeakH
∗
max +

T∑
k=τ̃+1

ftkDtk +
τ̃∑
k=1

ftkH
∗
max +

τ̃∑
k=1

ptk/λtk(Dtk −H∗max)

=
T∑

k=τ̃+1

ftkDtk +
τ̃∑
k=1

Dtkptk/λtk

Similarly, we have∑
t

pt/λt(Dt +Ht − 2H ′t)

=
T∑

k=τ̃+1

ptk/λtk(Dtk +Htk − 2H ′tk) +
τ̃∑
k=1

ptk/λtk(Dtk +Htk − 2H ′tk)

=
T∑

k=τ̃+1

ptk/λtk(2Dtk − 2H ′tk) +
τ̃∑
k=1

ptk/λtk(Dtk +H∗max − 2H ′tk)

≤2
T∑

k=τ̃+1

(ptk/λtk)λtk
∑
i

ri,tk + 2
τ̃∑
k=1

ptk/λtk(λtk
∑
i

ri,tk +Dtk)

Therefore

Con
Coff

≤1 +
2
∑T

k=τ̃+1(ptk/λtk)λtk
∑

i ri,tk∑T
k= ˜τ+1 ftkDtk +

∑τ̃
k=1Dtkptk/λtk

+
2
∑τ̃

k=1 ptk/λtk(λtk
∑

i ri,tk +Dtk)∑T
k= ˜τ+1 ftkDtk +

∑τ̃
k=1Dtkptk/λtk

≤1 + 2(max
t

pt
λtft

+ 1)/%+ 2

≤(1 + 2(κ+ 1)/%) + 2

ut

Values of κ and % are related to the system setting. In our empirical studies in

Sec. 8.4, κ = 3 and % ≈ 2.5, which results in a competitive ratio guarantee of 6.2. We
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will further present in Sec. 8.4 that the real competitive ratio observed ranges from

1.1 to 1.2, which is better than the theoretical worst-case bound of 6.2.

It is interesting to observe that, if full information is known, and then the online

Algorithm 12 degrades into the offline Algorithm 11, whose approximation ratio is 2.

We can view the competitive ratio (1 + 2(κ+ 1)/%) + 2 as two separate components,

where the 1 + 2(κ + 1)/% term is due to challenges from the online nature of the

problem, while the term 2 results from computational challenges associated with

linear integer optimization.

8.3 The Auction Approach

In the auction approach, the colocation conducts a reverse auction, a.k.a. a pro-

curement auction, to solicit energy reduction bids from its tenants. Each tenant

participating in the auction submits a biding price as well as the amount of poten-

tial energy reduction to the colocation. The colocation computes the winning bids

and their corresponding payments. Different from the pricing approach, the bid-

ding prices are determined by tenants themselves instead of the colocation, and are

therefore heterogeneous, invalidating the analysis technique in Sec. 8.2.

8.3.1 An Online Algorithm

Similar to the pricing approach, we introduce Hmax, so that (8.3) becomes an IP:

minimize
∑
t

ftHt + fpeakHmax +
∑
t,j

bj,txj,t (8.7)
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subject to: Ht + λt
∑
j∈Nt

rj,txj,t ≥ Dt ∀t (8.7a)

Ht ≤ Hmax ∀t, (8.7b)

xj,t ∈ {0, 1}, Ht ≥ 0 ∀j ∈ N , t (8.7c)

We first relax the above integer program into a linear program. A straightforward

relaxation may lead to an unbounded integrality gap. Applying the technique of

redundant LP constraints [32, 30], we introduce valid inequalities that are satisfied

by all feasible mixed integer solutions of (8.3), to carefully bound the integrality gap.

Such a bound is important for our auction design later. Let St ⊆ Nt be a subset of

bids submitted at time slot t. Let δ(St) = Dt − λt
∑

j∈St rj,t denote the remaining

amount of energy when all bids in St are accepted to reduce the energy consumption.

Let rj,t(S) = min{λtrj,t, δ(S)} be the contribution of an additional bid j in making

up the difference. We formulate the following enhanced LP relaxation to (8.7):

minimize
∑
t

ftHt + fpeakHmax +
∑
j,t

bj,txi,t (8.8)

subject to: Ht +
∑

j∈Nt\S

rj,t(S)xj,t ≥ δ(S), ∀t, S ⊆ Nt : δ(S) > 0 (8.8a)

Ht ≤ Hmax, ∀t (8.8b)

Ht, Hmax, xj,t ≥ 0, ∀j, t (8.8c)

We proceed to derive the dual LP of (8.8), by introducing dual variables α and β

corresponding to primal constraints (8.8a) and (8.8b), respectively. The dual variables

admit the following interpretation. αS is unit energy price in set S, while βt reflects
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how much power the colocation wants to draw from the grid. A higher βt implies

that the colocation intends to use power reduction from the tenants more than the

grid. Usually high βt is used when Ht is already too high and any increase in Ht may

lead to a high peak charge.

maximize
∑

t,S⊆Nt:δ(S)>0

δ(S)αS (8.9)

subject to:
∑

S⊆Nt:δ(S)>0

αS − βt ≤ ft, ∀t (8.9a)

∑
t

βt ≤ fpeak (8.9b)∑
S⊆Nt:j∈Nt\S,δ(S)>0

rj,t(S)αS ≤ bj,t, ∀j, t (8.9c)

Based on the dual problem (8.9), we design a primal-dual online algorithm in

Algorithm 13. The high level idea behind Algorithm 13 is the following. For each

time slot t, the algorithm initializes an empty set St as a candidate tenant set, from

which the colocation purchases energy reduction to reduce its total energy consump-

tion. During each iteration, the dual variable αSt increases continuously. Once any

constraint from (8.9a) and (8.9c) becomes tight, the colocation purchases energy from

the corresponding tenant and the grid, respectively. Different allocation rules of βt

lead to different variations of the algorithm. We first design an algorithm using a

rather straightforward way to allocate fpeak to all βt, i.e., equally allocating over all

time slots (line 6).

Lemma 8. Algorithm 13 computes feasible solutions to both primal LP (8.8) and

dual LP (8.9).

Proof: We first check whether the returned solution is feasible to the primal LP

(8.7). Constraints (8.7b) and (8.7c) are always respected because of the settings
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Algorithm 13 A Primal-Dual Online Algorithm for the Auction Approach

1: // Initialization
2: xj,t = 0,∀j, t; Ht = 0,∀t; αS = 0,∀t, S;
3:

4: for all t do
5: // when time slot t starts
6: St = ∅; βt = fpeak/T ;
7: // Iterative update of primal and dual variables:
8: while δ(St) > 0 do
9: increase αSt continuously until some constraint gets tight;

10: if
∑

S⊆Nt:j∈Nt\S,δ(S)>0 rj,t(S)αS = bj,t then

11: xj,t = 1; St = St ∪ {j};
12: end if
13: if

∑
S⊆Nt:δ(S)>0 αS − βt = ft then

14: Ht = δ(St); break;
15: end if
16: end while
17: end for

in line 11 and line 14. If the while loop breaks due to δ(St) ≤ 0, then the demand

constraint (8.7a) is also satisfied. Otherwise it jumps out from the while loop because∑
S⊆Nt:δ(S)>0 αS − βt = ft. In this case, Ht + λt

∑
j rj,txj,t = Dt, which implies the

demand constraint is not violated, either. Therefore, the solution is feasible to LP

(8.7). We can verify that it is also feasible to LP (8.8).

We next examine the dual constraints. Once the constraint (8.9a) becomes tight,

the algorithm will break from the while loop, and therefore the constraint will not be

violated. Constraint (8.9b) is always respected due to the setting in line 6. Note that

once tenant j is selected into the candidate set St, the corresponding item in (8.9c),

i.e.,
∑

S⊆Nt:j∈Nt\S,δ(S)>0 rj,t(S)αS will not increase, and hence (8.9a) will be respected

as well. ut

We next investigate the component of the competitive ratio that is contributed

by the peak demand, in the following lemma.

Lemma 9. Algorithm 13 produces result (H ,x) such that: fpeakHmax ≤ ξ/(1 − 1
%
) ·

OPT , where OPT is the cost of the optimal offline solution.
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Proof: fpeakHmax = fpeak maxt δ(St) = fpeakδSτ̃ , where τ̃ = arg maxt δ(St).

Note that βt = fpeak/T , and then
∑

t βt = fpeak, which implies that:

fpeakδ(Sτ̃ ) = δ(Sτ̃ )
∑
t

(
∑

S⊆Nt:δ(S)>0

αS − ft)

≤ Dτ̃

∑
t

 ∑
S⊆Nt:δ(S)>0

αS − ft


≤
∑
t

∑
S⊆Nt:δ(S)>0

αSDtξ

=
∑
t

∑
S⊆Nt:δ(S)>0

αSDt(1−
1

%
)ξ/(1− 1

%
)

≤ ξ/(1− 1

%
)
∑
t

∑
S⊆Nt:δ(S)>0

αSδ(St)

≤ ξ/(1− 1

%
)
∑
t

∑
S⊆Nt:δ(S)>0

αSδ(S)

The last inequality is due to S ⊆ St,∀S : δ(S) > 0 and α(S) 6= 0 ⇒ δ(S) ≥

δ(St),∀S : δ(S) > 0 and α(S) 6= 0. Following weak duality,
∑

t,S⊆Nt:δ(S)>0 αSδ(S) ≤

OPT , which completes the proof. ut

The next lemma examines the competitive ratio incurred by the integrality con-

straint.

Lemma 10. Algorithm 13 produces a solution (H ,x) that:
∑

t ftHt +
∑

j,t bj,txj,t ≤

2OPT .

Proof: For any t ∈ [1, T ], we analyze the costs by examining the following two cases.

Case 1, the while loop terminates due to δ(St) ≤ 0. We have
∑

S⊆Nt:δ(S)>0 αS−βt 6=

ft before the termination. Therefore Ht = 0.
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∑
j

bj,txj,t =
∑
j∈St

bj,t =
∑
j∈St

∑
S⊆Nt:j∈Nt\S,δ(S)>0

rj,t(S)αS

=
∑

S⊆Nt:δ(S)>0

∑
j∈St\S

rj,t(S)αS

≤
∑

S⊆Nt:δ(S)>0

λt ∑
j∈St\{jω}

rj,t − λt
∑
j∈S

rj,t + rjω ,t(S)

αS

≤
∑

S⊆Nt:δ(S)>0

(
Dt − λt

∑
j∈S

rj,t + rjω ,t(S)

)
αS

=
∑

S⊆Nt:δ(S)>0

(δ(S) + rjω ,t(S))αS

≤
∑

S⊆Nt:δ(S)>0

2δ(S)αS

where jω is the last tenant added to the solution set St for time slot t. The first

inequality is due to the definition of rj,t(S). The second inequality is because δ(St \

{jω}) > 0 ⇒ Dt > λt
∑

j∈St\{jω} rj,t. The last inequality holds as a result of δ(S) ≥

min{δ(S), λtrjω ,t} = rjω ,t(S).

Case 2, the while loop terminates because of the break in line 14, i.e.,
∑

S⊆Nt:δ(S)>0 αS

−βt = ft. We then have ftHt = δ(St)(
∑

S⊆Nt:δ(S)>0 αS−βt) ≤ δ(St)
∑

S⊆Nt:δ(S)>0 αS ≤∑
S⊆Nt:δ(S)>0 αSδ(S), where the last inequality is due to S ⊆ St, ∀S : δ(S) > 0 and

α(S) 6= 0 ⇒ δ(S) ≥ δ(St), ∀S : δ(S) > 0 and α(S) 6= 0. Similar to the analysis in

Case 1, we have:
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∑
j

bj,txj,t =
∑
j∈St

bj,t =
∑
j∈St

∑
S⊆Nt:j∈Nt\S,δ(S)>0

rj,t(S)αS

=
∑

S⊆Nt:δ(S)>0

∑
j∈St\S

rj,t(S)αS

≤
∑

S⊆Nt:δ(S)>0

(λt
∑
j∈St

rj,t − λt
∑
j∈S

rj,t)αS

≤
∑

S⊆Nt:δ(S)>0

(Dt − λt
∑
j∈S

rj,t)αS

=
∑

S⊆Nt:δ(S)>0

δ(S)αS

where the last inequality is because δ(St) > 0 ⇒ Dt > λt
∑

j∈St rj,t. Therefore

ftHt +
∑

j bj,txj,t ≤ 2
∑

S⊆Nt:δ(S)>0 δ(S)αS for the second case. Thus, for any t,

we have ftHt +
∑

j bj,txj,t ≤ 2
∑

S⊆Nt:δ(S)>0 δ(S)αS in either case. In summary:∑
t ftHt +

∑
j,t bj,txj,t ≤ 2OPT . ut

Theorem 15. Algorithm 13 is (2 + ξ/(1− 1
%
))-competitive.

Proof: Following Lemma 9 and Lemma 10, we have
∑

t ftHt + fpeakHmax +∑
j,t bj,txj,t ≤ (2 + ξ/(1− 1

%
))OPT . Therefore the competitive ratio is (2 + ξ/(1− 1

%
)).

ut

Values of ξ and % depend on the specific system settings. In our trace-driven

empirical studies in Sec. 8.4, ξ ≈ 1.2 and % ≈ 2.5, for which the competitive ratio is

4. The real competitive ratios observed range from 1.1 to 1.5, and are smaller than

the worst case bound of 4.

8.3.2 A More Intelligent Online Algorithm

In Algorithm 13, the dual variable β is handled in a somewhat simple way, leading to

a competitive ratio of (2 + ξ/(1− 1
%
)). In particular, Algorithm 13 does not track the

current maximum Ht, which makes it less intelligent to the fluctuating power demand
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Dt as well as unknown bids (bj,t, rj,t). Our next goal is to manipulate β in a more

sophisticated way, for a better performance guarantee. We introduce a new variable

to record the maximum demand so far, as shown in Algorithm 14.

Algorithm 14 A Smart Primal-Dual Online Algorithm for the Auction Approach

1: // Initialization
2: xj,t = 0,∀j, t; Ht = 0,∀t; Hmax = 0; αS = 0,∀t, S;
3:

4: for all t do
5: St = ∅;
6: Eliminate bids where

bj,t
λtrj,t

≥ fpeak + ft;

7: Hmax = max{min{Dt, Hmax}, Dt − λt
∑

j rj,t};
8: // Iterative update of primal and dual variables:
9: while δ(St) > Hmax do

10: increase αSt and βt continuously until some constraint in (8.9c) gets tight
exactly before (8.9a);

11: if
∑

S⊆Nt:j∈Nt\S,δ(S)>0 rj,t(S)αS = bj,t then

12: xj,t = 1; St = St ∪ {j};
13: end if
14: end while
15: Ht = δ(St); Update Hmax;
16: end for

Theorem 16. Algorithm 14 is (2 + c)-competitive, where c =
∑

t

{ maxj bj,t
minj(λtrj,t)

−

ft
}
/fpeak.

Proof: We observe that i) the offline optimum algorithm will not accept any bids where

bj,t
λtrj,t

≥ fpeak + ft, since the energy reduction will not reduce any cost in peak charge

or volume charge. ii) Hmax is updated only when the algorithm has to, therefore

Hmax in Algorithm 14 is bounded by H∗max. Thus fpeakHmax ≤ fpeakH
∗
max ≤ OPT .

Since
bj,t
λtrj,t

≥ ft,∀j, t,
∑

t ftHt ≤
∑

t ftH
∗
t +

∑
j,t bj,tx

∗
j,t ≤ OPT . Similar to the

proof of the second case in Lemma 10, we have
∑

j,t bj,txj,t ≤
∑

S⊆Nt:δ(S)>0 δ(S)αS.

However
∑

t βt may be increased to a value larger than fpeak, which violates constraint

(8.9b). Applying the classic technique of dual fitting, we estimate the upper bound

of
∑

t βt, and then scale down βt by this upper bound. The dual variable α is scaled
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down correspondingly. The scaled dual variables are feasible to the dual problem

(8.9), acting as a valid lower bound of the optimal solution.

Since αSt and βt are increased continuously until a constraint in (8.9c) becomes

tight exactly before (8.9a), therefore for each t:

min
j

(λtrj,t)
∑

S⊆Nt:δ(S)>0

αS ≤
∑

S⊆Nt:j∈Nt\S,δ(S)>0

rj,t(S)αS ≤ max
j
bj,t

where the first inequality holds because: i) the definition of rj,t(S) and ii) αS = 0

before tenant j is added to St.

Consequently, we set βt =
maxj bj,t

minj(λtrj,t)
−ft so that some constraint in (8.9c) becomes

tight exactly before (8.9a). Then the summation of all βt is:
∑

t βt =
∑

t

{ maxj bj,t
minj(λtrj,t)

−

ft
}

.

Note that the constraint (8.9b) requires
∑

t βt ≤ fpeak, thus the scaled down factor

is: c =
∑

t

{ maxj bj,t
minj(λtrj,t)

−ft
}
/fpeak. We then have that: (α/c,β/c) is a feasible solution

to (8.9a). ∑
j,t

bj,txj,t ≤
∑

S⊆Nt:δ(S)>0

δ(S)αS ≤ c
∑

S⊆Nt:δ(S)>0

δ(S)αS/c ≤ cOPT

Therefore the total cost is
∑

t ftHt +
∑

j,t bj,txj,t + fpeakHmax ≤ (2 + c)OPT . ut

The value of c depends on system configuration. In our trace-driven empirical

studies, c = 1.49, and the competitive ratio is 3.49, which is better than the compet-

itive ratio of Algorithm 13. The observed competitive ratios of Algorithm 14 range

from 1.1 to 1.2 in the empirical studies in Sec. 8.4.

8.3.3 A Truthful Auction Mechanism

We finally design an auction mechanism based on the online Algorithm 14, to elicit

truthful bids from colocation tenants for each time slot. While the celebrated VCG

mechanism is known to be truthful [58], it requires optimally solving social cost

minimization multiple times, and is hence computationally infeasible. Our auction is
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based on the polynomial-time Algorithm 14, and inherits a competitive ratio close to

that of Algorithm 14.

In each time slot, Algorithm 14 decides Hmax that is the maximum amount of

energy drawn from the grid. If Hmax = Dt. There is no need to ask tenants to submit

energy reduction bids. Otherwise, the energy reduction target is Dt − Hmax. Then

the optimization problem (8.7) becomes:

minimize
∑
j∈Nt,t

bj,txj,t (8.10)

subject to: λt
∑
j∈Nt

rj,txj,t ≥ Dt −Hmax, ∀t (8.10a)

xj,t ∈ {0, 1}, ∀j, t (8.10b)

Let δ′(S) = Dt−Hmax− λt
∑

j∈S rj,t. (8.10)’s corresponding enhanced LP relax-

ation and the dual problem are shown as follows:

Primal: minimize
∑
j,t

bj,txj,t (8.11)

subject to:

∑
j∈Nt\S

rj,t(S)xj,t ≥ δ′(S), ∀t, S ⊆ Nt : δ(S) > 0 (8.11a)

xj,t ≥ 0, ∀j, t (8.11b)

Dual: maximize
∑

t,S⊆Nt:δ(S)>0

δ(S)αS (8.12)
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subject to:

∑
S⊆Nt:j∈Nt\S,δ(S)>0

rj,t(S)αS ≤ bj,t, ∀j, t (8.12a)

αS ≥ 0, ∀S ⊆ Nt (8.12b)

We note that (8.11) and (8.12) are simplified versions of (8.8) and (8.9) respec-

tively. Thus, a simplified version of Algorithm 13 or Algorithm 14, shown in Algorithm

15 can still work on (8.11) and (8.12).

Algorithm 15 A Primal-Dual Online Algorithm for Sub Problem (8.10)

1: // Initialization
2: xj,t = 0,∀j, t; αS = 0, ∀t, S;St = ∅;
3:

4: while δ(St) > 0 do
5: increase αSt continuously until some constraint gets tight;
6: if

∑
S⊆Nt:j∈Nt\S,δ(S)>0 rj,t(S)αS = bj,t then

7: xj,t = 1; St = St ∪ {j};
8: end if
9: end while

Theorem 17. Algorithm 15 is a polynomial-time 2-approximation algorithm to the

linear integer program (8.10), and verifies an integrality gap of 2 as well.

Proof: similar to the first case in Lemma 10. ut

Now we convert Algorithm 15 into a truthful auction by applying the randomized

auction framework discussed in Chapter 4. First we solve the LP relaxation in (8.11)

optimally, and then decompose the fractional solution into a convex combination of

a series of integer solutions by exploiting the underlying covering structure of the

social cost minimization problem. We then pick an integer solution randomly with

the corresponding convex combination weights viewed as selection probabilities. The

payments to the winning tenants are calculated according to Step three, ensuring
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that the sufficient condition of truthfulness is satisfied. We describe the details of the

randomized auction as follows.

Step 1), Computing the optimal fractional solution. The relaxed problem (8.11) can be

solved efficiently using a standard LP solution method, such as the simplex algorithm

or the interior-point algorithm. After solving (8.11), we obtain an optimal fractional

solution x∗.

Step 2), Decomposing fractional solution into integer solutions. We have designed a

2-approximation algorithm verifying an integral gap of 2 for the sub-problem. We use

a convex decomposition technique, which employs the approximation algorithm as a

plug-in module, to decompose the fractional solution into a set of integer solutions,

i.e., find the combination weight µ where
∑

p∈J µp = 1, such that
∑

p∈J µpx
p =

min{2x∗,1} where J is the set of all feasible integer solutions to (8.10). The exact

decomposition assures the sufficient condition of truthfulness stated in Theorem 2 is

satisfied.

To find µ, we solve the linear program (8.13) as follows. Using the convex de-

composition technique for covering problems stated in Chapter 4, we derive the dual

(8.14) by introducing dual variables ν and η corresponding to (8.13a) and (8.13b),

respectively.

Primal: maximize
∑
p∈J

µp (8.13)

subject to:

∑
p∈J

µpx
p = min{2x∗,1} (8.13a)∑

p∈J

µp ≤ 1 (8.13b)

µp ≥ 0, ∀p ∈ J (8.13c)
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Dual: minimize
∑
j∈Nt

min{2x∗j , 1}νj + η (8.14)

subject to:

∑
j∈Nt

xpjνj + η ≥ 1 ∀p ∈ J (8.14a)

η ≥ 0 (8.14b)

We use the ellipsoid method to solve the dual, with Algorithm 15 acting as a

separation oracle, which can find violated constraints in the dual (8.14) and provide

them as hyperplanes to the ellipsoid method for cutting the solution space. The

following lemma, as proven in Chapter 4, ensures that the convex decomposition

method can correctly find a convex combination of integer solutions, i.e.,
∑

p∈J νp =

1.

Lemma 11. [111] The decomposition technique can solve (8.13) optimally in polyno-

mial time with optimal objective value
∑

p∈J µp = 1, meanwhile it finds a polynomial

number of feasible integer solutions xp to (8.10) as well as their corresponding convex

combination weights µp.

Briefly, if the optimal value of (8.14) is 1, then
∑

p∈J νp = 1 as well by the strong

duality of linear program. Note that there is a feasible solution (ν = 0, µ = 1) to

(8.14). Thus the dual (8.14) is at most 1. By exploiting the plug-in approximation

algorithm, we can find a contradiction if the dual (8.14) is strict smaller than 1.

During the process, violated constraints which act as hyperplanes to the ellipsoid

method are found in dual (8.14).

Step 3), Winner determination and payment calculation. After decomposing the

fractional solution into a series of integer solutions, we randomly pick an integer

solution xp with its corresponding combination weight µp as the probability. Let
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Pj(bj) be the probability that tenant j with bidding price bj wins. b−j be the all

bids except (bj, rj). We compute the payments according to the sufficient condition

of truthfulness in Theorem 2, to achieve truthfulness as proven in Sec. 4.2 in Chapter

4.

For losing tenants, the payment is 0; for winning tenants, the payment

Πj = bj +

∫∞
bj

min{2x∗j(b, b−j), 1}db
min{2x∗j(bj, b−j), 1}db

Theorem 18. The auction in Sec. 8.3, is truthful in expectation and achieves a

(2 + 2c)-approximation ratio, where c is defined in Theorem 16.

Proof: As the randomized auction satisfies the sufficient condition in Theorem 2, it

is truthful in expectation. The expected social cost:

E

[∑
t

ftHt +
∑
j,t

bj,txj,t + fpeakHmax

]
≤ 2OPT +

∑
t

E

[∑
j

bj,txj,t

]

≤ 2OPT + 2OPTDt−Hmax ≤ (2 + 2c)OPT

where OPTDt−Hmax is the optimal cost of (8.11) when the target is Dt −Hmax. The

last inequality is due to the dual fitting in Theorem 16.

8.4 Performance Evaluation

Simulation Setup. We consider a practical scenario of a colocation data center

located in Vancouver, Canada, with 15 participating tenants. The maximum power

demand of the colocation data center is 21 MW. The data center is powered by BC

Hydro with a peak charge of $9.95/kW and a volume charge of ¢4.86/kWh. We then

generate a series of time varying volume charge rate ft by adding randomness to the

volume charge of ¢4.86/kWh.
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We next collect the hourly ambient temperature in Vancouver from July 1, 2014

to July 31, 2014 [2]. Based on the ambient temperature, we compute the pPUE

according to the fitting formula in (8.1). The time-varying curve, from July 1 to July

7, 2014, is depicted in Fig. 8.3.

The Hotmail and MSR workload traces [64] and the Wikipedia workload trace [94],

which are 24 hours long, are used to drive the simulation. Since the trace data is

limited, we duplicate them with randomness of up to 20% to generate the 15 tenants’

workloads for 30 days. All workloads are normalized with respect to each tenant’s

maximum service capacity. Fig. 8.4 illustrates the three traces for a 48-hour period.
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Figure 8.3: pPUE values, based on
temperature in Vancouver, July 1-7,
2014.
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Figure 8.4: Normalized Workload.

Based on the workload traces, we generate the power demand Dt. The tenants

can achieve energy reduction by consolidating low workload machines and shutting

down idle machines. We assume that the machines in idle status consume up to 50 %

energy of their peak power, therefore the possible energy reduction is (50% + 50%×

W )C − 100%WC = 1−W
2
C, where W is the normalized workload and C is the peak

power demand when W = 1.

A tenant’s cost is proportional to its total energy reduction. We set the unit price

to be ¢5 ∼ ¢8.5 /kWh at random, which is more expensive than the volume charge.
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Algorithms for the Pricing Approach. We set the price offered by the colocation

pt = κft, where by default κ = 3. If bi,t/ri,t ≤ pt, then tenant i will participate in

the energy reduction by submitting ri,t to the colocation, where bi,t is tenant i’s true

cost.

We first compare the approximation algorithm in Algorithm 11 with the offline

optimum, as shown in Fig. 8.5. We observe that Algorithm 11 achieves almost the

same Hmax as the offline optimum does. Algorithm 11 draws the same amount of

energy from the grid in most time slots, which verifies the correctness of Eqn. 8.5.

We next investigate the performance of the online algorithm. Comparison between

Algorithm 11 and Algorithm 12 is shown in Fig. 8.6. We have two key observations:

i) Algorithm 11 smooths the demand evenly by the help of tenants; ii) Due to lack

of future information, Algorithm 12 is unlikely to use high Ht; however the peak

demand Hmax finally approaches the optimal H∗max as the number of requests that

the algorithm receives increases. For example, Hmax reaches H∗max at around t = 125h.

Next we compare the overall cost for one month, i.e., T = 2880, in Tab. 8.3. The

cost achieved by Algorithm 11 is rather close to the offline optimum, and is much

lower than suggested by the theoretically proven approximation of 2 in Theorem 13.

We also notice that the overall cost achieved by Algorithm 12 is close to the offline

optimum as well, showing a competitive ratio of 1.09. That is also noticeably better

than the theoretical bound in Theorem 14, which is (1 + 2(κ+ 1)/%) + 2 = 6.2, where

κ = 3, % = 2.5. Interestingly, the payment to tenants by Algorithm 12 is much higher

than that of Algorithm 11 and the offline optimum. The reason is that Algorithm

12 tries to avoid increasing the peak Hmax at the very beginning by buying a large

amount of tenants’ energy reduction as it does not know the complete future demands.

The online algorithm (Algorithm 12) takes a conservative strategy due to the online

nature, which leads to a high payment to tenants.
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Table 8.3: Cost Comparison among Algorithm 11, Algorithm 12, Offline Optimum
and a simple approach with no scheme, under BC Hydro Pricing.

Volume Charge ($) Peak Charge ($) Payment to tenants ($) Total ($)

Algorithm 11 385,000 146,737 12,365 544,102
Algorithm 12 314,811 146,694 130,026 591,531

Offline Optimum 384,697 146,757 12,560 544,014
No Scheme 412,417 185,568 0 597,985

We compare the volume charge, peak charge and the payments to tenants among

Algorithm 11, Algorithm 12 and offline optimum, under various pricing schemes used

in Duke Energy, PG&E, Mid American Energy and Georgia Power, respectively. The

results are illustrated in Fig. 8.7, Fig. 8.8, Fig. 8.9 and Fig. 8.10, respectively. Both

Algorithm 11 and Algorithm 12 achieve close-to-optimal performance as compared

with the offline optimum, under all pricing scheme. Algorithm 12 incurs higher costs

than Algorithm 11 due to lack of future information. We also observe that the peak

charge is the dominant cost under Georgia Power’s pricing scheme, which is different

from other three pricing scheme. This is because the volume charge of Georgia Power

is an order of magnitude cheaper than other utility providers’. More importantly,

Algorithm 12 achieves a better performance under Georgia Power’s pricing scheme as

shown in Fig. 8.10, closer to the offline optimum, showing a competitive ratio nearly

1. This is due to that Algorithm 12 is sensitive to the peak demand raise, and tries

to avoid any unnecessary increase in peak demand. Therefore, Algorithm 12 works

better under a pricing scheme where the peak charge is the dominant one.

We next compare the energy drawn from the grid by Algorithm 11 under various

κ, ranging from 1.4 to 4.4. Results are shown in Fig. 8.11. When κ is small, i.e., the

unit price pt offered by the colocation is cheap, the system has to draw a large amount

of energy from the grid due to tenants not willing to offer energy reduction. As κ

increases, the amount of energy from the grid decreases. We also compare the energy

drawn from the grid by Algorithm 12 in Fig. 8.12, where similar trend is observed.
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Figure 8.5: Comparison between Al-
gorithm 11 and Offline Optimum.
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Figure 8.6: Energy drawn from grid,
July 1-3, 2014.
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Figure 8.7: Under Duke Energy’s pric-
ing scheme.
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Figure 8.8: Under PG&E’s pricing
scheme.
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Figure 8.9: Under Mid American En-
ergy’s pricing scheme.
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Figure 8.10: Under Georgia Power’s
pricing scheme.
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Figure 8.11: Algorithm 11 under vari-
ous κ.
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Figure 8.12: Algorithm 12 under vari-
ous κ.
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Figure 8.13: Energy drawn from grid,
under BC Hydro pricing.
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Figure 8.14: Comparison among
power demand, Algorithm 14, Offline
Optimum, under BC Hydro pricing.
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Figure 8.15: Comparison between Al-
gorithm 14 and the Truthful Auction
in Sec. 5.3.
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Algorithms for the Auction Approach. We compare the performance of the

algorithms in Sec. 8.3 with the offline optimum.

In Fig. 8.13, Algorithm 13 tries to save more energy than the offline optimum

does to lower the peak demand, making itself spend more money in paying tenants’

energy reduction at most time slots. However, Algorithm 13 does not memorize the

maximum demand so far, so the amount of energy drawn from the grid is not stable

over time. More importantly this makes Algorithm 13 occasionally raise the peak

demand to a high value, e.g., t = 125, but fail to utilize the raised peak demand in

the consecutive time slots. We also observe that the pattern of the amount of energy

drawn from the grid by Algorithm 13 exactly follows power demand D(t), i.e., it goes

high as D(t) goes high, and it drops as D(t) drops, which reveals that Algorithm 13

is not intelligent enough.

In Fig. 8.14, we compare the amount of energy drawn from the grid by Algorithm

14 and that by the offline optimum. We observe thatHmax in Algorithm 14 approaches

H∗max as t increases. Compared with Algorithm 13, Algorithm 14 keeps tracking the

maximum demand so far, and resorts to the energy reduction from tenants only when

it would exceed the maximum demand so far. Results show that Algorithm 14 does

act more intelligently than Algorithm 13.

We run the randomized auction in Sec. 5.3 for 20 times to obtain the average

results. The amount of energy drawn from the grid by the randomized auction is

depicted in Fig. 8.15, compared with Algorithm 14. It follows the curve by Algorithm

14 with a bit of fluctuation, which results from the randomized selection of integer

solutions in the auction. We also observe that both Algorithm 14 and the randomized

auction jump up a step at t = 125. The reason is that the amount of energy drawn

from the grid has to jump as the energy reduction from the tenants cannot compensate

the amount D(t) jumps at t = 125.
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We next compare the monthly cost in each component, i.e., volume charge, peak

charge and tenant cost, as shown in Fig. 8.16 and Tab. 8.4. Algorithm 13 is the worst

among them, but still achieves 1.104 times the offline optimum, which is much better

than the theoretical worst-case competitive ratio in Theorem 15 — 2 + ξ/(1− 1
%
) = 4,

where ξ = 1.2, % = 2.5. Algorithm 14 and the Auction both have a competitive ratio

of 1.01, better than the theoretical worst-case competitive ratios in Theorem 16 and

Theorem 18, respectively. In the trace, c ≈ 1.49, then the ratios are 3.49 and 4.98,

respectively.

Table 8.4: Cost Comparison among Algorithm 13, Algorithm 14, the Truthful Auction
and Offline Optimum, under BC Hydro Pricing.

Volume Charge ($) Peak Charge ($) Payment to tenants ($) Total ($)

Algorithm 13 282,561 160,195 157,084 599,840
Algorithm 14 353,078 153,323 42,728 549,129

Truthful Auction 351,119 153,323 43,695 548,137
Offline Optimum 302,776 135,452 104,894 543,122

8.5 Summary

In this chapter, we study the online electricity cost minimization problem at a colo-

cation data center, considering that the electricity billing model applied to a data

center is nowadays based on both the total volume consumed, and the peak con-

sumption rate. We consider two approaches to provide incentive for tenants to shed

energy consumption, for peak demand control. We design online algorithms based

on primal-dual techniques that exploit the salient feature of the data center elec-

tricity charge model, and prove guarantees on their competitive ratios. We further

convert the online algorithm into an efficient auction mechanism that executes in an

online fashion, runs in polynomial time, and guarantees truthful bidding and close-

to-optimal social cost. Trace-driven simulation studies further verify the efficacy of

the proposed algorithms, showing close-to-optimum performance in most cases that
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were studied.
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Chapter 9

Conclusion

In this thesis, we presented a randomized auction framework for both packing and

covering problems. The framework can translate a cooperative approximation algo-

rithm into a truthful auction with the same approximation ratio. As a result, we

can focus on algorithmically optimizing the social welfare or the social cost, without

simultaneously worrying about potential falsified bids from strategic bidders. Four

applications of the framework in clouds, microgrids and colocation data center are

carefully studied.

In the cloud computing markets, we first design a cooperative ρ−approximation

algorithm, where ρ ≈ 2.72 in typical scenarios. We employ the cooperative approx-

imation algorithm as a plug-in module, and then design a new randomized auction.

The crux of the auction is to use a pair of tailored primal and dual LPs to decom-

pose an optimal fractional solution into a summation of a series of weighted valid

integer solutions. The auction is truthful, individually rational, and achieves the

same approximation ratio in social welfare as the cooperative algorithm does. Simu-

lation studies driven by traces from Google Cluster verify the efficacy of the proposed

auction and the effectiveness of dynamic resource provisioning over static resource

provisioning. The auction in clouds in Chapter 5 could help current cloud providers

with massive amounts of computing resources to more efficiently utilize their comput-

ing, storage and communication resources, to dynamically configuring the best VM

packing combination to meet market demands, to find appropriate prices of the VMs

without struggling with strategic cloud users, and to obtain performance guarantee

in terms of economic efficiency.
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In Chapter 6, two markets, the microgrid-to-grid market and the grid-to-microgrid

market, are studied. We first design an approximation algorithm for the first market

in consideration of the UCP, then convert it into an auction. In the grid-to-microgrid

market, we first design an efficient approximation algorithm for social welfare maxi-

mization, then convert it into a truthful auction with the same approximation factor.

Trace driven simulations are conducted to verify the efficacy of the two proposed

inter-grid power auctions. The auctions will help grids and microgrids to reduce their

operational cost, and to save resources used against falsified bids from selfish users.

In Chapter 7, we study how to enable colocation EDR at the minimum colocation-

wide cost. To address the challenges of uncoordinated power management, we propose

a first-of-its-kind auction-based incentive auction, called Truth-DR, which is compu-

tationally efficient, truthful in expectation and guarantees a 2-approximation. Truth-

DR stimulates tenants in the colocation data centers to voluntarily reduce energy

consumption, showing that colocations have great potential in helping the grid keep

stable in the emergency cases and preventing economic loss. Trace-driven simulation

studies showed that Truth-DR can achieve the energy reduction target for EDR at a

low colocation-wide cost, while ensuring that truthfulness and individual rationality

are preserved for tenants during the auction process.

In Chapter 8, we study the online electricity cost minimization problem at a

colocation data center, in consideration of the fact that the electricity billing model

applied to a data center is nowadays based on both the total volume consumed, and

the peak consumption rate. Two approaches to provide incentive for tenants to shed

energy consumption, for peak demand control, are proposed. In the first approach,

we design online algorithms based on primal-dual techniques that exploit the salient

feature of the data center electricity charge model, and show guarantees on their

competitive ratios. In the second approach, we convert an online algorithm into an
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efficient auction mechanism that executes in an online fashion, runs in polynomial

time, and guarantees truthful bidding and close-to-optimal social cost. Algorithms

in this chapter could enable large amount of electricity cost saving in the real world.

Trace-driven simulation studies further verify the efficacy of the proposed algorithms,

showing close-to-optimum performance in most cases.

The randomized auction framework still has room for improvement, as many

problems in the ICT field exhibit mixed packing and covering structure, or even

more complicated structure, rather than the standard packing or covering structure.

The framework may not able to directly handle those complicated problems as is,

e.g., Truth-DR with XOR bidding 1. We hope to generalize and further develop the

framework to handle those structures in the future.

1XOR bidding introduces a packing constraint while the original problem is covering type.
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